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Introduction 

The Monitors and Mass Storage Apple Service Guide is the 
fourth in a series of supplemental booklets that help Apple- 
certified technicians troubleshoot and repair Apple products 
at customers' sites. The Apple Service Guide series contains 
information condensed from a number of Apple Service 
products and sources; it includes only need-to-know 
information for the experienced technician. These guides do 
NOT replace the Apple Service Source CD. 

Organization 

The Monitors and Mass Storage Apple Service Guide contains 
the following chapters and sections: 

General Monitor Information — This chapter contains vital 
information that you must understand before you service any 

monitor, including: 
e Environmental display distortions 
e Diagnostics and video cables 
e Safety and ESD 

Monochrome and Color Monitors — The monitor sections 
contain information specific to eleven Macintosh monitors. 
Each monitor section has four parts: 
e Illustrated parts list 
e Symptom/cure troubleshooting 
e Safety instructions 
e Adjustments 

Macintosh Video Cards — Information on all Macintosh video 
cards is in this chapter. 
e Illustrated parts list 
e Built-in and NuBus video compatibility and output 
e Video upgrade and troubleshooting 

General SCSI Information — This chapter contains key 
background information on Apple SCSI devices. 
e SCSI requirements and quick reference information 
e How to troubleshoot and correctly terminate SCSI chains 

Hard Drives — This chapter includes information on: 
e Parts list for hard drives and most associated parts 
e Carrier compatibility and return configuration 
e Checklist, symptom/cure, and flowchart troubleshooting 

e SCSI select jumper configurations and startup problems 
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Floppy Drives — Information in this chapter includes: 

e Parts list for floppy drives and most associated parts 
e Internal cable and carrier compatibility matrix 
e Cleaning information 

e Removing disks that will not eject 
e Logic board upgrade procedures for the SuperDrive 

e Checklist and symptom/cure troubleshooting 

CD ROM Drives — This chapter includes: 
e Illustrated parts list 
e Symptom/Cure troubleshooting 

How to Use This Guide 

This guide is designed to present consolidated technical 
information clearly and directly. Knowing some of the basic 
format rules can help you use the guide effectively. 

e The name of the product chapter is on the bottom-right 
corner of every left page (e.g., "Preface" below). 

e The name of each section of the product chapter is at the 
top of the first page of the section (e.g., the title 
"Introduction" on page v). 

e The definitions of Notes, Importants, Cautions, and 

Warnings appear below. 

Definitions of Alerts 

Note 

Important 

A Caution 

A note adds emphasis or clarity. 

An important highlights practices that could cost you 
significant time or trouble. 

A caution signals danger to the equipment. 

A Warning A warning signals danger to YOU! 
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Safety Information 

Ten Rules to CRT Safety — 
Cathode-ray tube (CRT) monitors are dangerous. Use the 

following safety rules to avoid injury when working on 

Macintosh monitors. 

LS, 

Do not work on a monitor alone. In case of an 
accident, having someone nearby—and having someone 

trained in CPR—could save your life. 
Remove all jewelry before performing repairs on a 
CRT. Removing these conductors reduces the possibility 

of electric shock. 
Never use a grounding wriststrap or heelstrap or 
work on a grounded workbench mat when 
discharging a monitor or when performing live 

adjustments. 
Wear safety goggles when working with a CRT. The 
CRT contains a high vacuum. If cracked or broken, the 
CRT can implode (collapse into itself). To protect your 

eyes, always wear safety goggles. 
Before working inside a monitor, turn off the power 
and disconnect the external power cord. Certain parts 
of a monitor chassis are hot (electrified) when the 
monitor is under power. Never work on a monitor under 

power except when making live adjustments. 
Keep one hand in your pocket or behind your back 
when working on a live monitor. This reduces the risk 

of current passing through your body, should you 

accidentally contact high voltage. 
FIGURE 1. Always discharge the anode before 
touching anything inside the monitor. High voltage 
(up to 12,000 volts DC) can be present on the anode and 
other components—even when power is off. 

Never touch the anode connector or the anode 
aperture. When a CRT is replaced, the anode connector 

is removed, exposing the anode. The anode can retain a 
charge of several thousand volts even when power is off 

and can regain some charge even after discharge. 

FIGURE 1. Do not pick up or handle a CRT by the 
neck. To prevent an implosion, take every precaution 
against breaking the tube. Be especially careful with the 
neck, where the tube is thinnest. 

FIGURE 1. When adjusting a live CRT, never touch 
any of the components shown in the figure. 
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Anode 
Connector 
(Anode 
Aperture 

Discharge 
Anode 
Wire Tool 

Flyback 
Transformer 

Figure 1 CRT Discharge and Danger Points 

Discharging the CRT 

A Caution Discharge the anode to the metal part of the bezel. 
Failure to do so will damage the logic board. 

1. Remove your grounding wriststrap and jewelry, and put 
on safety goggles. 

2. FIGURE 1. Attach the alligator clip on the CRT discharge 
tool to the metal part of the bezel. 

3. FIGURE 1. Put one hand in your pocket or behind your 
back. With your other hand, insert the tip of the CRT 
discharge tool under the anode cap until it touches the 
anode ring. 

4. Remove the CRT discharge tool. To be sure that the CRT 
is discharged, repeat the discharge procedure (you may 
want to repeat the procedure using a flat-bladed 
screwdriver with an insulated handle). 

A Warning The anode can build up voltage over time. To drain off 
any residual charges, establish an ongoing ground. 
Fasten one end of an alligator lead to the metal part of 
the bezel and the other end to the anode aperture. 
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A Warning 

A Warning 

Disposing of the CRT 

To prevent serious injury, follow the procedure described in 
this section whenever you discard a CRT. 

To properly dispose of a defective CRT, you must first 
devacuum the cathode-ray tube. Discarded CRTs that 
have not been devacuumed may crack and implode, 
injuring anyone who happens to be near. 

Materials Required 

Thick cardboard box large enough to conceal the CRT 

Large, sharp diagonal cutters 

Large pliers and duct tape 
Safety goggles and gardening gloves 
12" x 12" piece of cloth or heavy paper 

1. Put on safety goggles. 
2. In the side of the box, cut a hole just large enough to 

insert the tip of the CRT neck. 
3. FIGURE 2. Place the CRT inside the box with the tip of 

the neck protruding through the hole, and tape the box 
flaps down with the duct tape. 

Only the very tip of the CRT neck should be 
protruding through the hole in the box, and the box 
must not have any other opening. 

4. FIGURE 2. Put on gloves and, using the diagonal cutters, 
carefully clip off the connector pins on the end of the 
CRT neck. 

5. FIGURE 2. Tape the piece of cloth or paper onto the box 
so that it forms a veil over the opening, but allows access 
to the tip of the CRT. The purpose of the veil is to catch 
bits of glass that may fly during the next step. 

6. Make sure that no one is standing nearby. Then stand to 
one side, reach under the veil, and with the large pliers 

grasp the exposed tip of the CRT. Look away while you 
snip off the tip of the CRT. 
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You will probably hear a rush of air entering the CRT when 
the CRT vacuum breaks—but even if you don't, the 
procedure is complete if the tip of the CRT is clearly broken 
off. 

Cloth or 
Paper 

Figure 2 Devacuuming the CRT 
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ESD Prevention 

A Warning 

Electrostatic discharge (ESD) can irreparably damage the 
sensitive chips and printed circuitry of electronic 
components. Plastic utensils, foam cups, polyester clothing, 
and even the ungrounded touch of your hand carry sufficient 
electrostatic charges to damage electronic components. 
Follow the ESD prevention rules and procedure below to 
prevent ESD damage. 

ESD Prevention Rules 

1. Before working on a device containing a printed circuit, 
ground yourself and your equipment. Use a grounded 
conductive workbench mat and a grounding wriststrap, 
and ground your equipment to the mat. 

Make certain that you are NOT grounded when: 

¢ You work on plugged-in equipment 
e You discharge a cathode-ray tube (CRT) 
e You work on an unplugged CRT that has not 

been discharged 

Do not touch anyone who is working on integrated 
circuits. You could "zap" the equipment through the 
technician—even though the technician is grounded. 
Use static-shielding bags for boards and chips during 
storage, transportation, and handling. Leave all Apple 
service components in the ESD-safe packaging until you 
need them. 
Handle all ICs by the body, not the leads. Also, do not 
touch the edge connectors or exposed circuitry on 
boards or cards. 
Do not wear polyester clothing or bring plastic, vinyl, or 
Styrofoam into the work environment. The electrostatic 
field around these nonconductors cannot be removed. 
Never place components on any metal surface. Use 
antistatic, conductive, or special foam rubber mats. 

If possible, keep the humidity in the service area 
between 70% and 90%, and use an ion generator. Charge 
levels are reduced (but not eliminated) in high-humidity 
environments and in areas with ion generators. 

If an ESD pad/workstation is not available, plug in the 
computer and touch the bare metal on the power supply 
to discharge electrostatic charges. 
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Setting Up an ESD-Safe Workstation 

Materials Required 

Conductive workbench mat with ground cord 
Wriststrap with built-in 1-megohm resistor and ground cord 
Equipment ground cord with alligator clips 

Ground/polarity tester 

1. Remove all ESD hazards from the area. Nonconductive 
materials (see rule #5 above) cannot be grounded and 
can retain charges for hours and even days. 

2. Use a ground/polarity tester to verify proper grounding 
of the power outlet. If the outlet is wired incorrectly, 
most testers show a light pattern that matches a code 
given on the tester. If the tester does not verify proper 
grounding, move to another outlet that is safe. 

3. Connect the ground cord. Fasten it to the workbench mat 
and to the wriststrap. The metal on the wriststrap should 
touch your skin. 

4, Finally, ground the equipment that you are working on. 
Use alligator clips and a grounding cord to attach any 
metal part of the device you are working on to the 
grounded workbench mat. 
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Environmental Display Distortions 

Monitor Distortion 

Environmental distortion (see FIGURE 3) is especially 

noticeable on large-screen monitors. Even monitors set to 
factory specifications may appear distorted when set up in a 
new environment. This problem affects all monitors and is 
not specific to Apple monitors. 

If you encounter a monitor with geometric raster distortions 
like those shown in FIGURE 3, check first for environmental 

causes before attempting to repair or adjust the monitor. Try 
swiveling or moving the monitor to another location, and 
note any changes in the display. If possible, the best test is to 
remove the monitor from the building and recheck the 
display in an entirely different location. If the display changes 
(for better or worse) when you swivel or move the monitor 
to another location, the environment is the source of the 

problem. 

Ideal raster Raster shifted right Raster shifted up and left 

Right edge not straight Left side bowed Right side bowed inward 

Upper-right corner rounded Left edge s-shaped Raster tilted right 

Figure 3 Distortion Problems Often Caused by Environmental Conditions 
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Keep in mind that module swapping cannot fix a monitor 
with environmental distortion problems, and that adjusting a 
monitor with environmental distortion problems alters the 
factory settings. You may be able to adjust a monitor to 
compensate for an unfriendly environment, but if your 
customer moves the monitor to another location the resulting 
geometric distortion could be much worse because the 
monitor is no longer set to factory specifications. 

Environmental Influences 

The following types of raster distortion by environmental 

conditions are common: 

e Static Raster Distortion, which distorts the position, 
size, or shape of the screen image, may be caused by 

— The Earth's magnetic field. Rotate or move the 
monitor to another location. (Earth magnetism 
usually distorts only the edges of the screen and 
does not affect the active or working area of the 
screen.) 

— Proximity to metal objects, which impact the 
surrounding magnetic field. Metal desks, file 
cabinets, and book shelves can distort the raster. 

Remove the metal objects or rearrange the office. 

e Dynamic Raster Distortion, which causes movement 

or "jitter" of the screen image, may be caused by 
fluorescent lights, other monitors, copy machines, or 
electronic appliances such as coffee makers and 
refrigerators. Switch off and unplug these items or move 
them further away from the monitor. 
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Diagnostics 

Use the following table to determine the correct diagnostic 
and diagnostic modules for displaying monitor test patterns. 

When testing monitors with MacTest™ Pro, use the Monitor 

Test Patterns module and either the Video Card module (for 
testing via NuBus™ only) or the appropriate CPU module. 

Monitor Diagnostics 

Systems Tested Via 

the NuBus Connector 

Diagnostic to Use for 

Generating Test Patterns 

Macintosh Il, lx, Ilfx, IIlsi, Ilex, Ici, 

Quadra 700, 900, 950, 

Performa 400 and 600 

Systems Tested Via 

the Built-in Video 

Diagnostic: MacTest Pro 

Disk: Video Cards 

arenas 

Macintosh LC, LC Il, Diagnostic: MacTest Pro 

Performa 400 and 600 Disk: Macintosh Classic Il, LC, LC Ill, Ilvi, 

llvx, Performa Family 

Macintosh Ilci Diagnostic: MacTest llcx/Ilci 

Disk: MacTest llcx/IIci 
Rls Se air RETA, SE eer 

Macintosh Ilsi Diagnostic: MacTest MP 

Disk: MacTest MP 

Macintosh Quadra 700, 900, 

and 950 

Diagnostic: MacTest Pro 

Disk: Macintosh Quadra 

PowerBook 160 and 180 Diagnostic: MacTest Pro 

Disk: Macintosh PowerBook | 
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Video Cables 

Use the following table to determine compatible monitors 
and video cables. 

Video Cables 

Video Cable Monitors 

590-0161 Apple High-Res Mono. Monitor 

DA-15 to DA-15 AppleColor High-Res RGB Monitor 

Length: 1m 

590-4161 Apple High-Res Mono. Monitor 

DA-15 to DA-15 AppleColor High-Res RGB Monitor 

Extended length: 1.75 m 

590-4510 Macintosh 12-Inch Mono. Display 

Permanently attached to the monitor 

590-0693 Macintosh 12-Inch RGB Display 

Permanently attached to the monitor 

922-0035 Macintosh Color Display 

Permanently attached to the monitor 

590-0734 Macintosh 16-Inch Color Display 

Permanently attached to the monitor 

590-0574 Apple Mac Portrait Display 

11-pin mixed connectors (DB-25 size) Apple Mac Portrait Display "Series B" 

For original Mac II Portrait Display video 

card (661-0604) 

590-0615 Apple Mac Portrait Display 

DA-15 to 13-pin mixed connector Apple Mac Portrait Display "Series B" 

(DB-25 size) Apple Two-Page Mono. Monitor 

Macintosh 21-Inch Color Display 

590-0562 Apple Two-Page Mono. Monitor 

13-pin mixed connectors (DB-25 size) 

590-0831 Macintosh 12-Inch Mono. Display 

Adapter, 14-pin video connector to DA-15 | Macintosh 12-lnch RGB Display 

For use with PowerBook 160 and 180 AppleColor High-Res RGB Monitor 

Macintosh Color Display 

Apple Mac Portrait Display 

Macintosh 16-inch Color Display 
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Monochrome 

Monitors 

High-Res Monochrome Monitor 

Mac 12-Inch Monochrome 
Display 

Mac Portrait Display 

Mac Portrait Display "Series B" 
Two-Page Monochrome Monitor 
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_ Figure 1 High-Res Monochrome Monitor Exploded View 
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Figure 2 High-Res Monochrome Monitor CRT Exploded View 
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Cables 

Cable, external power, domestic... 590-0372 

Cable, external power, EUrOpe........c eee 590-0422 
Cable. LED ASsemp|y setocintarcueewaocate 590-0440 
Cable, main board to control panel ..................004. 590-0442 
Cable, main board to power supply ...............00068 590-0441 
Cable, video (CPU to monitor) wee eees 590-4161 

Case parts 

Adjustment panel COVET ........cccccccecceecceeeeeeeeesetsseaees 949-0119 
IBS Ze ln Saran tautcde lato ast sna datieseaeataee eee oicarsu cues: 949-0116 

REAL COV Cl iia ocpirhie ea ee ntaeitnulave utes tuasecnelpaoacneens 949-0117 

SCLEW /KNOD: SCb iain deecittoctvivnha dienasisuaenausleinekeisageneen 956-0007 
Stand Attachment vc iss icccseievacaviobuneeseebiideideeadsccnemars 949-0118 

CR ASSCT Yaa Seis chesnnienarnstoondsia aiaslenttiec nadia teeta bonds 076-0246 
POW SU PY a esis csie eis ilaernieaeertcausanntincentmenotarniai steeds 661-0395 
Printed circuit boards 

Contrast control board .......ccceccceeeccccseseeeecceeeuaeees 905-0004 

I/O; CONNECIOR DOATG i555 isis ite oie escbbaihcd senecexsunns 933-0014 

Malin DO AT oe lh orachinosmeas eastiabetieicend: 661-0396 
Video board "C" CaS€ COVED ...ccecccccccceeccccsseaeeeeeseeens 948-0031 

Video board "C" with cable wc. 981-0007 
Switches and fuses 

FPUSE,290 Vi 22 AIP eucestectaylintaauegeaqiugaaeen 740-0305 
OR OLE SWIC tirczaiceceesensey:t ced spe tush ores suvertsssbedaisstunnana: 937-0025 

Apple High-Res Monochrome Monitor 



Troubleshooting 

Symptom/Cure Chart 

Use the following chart as a troubleshooting guide. When 
troubleshooting, remember that environmental distortions are 
common and cannot be corrected by monitor adjustments or 
module replacement. For information on environmental 

distortions, see the General Monitor Information chapter. 

No Raster Solutions 

No raster, LED off 1. Check that the power cord is properly connected. 

2. Check the internal power connectors. 

3. Check fuse; replace if blown. If it blows again, go to next step. 
4. Replace the power supply. 
5. Replace the power switch assembly. 

No raster, LED on Adjust the brightness and contrast controls. 

Verify that the video card (in the CPU) is working properly. 
Adjust the sub-brightness (cutoff) control. 
Verify that the logic board is connected to the power supply. 

Check fuse; replace if blown. If it blows again, go to next step. 
Replace the main board. 

Replace the power supply. 

Replace the power switch assembly. 
Replace video board "C." 

Replace the contrast control board. SOMNDAARWNDY > —s 

Geometric Problem’! Solutions 

Raster stretched 1. Verify that distortion is not due to environmental conditions 

or compressed (move monitor to a different location). 

on side or top of 2. Perform appropriate geometric adjustments. 
screen 3. Replace the main board. 

4. Replace the CRT. 

Synchronization 
Problems Solutions | 

Picture breaks in 1. Connect another monitor to the computer and switch power on 

diagonal lines to verify that a video signal is coming from the computer. 
2. Replace the main board. 

Picture rolls 1. Verify that the video card (in the CPU) is working properly. 
vertically 2. Adjust the vertical hold. 

3. Check the connector on the I/O connector board. 
4. Replace the main board. 

One horizontal 1. Verify that the yoke connectors are tight. 
or vertical line 2. Replace the main board. 

appears on screen 3. Replace the CRT. 

1 Remember, slight geometric distortion problems cannot be solved by replacing modules. 
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Video Problems 

Picture is too 

dark or too 

bright 

Brightness cannot 

be adjusted 

Out of focus 

Misc. Problems 

Picture jitters 

Flashing lines 
on screen 

Black spots on 

screen (burnt 

phosphor) 

Solutions 

OO Oe Nes 

“a ee heal 

ON es 

Adjust the brightness control. 

Verify that the video card (in the CPU) is working properly. 

Adjust the sub-brightness (cutoff) control. 
Replace the main board. 

Replace video board "C." 

Replace the CRT. 

Replace the contrast control board. 

Replace the main board. 

Replace the video board "C." 
Replace the CRT assembly. 

Perform focus adjustments. 
Replace the main board. 

Replace the video board. 
Replace the CRT. 

Solutions 

1. 
2. 

Verify that all grounding cables are secure. 
Confirm that adjacent computer equipment is properly 

grounded. Move electrical devices away from the monitor. 

Temporarily shut off all fluorescent lights in the area.2 
Replace the main board. 

Verify contact of the video connector to the neck of the CRT. 
Replace the contrast control board. 
Replace the main board. 

Replace the CRT. 

2 External electrical interference problems cannot be solved by monitor adjustments or replacement of 
modules. 
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Safety Instructions 

A Warning The Apple High-Res Monochrome Monitor contains a 
high-vacuum picture tube and operates at very high 
voltages. To prevent serious injury, review the CRT 

safety rules before performing adjustments. 

In addition to following all safety precautions, be sure to: 

e Keep one hand behind your back at all times, and grasp 
the handle of the insulated alignment tool with your 

other hand. 
e Use a mirror for viewing adjustment results. 
e Perform only those adjustments that are absolutely 

necessary. Do not attempt to make any adjustments 
other than the ones explained in this section, and do 
those with extreme caution. 

A Warning Serious injury could result if, with the power on, you 
touch any of the high-voltage areas shown in Figure 3. 

Anode T 
Connector SoH 

Anode Wire NN as 

- 

mall Yoke Wires aX 
NSS 

Flyback 
Transformer 

Figure 3 High-Voltage Areas 
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Adjustments 

22 

Geometric Adjustments 

Materials Required 

Plastic screwdriver 

Mirror 

Flexible metric ruler 

Appropriate diagnostic (See the Monitor Diagnostics table in the General 
Monitor Information chapter.) 

Horizontal Size 

1. FIGURE 4. Set.the brightness control to detent 
(midrange) and the contrast control to maximum (turn 
clockwise). 

2. Boot the diagnostic and display the crosshatch II test 
pattern. 

3. FIGURE 4. Using the plastic screwdriver, turn the 
Horizontal Size control until the raster is 213.5 mm wide. 

Vertical Size 

1. Display the crosshatch II test pattern. 
2. FIGURE 4. Using the plastic screwdriver, turn the Vertical 

Size control until the raster is 160 mm high. 

Focus 

1. FIGURE 4. Set the brightness control to detent 
(midrange) and the contrast control to maximum (turn 
clockwise). 

2. Select the focus test pattern. 
3. FIGURE 4. Using the plastic screwdriver, adjust the Focus 

control for best focus at the center of the screen. 

Brightness poor Contrast 

@ O 

Vertical FO 

Size 

O ® 

O 
Horizontal 

Size 

Figure 4 Size and Focus Controls 
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Video Adjustments 

Always perform the video adjustments when you replace the 
main logic board, the contrast control board, or the video 

board. 

Materials Required 

Two-inch plastic screwdriver 
Plastic screwdriver 

Light meter (Sekonic Multi-Lumi, model L-248) 
Appropriate diagnostic (See the Monitor Diagnostics table in the General 

Monitor Information chapter.) 

Cutoff 

1. Remove the monitor’s rear cover and set the monitor 

upright. 
2. Connect the monitor’s video cable and power cord to the 

Macintosh computer. 
3. FIGURE 5. Using a two-inch plastic screwdriver, turn the 

SUB CON control to midrange. 

Side View 

SUB CON 

Figure 5 Subcontrast Control 
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A Caution 

24 

CUTOFF 

FIGURE 6. Set the brightness control to detent 
(midrange) and the contrast control to maximum (turn 
clockwise). 
Boot the diagnostic and display the gray bars pattern. 

If the Cutoff is turned up (clockwise) too far, the 

monitor may shut down. If this happens, switch off 
the monitor, turn the Cutoff control all the way 
down (counterclockwise), and wait 30 seconds. 

Then switch on the monitor and continue the 

adjustment. 

FIGURE 6. Using the plastic screwdriver, turn the Cutoff 
control (RV506) until the first bar is completely black and 
the second bar is just visible 
Set your light meter (Sekonic Multi-Lumi, model L-248) 
for the 10-to-18 range. Using the light meter, measure the 
screen luminance at the center of the all-white screen. 
Display the all-white screen test pattern. Using the light 
meter, measure the screen luminance at the center of the 

screen. 
FIGURE 5. Using the two-inch plastic screwdriver, turn 
the SUB CON control until the luminance at the center of 
the screen reads at the middle of the "10" scale on the 
light meter. 

Contrast 

6) 

) 

e 

O ® 

© 

O 0 

Figure 6 Brightness, Contrast, and Cutoff Controls 
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Figure 1 Macintosh 12-Inch Monochrome Display Exploded View 
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Cables 

Cable, external power, domestic..............cceeeeeeeee 590-0380 
Cable, external power, European..............::00 590-0420 
Cable: LED assemly viioncisinaresacisivensiinameseracien 630-0004 
Cable storage DODDIN ....0:...cccccscsseecrecossseenesvasvenes ...815-1156 
Cable, video (CPU to monitor)... eeeeceees 590-4510 

Case parts 

PRS esas rs pcs aecraguastasaea sic asin ageauie mango educa eae 658-8351 
REAP COVED teicinsisseneiip loki vnuandinue nani cheateleoae tedeesi 658-8352 

CRT assemblies 
CRT assembly, Australia ........cccccccccceccessseeeeseeeeens 076-0383 
CRT assembly, domestic and Europe (etched).....076-0382 

PUSS. Me At 2 OV cscs seh sess ota oe sesateamieraorastanauaeek 941-5220 

Maiti DOA Asiseia nis Mxeehanecadanue na uedeaaunimeananenies 661-0615 
Pots 

Brightness pot, 10 KQ, 0.15 W CC wees 109-1022 
Contrast pot, 10 KQ, 0.15 Woo eeeeceeceeeeee eens 109-1020 

SCLEW /IKMOD Setar scsesnctuasen casa aaa nae 956-0023 
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Troubleshooting 

Symptom/Cure Chart | 

Use the following chart as a troubleshooting guide. If the first 
corrective action does not solve the problem, reinstall the 
original module before proceeding to the next step. When 
troubleshooting, remember that environmental distortions are 
common and cannot be corrected by monitor adjustments or 
module replacement. For information on environmental 
distortions, see the General Monitor Information chapter. 

No Raster 

No raster, LED off 

No raster, LED on 

Geometric Problems! 

Raster stretched 

or compressed 

on side or top of 
screen 

Raster cannot 

be centered 

Synchronization 

Problems 

Picture breaks in 

diagonal lines 

Picture rolls 

vertically 

One horizontal 

or vertical line 

appears on 

screen 

Solutions 

1. Check that the power cord is properly connected. 

2. Check the internal power connectors. 

3. Check fuse; replace if blown. If it blows again, go to next step. 
4. Replace the main board. 

1. Adjust the brightness and contrast controls. 
2. Adjust the sub-brightness control. 

3. Replace the main board. 

4. Replace the contrast/brightness assembly. 
5. Replace the CRT. 

Solutions 

1. Verify that distortion is not due to environmental conditions 
(move monitor to a different location). 

2. Replace the main board. 
3. Replace the CRT. 

1. Verify that distortion is not due to environmental conditions 

(move monitor to a different location). 

2. Replace the main board. 

Solutions 

1. Connect another monitor to the computer and switch power on 

to verify that a video signal is coming from the computer. 

2. Replace the main board. 

1. Verify that the video card (in the CPU) is working properly. 

2. Replace the main board. 

1. Verify that the yoke connectors are tight. 

2. Replace the main board. 

3. Replace the CRT. 

1 Remember, slight geometric distortion problems cannot be solved by replacing modules. 
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Video Problems 

Flashing lines 

on screen 

Picture is too 

dark or too 

bright 

Brightness cannot 

be adjusted 

Out of focus 

Misc. Problems 

Picture jitters 

Black spots on 

screen (burnt 

phosphor) 

Solutions 

a ot ea 

1. 
2. 
3 

Verify contact of the video connector to the neck of the CRT. 
Replace the contrast/brightness assembly. 

Replace the main board. 

Adjust the brightness control. 

Verify that the video card (in the CPU) is working properly. 
Adjust the sub-brightness control. 
Replace the main board. 

Replace the CRT. 

Replace the contrast/brightness assembly. 
Replace the main board. 
Replace the CRT. 

Perform focus adjustments. 
Replace the main board. 

Replace the CRT. 

Solutions 

1. 

2. 
Verify that all grounding cables are secure. 

Verify that adjacent computer equipment is properly 
grounded. Move electrical devices away from the monitor. 

Temporarily shut off all fluorescent lights in the area.2 
Replace the main board. 

Replace the CRT. 

2 External electrical interference problems cannot be solved by monitor adjustments or replacement of 
modules. 
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Safety Instructions 

A Warning The Macintosh 12-Inch Monochrome Display contains a 
high-vacuum picture tube and operates at very high 
voltages. To prevent serious injury, review the CRT 

Safety rules in the General Monitor Information 

chapter. 

e Keep one hand behind your back at all times, and grasp 
the handle of the insulated alignment tool with your 
other hand. 

e Use a mirror for viewing adjustment results. 
e Perform only those adjustments that are absolutely 

necessary. Do not attempt to make any adjustments 
other than the ones explained in this section, and do 
those with extreme caution. 

A Warning Serious injury could result if, with the power on, you 
touch any of the high-voltage areas shown in Figure 2. 

Lo Anode 

Connector 

Anode 
a Za Wire 

5 f 

(_() 
Yoke 

Flyback 
Transformer 

AC Power 
Section 

Figure 2 High-Voltage Areas 
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Adjustments 

Geometric Adjustments 

Materials Required 

Plastic adjustment tool (insulated screwdriver) 

Mirror 

Flexible metric ruler 
Appropriate diagnostic (See the Monitor Diagnostics table in the General 

Monitor Information chapter.) 

Horizontal 

1. Boot the diagnostic and select the all-white screen or 

crosshatch II test pattern. 
2. FIGURE 3. Using the insulated screwdriver, turn the 

Horizontal Size control until the raster is 213.5 mm + 2.5 

mm wide. 
3. FIGURE 3. Using the insulated screwdriver, turn the 

Horizontal Centering control until the raster is centered 
deft to right) in the bezel. 

Vertical 

1. Boot the diagnostic and select the all-white screen or 
crosshatch II test pattern. 

2. FIGURE 3. Using the insulated screwdriver, turn the 
Vertical Size control until the raster is 159.5 mm + 2.5 
mm high. 

3. FIGURE 3. Using the insulated screwdriver, turn the 
Vertical Centering control until the raster is centered (top 
to bottom) in the bezel. 

Brightness 

Contrast Focus 

Horizontal 3 Sub-Brightness 

Size 
Horizontal Vertical Vertical Subcontrast 
Centering Size Centering 

Figure 3 Adjustment Control Locations 
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Note 

32 

Focus 

1. FIGURE 3. Turn the brightness control to the detent 
position (midrange) and turn the contrast control to 
maximum (full clockwise). 
Boot the diagnostic and select the focus test pattern. 
FIGURE 3. Adjust the Focus control for the best focus at 
the center of the screen. 

Video Adjustments 

Materials Required 

Plastic adjustment tool (insulated screwdriver) 

Mirror 

Light meter 

Appropriate diagnostic (See the Monitor Diagnostics table in the General 

Monitor Information chapter.) 

Sub-Brightness 

1. FIGURE 3. Turn the brightness control to the detent 
position (midrange) and the contrast control to maximum 
(full clockwise). 
Boot the diagnostic and select the gray bars test pattern. 
FIGURE 3. Using the insulated screwdriver, adjust the 
Sub-Brightness control until the first bar of the test 
pattern is completely black and the second bar is just 
visible. 

If the Sub-Brightness control is set too high, the scroll 
bars on the monitor screen may display a dashed or 

irregular pattern. If this happens, turn the Sub-Brightness 
control down about a quarter-turn and readjust the Sub- 
Brightness. 

Subcontrast 

1. FIGURE 3. Turn the brightness control to the detent 
position (midrange) and the contrast control to maximum 
(full clockwise). 
Boot the diagnostic and select the all-white screen test 
pattern. 
Set your light meter (Sekonic Multi-Lumi, model L-248) 
for the 10-to-18 range. 
FIGURE 3. Using the insulated screwdriver, adjust the 
Subcontrast control until the luminance at the center of 
the screen reads in the middle of the "10" scale on the 
light meter. 
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~ Apple Macintosh 
Portrait Display 

Illustrated Parts List 
Troubleshooting. 
Safety Instructions 
Adjustments - ‘ 

Geometric Adjustments 
Video Adjustments 
Magnet Adjustment 
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Adjustment magnet Kit 0... ccsscssnnnneennerrneneeeeeeeeeaees 949-0253 

Cables 

Caples A DB spiescctuehasaceeeenaoeie cated dottes taeda panei 590-4501 

Cable, external power, domestic...............cceee 590-0371 

Cable, external power, European...............cccccccees 590-0421 

Cable, “LED: assem ly wc.c.cncstaiicetananti satiate 590-0071 

Cable, video, DB-25 to DB-25 

(GPU) TO MONON snsecatiaieecsaaoen oad ence 590-0574 

Cable, video, DB-25 to DA-15 

(CPU TOAMONILON scsi nethideteeeA tam eeeaiaewese 590-0615 

Case parts 

IBSZE latins teseneiscaeue eensanunariar et tuiacc a nas eaaertiaes 949-0079 

REAL COV Cla nidchistactespnenarnacueieaeencaraes vetecceantenoniedes 949-0089 

SChEW/k NOD Sel snuck inert 956-0015 

CRE saSSe rly ais iecstaehiceinrcmriionntnarmstotalemra venation 076-0350 

Fuse, 250 V, 4 Amp, (5/pk) ..... cc eeeeccccceeeeeeesesenaneeees 941-0017 

Other assemblies 

AC input assembly with fuse ....... cere 937-0019 

Fall Assembly. ihsucuals. chaos becencah een ieenaeg dad cnemstate: 983-0014 

signal input Assembly sudiadsnedeicietentenan teas 937-0022 

Printed circuit boards 

CRE Video: DOaTd rata scanner eames menu dice 661-0119 

Contrast/brightness board... ccccceseeteeeeeeeeeees 982-0004 

POWEMSWeepD DOdIG sectieceencadriendes 661-0117 

WACO DOA che castceendice cassis daantunctaatenuanaentens 661-0118 
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Troubleshooting 

Symptom/Cure Chart 

Use the following chart as a troubleshooting guide. When 
troubleshooting, remember environmental distortions are 
common and cannot be corrected by monitor adjustments or 
module replacement. For information on environmental 
distortions, see the General Monitor Information chapter. 

No Raster Solutions 

No raster, LED off 1. Check that the power cord is properly connected. 

2. Check the internal power connectors. 

3. Check fuse; replace if blown. If it blows again, go to next step. 

4. Replace the power sweep board. 

5. Replace the video board. 

No raster, LED on 1. Adjust the brightness and contrast controls. 
2. Verify that the video card (in the CPU) is working properly. 

3. Perform the video adjustments. 

4. Check the internal power connectors. 
5. Replace the power sweep board. 

6. Replace the CRT board. 

7. Replace the video board. 

Replace the CRT. 

Geometric Problems! Solutions 

Raster short (not 1. Adjust the height adjustment. 
10 7/8 inches high) 2. Replace the power sweep board. 

3. Replace the CRT. 

Raster narrow (not 1. Adjust the H.SIZE control. 

8 inches wide) 2. Replace the power sweep board. 

3. Replace the CRT. 

Raster cannot be 1. Verify that distortion is not due to environmental conditions 
centered (move monitor to a different location). 

2. Adjust the H.CENT or V.CENT controls. 
3. Replace the power sweep board. 
4 Replace the CRT. 

Raster bulges 1. Verify that distortion is not due to environmental conditions 

along top of (move monitor to a different location). 

screen 2. Replace the CRT. 

Raster stretched 1. Verify that distortion is not due to environmental conditions 
or compressed (move monitor to a different location). 

on top of screen Adjust the V.LIN control. 

Replace the power sweep board. 
Replace the CRT. neck 

1 Remember, slight geometric distortion problems cannot be solved by replacing modules. 
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Raster bowed 

or barrel shaped 

Raster pyramid 
shaped (or 
inverted pyramid) 

Synchronization 
Problems 

Picture breaks in 

diagonal lines 

Picture rolls 

vertically 

One thin bright 
horizontal line 

appears on screen 

Video Problems 

Picture is too 

dark or too 

bright 

Out of 

focus 

Misc. Problems 

Intermittent 

shutdown 

Picture jitters 

or flashes 

Black spots on 

screen (burnt 

phosphor) 

2. Perform the video adjustments. 

3. Replace the power sweep board. 

4. Replace the CRT. 

— Replace the CRT. 

Solutions 

1. Connect another monitor to the computer and switch power 

on to verify that a video signal is coming from the computer. 

2. Replace the power sweep board. 

1. Verify that the video card (in the CPU) is working properly. 
2. Replace the power sweep board. 

1. Replace the power sweep board. 

2. Replace CRT. 

Solutions 

1. Adjust the contrast and brightness controls. 

2. Verify that the video card (in the CPU) is working properly. 
3. Perform the video adjustments. 
4. Replace the CRT board. 
5. Replace the video board. 
6. Replace the contrast/brightness board. 

7. Replace the CRT. 

1. Perform the focus adjustment. 

2. Replace the power sweep board. 

3. Replace the CRT. 

Solutions 

— Replace the power sweep board. 

1. Verify that all ground cables are secure. 
2. Verify that adjacent computer equipment is properly 

grounded. Move electrical devices away from the monitor. 

Temporarily shut off all fluorescent lights in the area.2 
3. Replace the power sweep board. 

Verify that distortion is not due to environmental conditions 

(move monitor to a different location). 

Replace CRT. 

2 External electrical interference problems cannot be solved by monitor adjustments or replacement of 

modules. 
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Safety Instructions 

A Warning The Apple Macintosh Portrait Display contains a high- 

A Warning 

38 

vacuum picture tube and operates at very high voltages. 
To prevent serious injury, review the CRT Safety rules 
in the General Monitor Information chapter. 

e Keep one hand behind your back at all times, and grasp 

the handle of the insulated alignment tool with your 

other hand. 
e Use a mirror for viewing adjustment results. 
e Perform only those adjustments that are absolutely 

necessary. Do not attempt to make any adjustments 
other than the ones explained in this section, and do 
those with extreme caution. 

Serious injury could result if, with the power on, you 
touch any of the high-voltage areas shown in Figure 2. 

Anode 

Flyback 
Transformer 

Figure 2 High-Voltage Areas 
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Adjustments 

Geometric Adjustments 

Materials Required 

Plastic adjustment tool (insulated screwdriver) 

Plastic hex alignment tool 
Appropriate diagnostic (See the Monitor Diagnostics table in the General 

Monitor Information chapter.) 

Horizontal 

1. 

H.CENT 

H.PHASE 

HEIGHT 

V.LIN 

V.CENT 

SIDE.PIN 

Boot the diagnostic disk and select the all-white screen 

test pattern. 
FIGURE 3. Using the hex alignment tool, turn the H.SIZE 
control until the raster is 203 mm wide. 
FIGURE 3. Using the insulated screwdriver, turn the 
H.CENT control until the raster is centered (left to right) 
in the display area. 
Verify that the raster is still 203 mm wide. If it is not, 
readjust the H.SIZE and H.CENT controls. 
FIGURE 3. Measure the black margin on the right side of 
the test pattern. The black margin should measure 7 to 8 
mm from the right edge of the white raster to the edge of 
the bezel. If it is not, use the insulated screwdriver to 

turn the H.PHASE control until the black margin is 7 to 8 
mm wide. 
If the raster is bowed, adjust the SIDE.PIN control until 
the raster is straight. 

Figure 3 Horizontal and Vertical Adjustment Controls 
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Vertical 

1. Boot the diagnostic disk and select the all-white screen 

test pattern. 
2. FIGURE 3. Turn the HEIGHT control until the raster is 

276 mm high. 
3. FIGURE 3. Turn the V.CENT control until the raster is 

centered (top to bottom) in the display area. 
4. Verify that the raster is still 276 mm high. If it is not, 

readjust the HEIGHT and V.CENT controls. 
5. Display the crosshatch II test pattern. 
6. FIGURE 3. Turn the V.LIN control until the boxes at the 

top of the display are the same size as the boxes at the 

bottom. 

Focus 

1. Boot the diagnostic disk and select the focus test pattern. 
2. FIGURE 4. Turn the brightness control to the detent 

Contrast 

position (midrange) and contrast control to maximum 
(full clockwise). 

SOSOSO 

— 

Figure 4 Brightness and Contrast Controls 
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3. FIGURE 5. Turn the SCREEN control to its full 
counterclockwise position. 

4. FIGURE 5. Adjust the S.FOCUS control for the best 
overall focus. 

5. FIGURE 5. Adjust the H.FOCUS control for the best focus 
on the left and right sides of the screen. 

6. FIGURE 5. Adjust the V.FOCUS control for the best 
possible focus at the top and bottom of the screen. 

7. If necessary, repeat steps 4 to 6 for best overall focus. 

H.FOCUS 

V.FOCUS 

S.FOCUS 

SCREEN 

Figure 5 Focus Adjustment Control 
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Video Adjustments 

Materials Required 

Plastic alignment tool (insulated screwdriver) 

Light meter (Sekonic Multi-Lumi, model L-248) 
Appropriate diagnostic (See the Monitor Diagnostics table in the General 

Monitor Information chapter.) 

FIGURE 6. With the rear panel of the EMI shield 
removed, the signal input board assembly is loose and 
could short to chassis ground. To prevent damaging the 
monitor, reinstall the three mounting screws in the 

metal brackets and chassis. 

Mounting Screws 

Figure 6 Replacing Mounting Screws 

1. Boot the diagnostic and select the gray bars test pattern. 
2. FIGURE 7. Turn the SCREEN control to maximum (full 

counterclockwise). 
3. FIGURE 7. Turn the GAIN control to its center position. 
4. FIGURE 7. Turn the SUB.BRIGHT control to maximum 

brightness (full clockwise). 
5. Select the all-black screen test pattern. (Because 

adjustment controls have been turned up, the screen may 
appear dark gray rather than black). 

6. FIGURE 7. Turn the brightness and contrast controls to 
maximum (full clockwise). 

7. FIGURE 7. Turn the CUTOFF control clockwise until 
retrace lines are just visible on the display. Then turn the 
CUTOFF control counterclockwise until the retrace lines 
just disappear. 
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A Caution 

10. 

11. 

Contrast 

GAIN 

SUB.BRIGHT 

Brightness a oN 

If the cutoff is set too high, the monitor may shut 
down. If this happens, switch off the monitor, 
turn the CUTOFF control all the way down 

(conterclockwise), and wait 30 seconds. Then 

switch on the monitor and continue the adjustment. 

Select the gray bars test pattern and set the brightness 
control to midrange—the detent position. 
FIGURE 7. Adjust the SUB.BRIGHT control so that bar 1 
is completely black. 
Select the all-white screen test pattern and measure 
screen luminance. Adjust the GAIN control until the 
screen luminance measures at "11" on the light meter. 
FIGURE 7. Set the brightness control to maximum (full 
clockwise) and recheck the screen luminance. If the 
screen luminance measures out of the "11" scale on the 
light meter, repeat steps 8 through 11. 

ae | ——- 

S Go 

Sc 

| 

Figure 7 Video Adjustments 
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Magnet Adjustment 

Some Apple Portrait Displays may exhibit distortions along 
the upper edge of the screen as shown in Figure 8. Use the 
following procedure to correct distortions in the upper-left 
and upper-right corners of the screen. Use the weakest 
magnet possible to correct the distortion problem, and always 
adjust any distortion in the upper-left corner of the screen 
first. Do not adjust distortion in the upper-right corner of the 
screen unless the distortion is so severe that the display is 
unacceptable to the customer. 

Figure 8 Magnetic Distortions 

Materials Required 

Adjustment magnet kit 
Silicone rubber glue (also used as bathroom tub sealant) 

Black electrical tape 

Plastic packaging paper 

1. Remove the rear cover and the EMI shield. 

FIGURE 6. With the rear panel of the EMI shield 
removed, the signal input board assembly is loose 
and could short to chassis ground. To prevent 
damaging the monitor, reinstall the three mounting 
screws in the metal brackets and chassis. 
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A Warning 

Place the monitor upright on a grounded workbench 
pad. (Do not put on a grounding wriststrap.) 

FIGURE 9. The power sweep board contains high- 
voltage components. To prevent touching high- 
voltage areas on the power sweep board, cover the 
board with plastic packaging paper before 
performing the adjustment procedure. Make sure 
transistor Q711 is covered. The yoke assembly also 
carries high-voltage. 

FIGURE 9. Cover the power sweep board with plastic 
packaging paper. 
Connect the video cable and power cable to the monitor 
and switch on monitor power. 
FIGURE 9. Observe the monitor screen. If the upper-left 
corner of the screen is distorted, place the weakest 
(green) magnet on the back of the CRT to the right of the 
anode cap. While looking at the screen display, rotate 
and move the magnet from side-to-side and up-and- 
down until you get the least distortion. 

Place magnet 
here 

Yoke Assembly 

Figure 9 Placing the Magnet 
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If the weakest magnet is unable to correct the distortion, 
try the next strongest (white) magnet. From weakest to 
strongest, the magnets are color-coded as follows: 

e Green (weakest) 

e White 

e Not colored 

e Red (strongest) 

If you should drop a magnet into the monitor, be 
sure to switch off monitor power and remove all 
cables before retrieving the magnet. 

When you have found the magnet that best eliminates 
the distortion problem, note its approximate position on 
the back of the CRT. 
Apply silicone sealant to the back of the magnet, and 
replace it on the back of the CRT. Rotate and move the 
magnet as necessary to get the best possible picture, and 
then tape the magnet into position with black electrical 
tape. 
If the upper-right corner of the screen is distorted, place 
the weakest (green) magnet on the back of the CRT to 
the left of the anode cap and repeat steps 5 through 7. 
Switch off the monitor and allow the silicone glue to dry. 
Replace the EMI shield and rear cover. 
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Cables 

Cable, external power (not shown) ............0:0 590-0421 

Cable, ADB Cnot SHOWN)... cceecccccescesseeeeseeeeees 590-4501 

Cable, LED assemply iis toscanccialicondisetinnaatean 590-0610 

Cable, video, DB-25 to DA-15 (CPU to monitor, 

MOL SHOW) art antueentaeaiat ancien alee 590-0615 

Cable, video, DB-25 to DB-25 (CPU to monitor, 

HOE SHOWA) sao cavecs tus cepseiarsnrtipaa cred cein see aa 590-0574 

Case parts 

BOZe lcs Serie ee ead sesenun ene: 949-0244 

GRY MOuUntin 9 Ki€ bs sesivser sasaneiie aiataicadoeatamesees 076-0322 

REAP COVER wistercemcierr ina iek e  G 949-0245 

SCPEW7 RGIS SO ia.) shatorenssinctnseusantvedaeiedidndeaatoserdnlias 956-0020 

CRT assemblies 

CRT assembly, VDE-B version............:cccccccccceeeeees 076-0331 

CRT assembly, VDE-B version, antistatic .............. 076-0391 

Fuse, 1.25 A, 250 V (5/pk) vcecccccscsssesstsssessessestssecsseesvee 941-0018 
Other assemblies 

AC inlet/filter assembly, 110/240 Vou... eee 915-0043 

Ony/ off Switch: assembly siscsccdeiestexinaehekaseteseneseecdenn 937-0043 

Printed circuit boards 

Contrast/brightness board...........ccccccceeseseeeeeeee 982-0028 

Dynamic focus board, VDE-B version ............0.4 661-1603 

Main deflection board, VDE-B version.................. 661-0580 

WideO BOAT 259 atiorivcissiasartemedadeiitanteancsdalenvesied 661-0539 
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Troubleshooting 

Use the following chart as a troubleshooting guide. If the first 
corrective action does not solve the problem, reinstall the 
original module before proceeding to the next step. When 
troubleshooting, remember that environmental distortions are 
common and cannot be corrected by monitor adjustments or 
module replacement. For information on environmental 
distortions, see the General Monitor Information chapter. 

No Raster 

No raster, LED off 

No raster, LED on 

Geometric Problems! 

Raster short (not 

276 mm high) 

Raster narrow (not 

203 mm wide) 

Raster cannot be 

centered 

Raster bulges 

along top of 
screen 

Raster stretched 

or compressed 

on side or top of 

screen 

Solutions 

2 oo SS 

Check that the power cord is properly connected. 

Check the internal power connectors. 
Check fuse; replace if blown. If it blows again, go to next step. 
Replace the main deflection board. 

Adjust the brightness and contrast controls. 

Verify that the video card (in the CPU) is working properly. 

Check the internal power connectors. 
Perform video adjustments. 
Replace the main deflection board. 
Replace the video board. 

Solutions 

Adjust the V.AMP control. 

Replace the main deflection board. 

Replace the CRT. 

Adjust the H.AMP control. 
Replace the main deflection board. 

Replace the CRT. 

Verify that distortion is not due to environmental conditions 
(move monitor to a different location). 
Perform the geometric adjustments. 
Replace the main deflection board. 

Verify that distortion is not due to environmental conditions 
(move monitor to a different location). 

Replace the CRT. 

Verify that distortion is not due to environmental conditions 

(move monitor to a different location). 
Adjust the V.LIN control. 
Replace the main deflection board. 

Replace the CRT. 

1 Remember, slight geometric distortion problems cannot be solved by replacing modules. 
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Raster bowed 

or barrel shaped 

Raster pyramid 
shaped (or 
inverted pyramid) 

Synchronization 
Problems 

Picture breaks in 

diagonal lines 

Picture rolls 

vertically 

One thin bright 
horizontal line 

appears on screen 

Video Problems 

Picture is too 

bright; or 
retrace lines 

are present 

Out of 

focus 

Characters on 

left larger or 

smaller than 

characters on right 

Misc. Problems 

Intermittent 

shutdown 

Picture jitters 
or flashes 

ey 

Verify that distortion is not due to environmental conditions 

(move monitor to a different location). 
Perform the video adjustment. 

Replace the main deflection board. 

Replace the CRT. 

Replace the CRT. 

Solutions 

1. 

2. 

1. 

oh, 

Connect another monitor to the computer and switch power on 

to verify that a video signal is coming from the computer. 
Replace the main deflection board. 

Verify that the video card (in the CPU) is working properly. 
Replace the main deflection board. 

Replace the main deflection board. 

Replace the CRT. 

Solutions 

Sen > 

PON > 

NO — 

Adjust the contrast and brightness controls. 
Verify that the video card (in the CPU) is working properly. 
Perform the video adjustment. 
Replace the video board. 
Replace the contrast/brightness board. 

Perform the focus adjustment. 

Replace the main deflection board. 

Replace the dynamic focus board. 
Replace the CRT. 

Adjust the H.LIN control. 

Replace the main deflection board. 

Solutions 

nN — 

3. 

Replace the power sweep board. 

Verify that all ground cables are secure. 
Verify that adjacent computer equipment is properly 

grounded. Move electrical devices away from the monitor. 

Temporarily shut off all fluorescent lights in the area.2 
Replace the main deflection board. 

2 External electrical interference problems cannot be solved by monitor adjustments or module 
replacement. 
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Safety Instructions 

A Warning The Macintosh Portrait Display "Series B" contains a 

A Warning 

52 

high-vacuum picture tube and operates at very high 
voltages. To prevent serious injury, review the CRT 

Safety rules in the General Monitor Information 

chapter. 

Keep one hand behind your back at all times, and grasp 
the handle of the insulated alignment tool with your 
other hand. 
Use a mirror for viewing adjustment results. 
Perform only those adjustments that are absolutely 
necessary. Do not attempt to make any adjustments 
other than the ones explained in this section, and do 
those with extreme caution. 

Serious injury could result if, with the power on, you 
touch any of the high-voltage areas shown in Figure 2. 

Anode 
Connector 

Anode Wire th [L5) 

Flyback yy = 
Transformer Hes AIH IF 

hy 

Yoke Wires = ) 

|e 
High-Voltage | | cam 
Resistors TE) 

vl file ACP ae LI ax ower 

oS — Switch 

Figure 2 High-Voltage Areas 
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Adjustments 

Geometric Adjustments 

Materials Required 

Plastic adjustment tool (insulated plastic screwdriver) 

Plastic hex alignment tool 

Mirror 
Appropriate diagnostic (See the Monitor Diagnostics table in the General 

Monitor Information chapter.) 

A Warning Always use an insulated screwdriver when performing 
live video adjustments. For the following procedures, 
also make sure the insulated screwdriver has a plastic 

tip. 

Vertical 

1. Display the all-white screen test pattern. 
2. FIGURE 3. Turn the V.AMP control until the raster is 276 

mm high. 
3. FIGURE 3. Turn the V.SHIFT control until the raster is 

centered (top to bottom) in the display area. 
4. Verify that the raster is 276 mm high. If necessary, 

readjust the V.AMP and V.SHIFT controls. 
5. Switch off the monitor and remove the video and power 

cables. 
Remove the rear cover. 

7. Reconnect the power and video cables to the monitor 
and switch on the monitor. 

8. Display the crosshatch II test pattern. 
9. Place the monitor on its side, with the bottom facing you. 

Use the mirror to view the screen display. 

ON 

V.SHIFT 

Figure 3 V.AMP and V.SHIFT Controls 
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10. 

11. 

FIGURE 4. Turn the V.LIN control until the boxes at the 
top of the display are the same size as those at the 
bottom. 
Verify that the raster is 276 mm high. If necessary, 
readjust the V.AMP and V.SHIFT controls. 

Horizontal 

1. Switch off the monitor and remove the video and power 
cables. 

Remove the rear cover. 

Reconnect the power and video cables to the monitor 
and switch on the monitor. 

FIGURE 4. Turn the H.AMP control until the raster is 203 

mm wide. 

On some monitors you may need to remove the bottom 

panel of the EMI shield to adjust the H.AMP control. 

Bottom View 
EMI Shield, Bottom Panel 

H.LIN H.AMP V.LIN 

Figure 4 H.AMP, H.LIN, and V.LIN Controls 

FIGURE 5. Turn the H.PHASE control until the raster is 
centered (left to right) in the display area. 
Verify that the raster is 203 mm wide. If necessary, 
readjust the H.AMP and H.PHASE controls. 
Display the crosshatch II test pattern. 
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Figure 5 H.PHASE Control 

8. Place the monitor on its side, with the bottom facing you. 
Use the mirror to view the screen display. 

9. FIGURE 4. Using the hex alignment tool, turn the H.LIN 
control until the boxes at the left of the display are the 
same size as those at the right. 

10. Verify that the raster is 203 mm wide. If necessary, 
readjust the H.AMP and H.PHASE controls. 

Focus 

1. Switch off the monitor and remove the video and power 
cables. 

2. Remove the rear cover. 
3. Reconnect the power and video cables to the monitor 

and switch on the monitor. 
4. Display the focus test pattern. 
5. FIGURE 6. Turn the brightness control to detent 

(midrange) and turn the contrast control to maximum 
(full clockwise). 

A Warning To prevent serious injury, do not touch the three 
high-voltage resistors on the dynamic focus board. 
These resistors are labeled R517, R518, and R520. 

6. FIGURE 6. Adjust the FOCUS control for best overall 
focus. 

Note On some monitors you may need to remove the top 
panel of the EMI shield to adjust the focus control. 
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Brightness 
Control 

Contrast 
Control 

J 

Z 

Figure 6 FOCUS and VIDEO GAIN Controls 

7. FIGURE 6. Turn the DYNAMIC FOCUS control for the 
best focus on the left and right sides of the screen. 

8. Repeat steps 6 and 7 for best overall focus. 

Video Adjustments 

Materials Required 

Plastic alignment tool (insulated screwdriver) 

Mirror 

Light meter (Sekonic Multi-Lumi, model L-248) 

Appropriate diagnostic (See the Monitor Diagnostics table in the General 

Monitor Information chapter.) 

1. Switch off the monitor and remove the video and power 
cables. 

2. Remove the rear cover. 
3. Reconnect the power and video cables to the monitor 

and switch on the monitor. 
4. Display the gray bars test pattern. 
5. Turn the brightness control to detent (midrange) and turn 

the contrast control to maximum (full clockwise). 
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10. 

11. 

Place the monitor on its side, with the bottom facing you. 
Use the mirror to view the screen display. 
FIGURE 7. Using the insulated plastic screwdriver, turn 
the SUB.BRIGHT control until the first bar (on bottom) is 
completely black, and the second bar is barely visible. 
Place the monitor upright and display the all-white 

screen test pattern. 
FIGURE 6. Using the light meter, measure the screen 
luminance. Adjust the VIDEO GAIN control until the 
screen luminance measures at "11" on the light meter. 
Turn the brightness control to maximum (full clockwise) 
and recheck screen luminance. 
If screen luminance does not measure at the "11" scale 
on the light meter, repeat the procedure. 

Bottom View 

SUB.BRIGHT EMI Shield, Bottom Panel 

Figure 7 SUB.BRIGHT Control 
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Cables 

Cable, deflection board to video board, 3-pin .....590-0397 

Cable, deflection board to video board, flat, 

M2 OUI a dares tin ta caret heat ty onmiecuteenasetatamcrinte a kaatne Valone, 590-0395 

Cable, deflection board to video board, flat, 

|S 0) be eee eee ee eT ere eee cer Reeeeeee tre rere rere: 590-0398 

Cable, extermal: pow ef iii icianiseedenieedes 590-0371 

Cable LED assembly s:3;nauisieeteevets ees 590-0391 

Cable POWEr SUP DIY iin ea heieed een 590-0393 

Cable, video, DA-15 to DB-25, CPU to monitor 

Cused with 661-0608)..........cccccccccccceeeeessssseeeeeeeeennees 590-061 

Cable, video, DB-25 to DB-25, CPU to monitor 

Cused with 661-0452)... .cccccccccecessseccecessssseeeeenseees 590-0574 

Case and stand parts 

POZE I cis bi'est terrasistna wanahuainaseuicin nia saataieteoseacngnesbiaaea eae 949-0223 

REAP COVER wae as teceiiatetdscceantarndeernentecenueesedeiwibte 949-0224 

Screw/Knob Set ......cssccccssssssccsenssecsestrcvssescssssnecscesnns 956-0012 

Tilt-swivel monitor stand ............ccceceesecsceeeeeeeeeeeeees 815-0558 

CRT assembly Gincludes yoke assembly) .................0064 076-0320 

Fuse..2>:Amp; 250 V,. 5/ piatinaivens enemies 941-0016 

Linearity adjustment tool (not shown).........0..ceee 949-0235 

Other component assemblies 

Contrast/brightness assembly .............ccceeeeeeeeees 905-0007 

On/off switch filter assembly............ceeeeeeeeeeee 937-0040 

PO WEE SU DIY vcasicncaatectelsediessaaskacnessantata lta eoeatiaananennies 661-0453 

Printed circuit boards 

Deflection: bOatd ws sii Bascdshactasnensveeaiaieae 661-0451 

VidEO: DOATC a esiadiaiiatieci tier iain Kees 661-0452 
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Troubleshooting 

Symptom/Cure Chart 

Use the following chart as a troubleshooting guide. When 
troubleshooting, remember that environmental distortions are 
common and cannot be corrected by monitor adjustments or 
module replacement. For information on environmental 
distortions, see the General Monitor Information chapter. 

No Raster Solutions 

No raster, LED off 1. Check that the power cord is properly connected. 

2. Check the internal power connectors. 

3. Check fuse; replace if blown. If it blows again, go to next step. 

4. Replace the power supply. 

5. Replace the on/off switch filter assembly. 

6. Replace the deflection board. 

No raster, LED on Adjust the brightness and contrast controls. 

Verify that the video card (in the CPU) is working properly. 

Verify that all connectors are secure on the power supply 

and deflection board. 
Check that the CRT socket connectors are tight. 
Replace the video board. 

Replace the deflection board. 
Replace the CRT and yoke assembly. 

oS 

Sh 

Geometric Problems’! Solutions 

Raster size 1. Adjust vertical and horizontal size controls (as appropriate). 

too short/tall, 2. Replace the deflection board. 

narrow/wide 3. Replace the CRT and yoke assembly. 

Raster not 1. Verify that distortion is not due to environmental conditions 

centered (move monitor to a different location). 

2. Adjust the horizontal shift and vertical shift controls. 

3. Replace the video board. 

Horizontal 1. Adjust the horizontal linearity control. 
linearity bad 2. Replace the deflection board. 

Vertical 1. Adjust the vertical linearity control. 

linearity bad 2. Replace the deflection board. 

Synchronization 

Problems Solutions 

One horizontal 1. Verify that the yoke connectors are tight. 

or vertical line 2. Check that the CRT socket connections are tight. 

appears on 3. Replace the deflection board. 

screen 4. Replace the CRT and yoke assembly. 

1 Remember, slight geometric distortion problems cannot be solved by replacing modules. 
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Picture breaks in 

diagonal lines 

Picture rolls 

vertically 

Video Problems 

Picture is too 

dark or too 

bright 

Contrast/brightness 
cannot be 

adjusted 

Out of focus 

Misc. Problems 

Picture jitters 

or flashes 

Connect another monitor to the computer and switch power on 

to verify that a video signal is coming from the computer. 
2. Verify that all connections between the video board and the 

deflection board are secure. 
3. Replace the deflection board. 

4. Replace the video board. 

1. Verify that the video card (in the CPU) is working properly. 

2. Verify that all connectors are secure on the video board and 

deflection board. 
3. Replace the deflection board. 

4. Replace the video board. 

Solutions 

1. Adjust the contrast and brightness controls. 
2. Verify that the video card (in the CPU) is working properly. 
3. Verify that the contrast/brightness connector is properly 

connected to the video board. 
4. Perform the video adjustments. 

5. Replace the video board. 

6. Replace the contrast/brightness assembly. 
7. Replace the CRT and yoke assembly. 

1. Verify that the contrast/brightness connector is properly 

connected to the video board. 
2. Replace the contrast/brightness assembly. 
3. Replace the video board. 

4. Replace the deflection board. 
5. Replace the CRT and yoke assembly. 

1. Check that the CRT socket connections are tight. 
2. Verify that all connectors are secure on the video board and 

deflection board. 
3. Perform the focus adjustment. 
4. Check screen brightness with a light meter. If the meter 

reading is at "10" or higher, perform the cutoff adjustments 
and then repeat the focus adjustment. 

5. Replace the video board. 

6. Replace the deflection board. 
7. Replace the CRT and yoke assembly. 

Solutions 

1. Verify that all grounding cables are secure. 
2. Confirm that adjacent computer equipment is properly 

grounded. Move electrical devices away from the monitor. 

Temporarily shut off all fluorescent lights in the area.@ 
3. Confirm that all connectors are secure on the video board 

and the deflection board. 
4. Replace the deflection board. 

2 External electrical interference problems cannot be solved by monitor adjustments or module 

replacement. 
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Safety Instructions 

A Warning The Apple Two-Page Monochrome Monitor contains a 

A Warning 

64 

high-vacuum picture tube and operates at very high 
voltages. To prevent serious injury, review the CRT 
Safety rules in the General Monitor Information 

chapter. 

e Keep one hand behind your back at all times, and grasp 

the handle of the insulated alignment tool with your 
other hand. 

e Use a mirror for viewing adjustment results. 
e Perform only those adjustments that are absolutely 

necessary. Do not attempt to make any adjustments 

other than the ones explained in this section, and do 
those with extreme caution. 

Serious injury could result if, with the power on, you 
touch any of the high-voltage areas shown in Figure 2. 

Flyback 
Transform 

Yoke Wires AC Power 
Switch 

Figure 2 High-Voltage Areas 
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Adjustments 

Geometric Adjustments 

Materials Required 

Linearity adjustment tool — 
Plastic alignment tool 
Appropriate diagnostic (See the Monitor Diagnostics table in the General 

Monitor Information chapter.) 

Horizontal 

1. Remove the rear cover. 
2. Boot the diagnostic. Select the crosshatch II test pattern. 
3. FIGURE 3. Using the linearity adjustment tool, turn the 

Horizontal Linearity control until the raster is as wide as 
possible. 

A Caution Use the linearity adjustment tool when adjusting the 
Horizontal Linearity. Any other tool may damage 
the adjustment control coil or cause a short in the 
monitor’s circuitry. 

4. FIGURE 3. Slowly turn the Horizontal Linearity control 
until both the left and right sides of the raster are the 
same distance from the center of the screen. 

Horizontal 
Linearity 

Figure 3 Horizontal Linearity Adjustment 
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A Warning 

10. 

66 

FIGURE 4. Using the plastic alignment tool, turn the 
Horizontal Size control until the raster is 15 inches wide. 
Verify that the left and right sides of the raster are still the 
same distance from the center of the screen. If 
necessary, readjust the Horizontal Linearity control. 
Check the crosshatch display on the monitor screen. 
Verify that the boxes on the left and right sides of the 
screen are the same size as the boxes in the center. 

) 

Ss. 6 
Horizontal Cia Horizontal 

Size Shift 

Figure 4 Horizontal Size and Shift Adjustments 

The Apple Two-Page Monochrome Monitor operates 
at extremely high voltages. To prevent electrical 
shock, use an insulated (nonmetal) tool to set the 

three-position switch on the main board. 

FIGURE 5. If the boxes are not the same size, use an 

insulated (nonmetal) tool to reach inside the monitor 
chassis and set the three-position switch on the main 
board for best overall horizontal linearity. 
Verify that the raster is still 15 inches wide and readjust 
the Horizontal Size control if necessary. 
FIGURE 4. Adjust the Horizontal Shift control to center 
the raster on the monitor screen. 
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Three-Position 
Switch 

Figure 5 Three-Position Switch 

Vertical 

1. Remove the rear cover. 
2. Boot the diagnostic and select the crosshatch II test 

pattern. 

A Warning To prevent electrical shock, do not touch the yoke 
assembly or any of the yoke wires when performing 

vertical adjustments. 

3. FIGURE 6. Adjust the small orange capacitor at C306 on 
the main deflection board until the top two rows of 
boxes on the monitor screen are the same size. 

4, FIGURE 6. Adjust the Vertical Linearity control until the 
top and bottom rows of boxes are the same size. 

5. Select the all-white screen test pattern. 
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Vertical 
Linearity 

\) 

i ween © 

Capacitor 
C306 

Caution: Avoid touching 
yoke assembly 
or yoke wires 

Figure 6 Vertical Linearity and Capacitor Adjustments 

6. FIGURE 7. Adjust the Vertical Shift control until the raster 
is centered on the screen. 

7. FIGURE 7. Adjust the Vertical Size control until the raster 
is 11 5/16 inches high. 

Vertical 
Size 

Figure 7 Vertical Shift and Size Controls 
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Cutoff/Video Adjustments 

Materials Required 

Plastic alignment tool 
Light meter (Sekonic Multi-Lumi, model L-248) 
Appropriate diagnostic (See the Monitor Diagnostics table in the General 

Monitor Information chapter.) 

1. FIGURE 8. Switch off the monitor and remove the video 
cable. Turn the brightness control to the detent position 
(midrange) and the contrast control to maximum (full 

clockwise). 
2. FIGURE 8. Turn the Cutoff control full counterclockwise 

and switch on the monitor. Let the monitor warm up for 
20 minutes. 

3. FIGURE 8. Turn the Cutoff control clockwise until the 
raster just fades to black. 

4. Switch off the power, reconnect the video cable, and 

switch on the monitor. Let the monitor warm up for 
another 20 minutes. 
Boot the diagnostic and select the gray bars test pattern. 
FIGURE 8. Adjust the Cutoff control so that bar 1 is 
completely black and bar 2 is barely visible. 

oS 

Es 
Se) 

~* 

aOo~ a 

Cutoff | | 

Brightness 

Contrast 

Figure 8 Brightness, Contrast, and Cutoff Controls 
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Brightness 

10. 

Brightness 
Range 

70 

Subcontrast 

Figure 9 Brightness and Subcontrast Controls 

FIGURE 9. Select the all-white screen test pattern and 
measure the screen luminance. Adjust the Subcontrast 
control until the screen luminance reads at high "9" on 
the light meter. 
FIGURE 9. Turn the brightness control to maximum (full 
clockwise). 
FIGURE 10. Adjust the Brightness Range control until the 
luminance at the center of the screen reads at low "10" 
on the light meter. 
FIGURE 9. Turn the brightness control to the detent 
position (midrange). 

Figure 10 Brightness Range Control 
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Focus Adjustment 

Materials Required 

Plastic alignment tool 
Appropriate diagnostic (See the Monitor Diagnostics table in the General 

Monitor Information chapter.) 

1. Boot the diagnostic and select the focus test pattern. 
2. FIGURE 11. Adjust the Static Focus control for best focus 

at the center of the screen. 
3. FIGURE 11. Adjust the Horizontal Focus control for the 

best focus at the left and right sides of the screen. 
4. FIGURE 11. Adjust the Vertical Focus control for the best 

focus at the top and bottom center of the screen. 

Vertical 
Focus 

Horizontal 
Focus 

Static 
Focus 

Figure 11 Focus Controls 
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—tllustrated Parts List 
& 

LED 

Assembly and Cable 

~ Main Board 
Holder 

956-0024 

> 

© 

«2 
. Coa oy, 

e 

. 

?* 
f 

e 

Power.Cable, 
European 

CRT Video 

~ 

Video Cable 

Contrast/ 
_ Brightness 
Assembly . 

- 

PE I 

_. Figure 1 Macintosh 12-Inch RGB Display Exploded View __ 
° ‘ td ee rig ees 

External | 
Power Cord — . 
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Cables 

Cable, external power, COMESTIC oe eeeeeeteeeeees 590-0370 
Cable, external power, European ....... cece: 590-0420 
Cable, -LED ASSembly scsciesckessstscsticrsnenedldatieeiadsaenease: 930-0008 
Cable, video (CPU to MONitOL) 0... cece eeeeceeeeeeees 590-0693 

Case parts 

OZ el cacece cos anid acage ae ea a ee 949-0297 

Main boatd: holder sitisiecttinssaasnaenkeasGe enon 949-0304 

Rear Cover, COMESTIC oo... cccccesesceceeesceceeesceceeeeeeseaes 949-0298 

Rear cover, international... cccceecccccceeeesseseeeeeeeeees 949-0303 

SGhEW TIO SEL used avianh cu citcatate ie ccaucias awnedalataiiaeacs 956-0024 
CRT assemblies 
CRI assembly, revi A veicisstsniccneisaitaane eee ceotndess 076-0384 
CRI assembly GeV BD iactucsscshewaitanediti ua cicnicaented, 076-0395 
CRT assembly, Australia .........ccccccccssceestseeetteeeneen 076-0386 
CRT assembly, EUrope........c.ccccccccccccssssesessceseessneeeeseas 076-0385 
CRT assembly, international rev. Bu... eee 076-0397 
CRT assembly, international rev. B.........0 eee 076-0406 
CRT assembly, international rev. B..........:ceceeee 076-0396 

Fuses 

Fuse, 125 V, 3.15 A, GOMESTIC ...........ccccccesseccnensesseeees 941-5222 

Fuse, 250 V, 3.15 A, international ........... cee 941-5223 

Other assemblies 
Contrast/brightness assembly...........ccsseeeseeeeeeeeeeeeees 905-0009 
Contrast/brightness assembly, international............. 905-0010 

Printed circuit boards 

CRT video board, GOMESTIC .........ccccceceeeccececeeeeeseeeeeees 661-0618 
CRT video board, international ........cc cee 661-1618 
Main: DOard: TEV A xsisvsav ia siniasicaevighitacaaneosendoaganeraaes 661-0616 
Main, bOard TVs Biicctssczccataanveseaobinouomraaaenatarecatenas 661-0659 
Main board, international rev. Aw... eeeeeeeeeeeees 661-0617 
Main board, international rev. Bw....... eee 661-0660 
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Troubleshooting 

Symptom/Cure Chart 

Use the following chart as a troubleshooting guide. If the first 
corrective action does not solve the problem, reinstall the 
original module before proceeding to the next step. When 
troubleshooting, remember that environmental distortions are 
common and cannot be corrected by monitor adjustments or 
module replacement. For information on environmental 
distortions, see the General Monitor Information chapter. 

No Raster Solutions 

No raster, LED off 1. Check that the power cord is properly connected. 

2. Check the internal power connectors. 

3. Check fuse; replace if blown. If it blows again, go to next step. 

4. Replace the external power cable assembly. 
5 | 

Replace the main board. 

No raster, LED on Adjust the brightness and contrast controls. 

. Verify that the video card (in the CPU) is working properly. 

3. Verify that all connectors on the main board and the CRT 

video board are secure. 
Check fuse; replace if blown. If it blows again, go to next step. 
Perform the screen adjustment procedure. 

4 

Si 
6. Replace the main board. 
7 
8 

NO — 

Replace the CRT video board. 
Replace the CRT. 

Geometric Problems! Solutions 

Raster size 1. Adjust vertical height or horizontal width controls (as 

too short/tall, appropriate) on the main board. 

narrow/wide 2. Replace the main board. 

3. Replace the CRT. 

Raster not 1. Verify that distortion is not due to environmental conditions 

centered (move monitor to a different location). 

2. Adjust horizontal or vertical center controls. 

3. Replace the main board. 

Horizontal — Replace the main board. 

linearity bad 

(screen sides 

differ) 

Vertical linearity 1. Adjust vertical linearity control on the main board. 

bad (screen 2. Replace the main board. 

top and bottom 

differ) 

1 Remember, slight geometric distortion problems cannot be solved by replacing modules. 
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Raster bows 

Entire raster 

is tilted 

Abnormal/distorted 

raster (other than 

above) 

Synchronization 
Problems 

Picture breaks in 

diagonal lines 

Picture rolls 

vertically 

Single vertical 
or horizontal 

line appears 

Video/Color 

Problems 

Predominant red, 

blue, or green 

tint 

oS oS 

Verify that distortion is not due to environmental conditions 
(move monitor to a different location). 
Check vertical height and center and horizontal height and 
center adjustment controls. 

Replace the main board. 

Replace the CRT. 

Verify that distortion is not due to environmental conditions 

(move monitor to a different location). 
Adjust the yoke assembly as follows: 
a. Switch off the monitor power and remove the rear cover. 
b. Loosen the frontmost screw on the neck of the CRT. 
c. Twist the yoke assembly as appropriate. 

d. Retighten the screw on the neck of the CRT. (Do not 
overtighten the screw; you could break the CRT neck.) 

e. Switch on monitor and check display. Repeat these steps 

if necessary. 
Replace the main board. 

Verify that distortion is not due to environmental conditions 

(move monitor to a different location). 
Verify that all connectors are correctly placed and secure. 

Perform geometric adjustments. 
Replace the main board. 

Replace the CRT video board. 
Replace the CRT. 

Solutions 

1. 

2. 
3. 

1. 
2. 
3 

oOn> 

Connect another monitor to the computer and switch power on 

to verify that a video signal is coming from the computer. 
Adjust the horizontal hold control on the main board. 

Replace the main board. 

Verify that the video card (in the CPU) is working properly. 
Adjust the vertical hold control on the main board. 

Replace the main board. 

Verify that the yoke connector DY is tight. 
Replace the main board. 

Replace the CRT. 

Solutions 

1. 

tlt et Nd 

Verify that the video cable from the CPU is properly seated in 
video connector. 

Verify that the video card (in the CPU) is working properly. 
Perform the white balance adjustment. 
Replace the CRT video board. 
Replace the CRT. 
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Picture too dark 

or too bright 

Brightness, 

contrast, or 

color cannot 

be adjusted 

Out of focus 

Misc. Problems 

Intermittent 

shutdown 

Picture jitters 

or flashes 

Flashing or 

wavy screen 

Black spots on 

screen (burnt 
phosphor) 

1. Adjust the brightness and contrast controls. 
2. Verify that the video card (in the CPU) is working properly. 

3. Perform the cutoff and white balance video adjustments. 

4. Replace the main board. 
5. Replace the CRT video board. 
6. Replace the CRT. 

1. Replace the contrast/brightness assembly. 

2. Replace the main board. 

3. Replace the CRT video board. 

1. Adjust the focus control. 

2. Perform the screen adjustment procedure. 

3. Replace the main board. 
4. Replace the CRT. 

Solution 

— Replace the main board. 

1. Verify that all grounding cables are secure. 

2. Verify that adjacent computer equipment is properly grounded. 

Move electrical devices away from the monitor. Temporarily 

shut off all fluorescent lights in the area.@ 
3. Replace the main board. 

1. Crimp the metal connector tabs on the video connector. 
2. Replace the main board. 

Replace the CRT. 

2 External electrical interference problems cannot be solved by monitor adjustments or replacement of 
modules. 
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Safety Instructions 

A Warning The Macintosh 12-Inch RGB Display contains a high- 
vacuum picture tube and operates at very high voltages. 
To prevent serious injury, review the CRT Safety rules 

in the General Monitor Information chapter. 

e Keep one hand behind your back at all times, and grasp 
the handle of the insulated alignment tool with your 
other hand. 

e Use a mirror for viewing adjustment results. 
e Perform only those adjustments that are absolutely 

necessary. Do not attempt to make any adjustments 
other than the ones explained in this section, and do 
those with extreme caution. 

A Warning Serious injury could result if, with the power on, you 
touch any of the high-voltage areas shown in Figure 2. 

> 

CRT 
Assembly —~2/__ 

Anode 
Connector 

Flyback 
Transformer 

Figure 2 High-Voltage Areas 
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Adjustments 

82 

Geometric Adjustments 

Materials Required 

Plastic adjustment tool (insulated screwdriver) 

Mirror 
Flexible metric ruler 

Hex-head, plastic adjustment tool at least six inches long 

Appropriate diagnostic (See the Monitor Diagnostics table in the General 

Monitor Information chapter.) 

Vertical Size 

1. Display the all-white screen test pattern. 
2. FIGURE 3. Turn the V-HEIGHT control (VR404) until the 

raster is 153 mm (+ 2 mm) or 6 1/16" G 1/16") high. 

Vertical Center 

1. Display the all-white screen test pattern. 
2. FIGURE 3. Turn the V-CENT control (VR403) until the 

raster is positioned in the approximate center of the 
screen. : 

Beg, SS, 

Ne, . ey 
s ~, a ~. ~. 
s a *s as Re 
SN ss os on 

i SS oS 
Sian as a 
AA, ww NSN 
wa. te — 3 
‘. ON . *. 4% Se ~™ ~“ ~ é 
SA PN, ~~. Mw Ne ~ ~ Ae See ~ ~. mA NR NOS 

NOS ~~ ~ SON. vA OS ON .. sO Se Ne 
NON . ~. nS Se he OSM, y ., ~ z ON — ae TS | ra 0 

SSN, oe C ~ ~ 
SAO . b — 

1S As 

H-CENT V-CENT V-HEIGHT 

Figure 3 Size and Centering Controls 

Horizontal Center 

1. Display the all-white screen test pattern. 
2. FIGURE 3. Turn the H-CENT control (VR503) until the 

raster is positioned in the center of the screen. If the 
raster cannot be positioned in the center of the screen, 
set the H-CENT control at midrange and continue with 
step 3. 
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Note 

Switch off the monitor and remove the rear cover. 

FIGURE 4. Turn the H-PHASE control CVR501) until the 

raster is positioned at the visual midpoint of the range of 
the H-PHASE control. 

To locate the visual midpoint of the range of the H- 
PHASE control, locate the left and right limits of the 
control and note the position of the raster at each limit 
(you will see a thin white band at the limits). Then 
adjust the H-PHASE control until the raster is positioned 
at the visual midpoint between the limits. 

FIGURE 4. Turn the H-CENT control (VR503) until the 
raster is positioned in the approximate center of the 
screen. 

Horizontal Size 

1. Switch off the monitor, remove the rear cover, and 

switch on the monitor. 

Display the all-white screen test pattern. 
FIGURE 4. Using the hex-head insulated adjustment tool, 
turn the H-WIDTH control (L501) until the raster is 205 
mm (+ 2 mm) or 8 3/32" (+ 1/16") wide. 

H-PHASE 

Figure 4 Horizontal Centering and Size Controls 
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Vertical Linearity 

1. Display the crosshatch I test pattern. 
2. FIGURE 5. Turn the V-LIN control CVR402) so that the 

distance between the horizontal lines is the same at the 

top and bottom of the screen. 

Vertical Hold 

1. Display the all-white screen test pattern. 

2. FIGURE 5. Turn the V-HOLD control (VR401) until the 

raster stabilizes. To check the adjustment, switch the 
monitor off and then on. If the raster stabilizes 
immediately, the V-HOLD is correctly set. 

Horizontal Hold 

FIGURE 5. Turn the H-HOLD control (VR502) until the 
raster stabilizes. To check the adjustment, switch the 
monitor off and then on. If the raster stabilizes 

immediately, the H-HOLD is correctly set. 

Focus 

Display the focus test pattern. 
FIGURE 5. Turn the FOCUS control on the flyback 

transformer until the focus test pattern is as clear as 
possible. 

Figure 5 Linearity, Hold, and Focus Adjustment Controls 
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Screen Adjustment 

Perform the screen adjustment procedure if one or more of 
the following conditions is true: 
e You have replaced the main board 
e The screen adjustment has been altered 
e You have replaced the CRT/yoke assembly with a 

CRT/yoke assembly from a different vendor 

Materials Required 

High-voltage probe 
Voltmeter 

Plastic alignment tool 

Hex-head, plastic adjustment tool at least six inches long 

Mirror 

Flexible ruler 

Light meter (Sekonic Multi-Lumi, model L-248) 
Appropriate diagnostic (See the Monitor Diagnostics table in the General 

Monitor Information chapter.) 

Setting Up the Voltmeter and High-Voltage Probe 

1. Switch on voltmeter power and set the voltmeter to the 2 
VDC setting. 

A Caution You must use a high-voltage probe of the type 
recommended by Apple (part number 076-0392) or 
you could damage the monitor. Use only high- 
voltage probes that meet these specifications: _ 

Are rated for 40 KV (VDC) 

Have an input impedance of 1,000 megohms 
Have banana clips to plug into a voltmeter 
Have an alligator clip to connect to ground 

2. Connect the two-pronged connector of the high-voltage 
probe to the voltmeter as follows: 
a. Insert the side of the connector with the plastic 

ground tab into the socket labeled "Common." 
b. Insert the other side of the connector into the socket 

marked "Volts" or "Q." 

Adjustment Procedure 

1. Switch off the monitor, remove the rear cover, and 

switch on the monitor. Let the monitor warm up for at 
least 10 minutes. 
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Ground Clip 

Brightness Control 

Contrast Control 

Figure 6 Brightness and Contrast Controls 

2. FIGURE 6. Attach the high-voltage probe ground clip to 
the metal monitor chassis. 

3. FIGURE 6. Turn the brightness control to detent 
(midrange) and the contrast control to maximum (turn 
the knob away from the screen). 

4. Display the all-black screen test pattern. 
5. FIGURE 7. Turn the SUB-BRIGHT control (VR202) all the 

way down (counterclockwise). 

SUB-BRIGHT 

EDA 
Ake Be 

SOL a 2 os 

ADDIS 
Figure 7 SUB-BRIGHT Control 

6. Make sure the ground clip from the high-voltage probe is 
attached to the metal monitor chassis. 
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Figure 8 Determining Monitor Type 

7. FIGURE 8. Locate the label on the side of the CRT and 
determine which type of monitor you have. 

e CRT type AT12A9SLB 
e CRT type M29JMN097X13 

A Warning The next step requires that you measure voltages in 
excess of 500 volts DC. Be sure to use the high- 
voltage probe correctly. Take care not to cause a 
short between the test point (SCREEN or PIN 4) and 
adjacent components when using the test probe. 

8. FIGURE 9. Touch the high-voltage probe to the voltage 
test point on the CRT video board labeled SCREEN (U.S. 
version) or PIN 4 (international version), and read the 

output at the voltmeter. The reading should be: 

e 500 V G .005 V) for CRT AT1I2ZA9SLB 

e 400 V (4 .004 V) for CRT M29JMN097X13 

If the reading is off, adjust the SCREEN control on the 
flyback transformer. 

Voltage Test 
Point on 

International 
Version 

Voltage Test 
Point on 

Sy oN 

Test Probe SS NERS 

Figure 9 Voltage Test Points 
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15. 

SUB-CONTRAST 

Remove and disconnect the high-voltage probe from the 
monitor. 

Display the gray bars test pattern. 
FIGURE 10. Turn up (clockwise) the SUB-BRIGHT 
(VR202) control until the raster is visible. 
FIGURE 10. Adjust the SUB-BRIGHT (VR202) control 
until the first bar of the test pattern is black and the 
second bar is barely visible. 
Display the all-white screen test pattern. 
Set your light meter (Sekonic Multi-Lumi, model L-248) 
for the 10-to-18 range and check the luminance at the 
center of the screen. The reading should be at the top of 
the "10" scale. 
FIGURE 10. If the reading is incorrect, adjust the SUB- 
CONTRAST control (VR201) until the luminance at the 
center of the screen reads at the top of the "10" scale on 
the light meter. 

If you cannot adjust the SUB-CONTRAST control for a 
correct reading, perform the white balance adjustment. 

SUB-BRIGHT 

y 

0) B Ne a SCREEN 

Figure 10 SUB-BRIGHT, SUB-CONTRAST, and SCREEN Controls 
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Important 

White Balance Adjustment 

Perform all necessary geometric adjustments before 
performing the white balance adjustments. 

Materials Required 

Insulated screwdriver 
Light meter (Sekonic Multi-Lumi, model L-248) 

Voltmeter 
Appropriate diagnostic (See the Monitor Diagnostics table in the General 

Monitor Information chapter.) 

Perform the white balance adjustment in a dimly lit 
room after the monitor has been on for at least 10 

minutes. 

1. Switch off the monitor, remove the rear cover, and 

switch on the monitor. Let the monitor warm up for 10 
minutes. 

Display the all-black screen test pattern. 
3. FIGURE 11. Set the brightness and contrast controls to 

maximum (turn the knobs away from the screen). 

+ 

Bere 

Brightness Control 

a Contrast Control 

Figure 11 Brightness and Contrast Controls 
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10. 

11. 

12, 

13. 
14. 

15. 

FIGURE 12. Preset the following adjustment controls: 

e GREEN, RED, and BLUE CUT-OFF controls to 

minimum brightness (turn counterclockwise) 
e DRIVE-RED and DRIVE-BLUE controls to midrange 
e SUB-CONTRAST control (VR201) to midrange 

FIGURE 12. Adjust the SUB-BRIGHT control (VR202) 
counterclockwise until you cannot see the raster, and 
then turn the SUB-BRIGHT control clockwise until the 

raster is visible. 
FIGURE 12. Adjust the GREEN CUT-OFF control until 
green is the predominant color on the screen. (The 

entire screen should be obviously tinted green, but dark.) 
Display the gray bars test pattern and set the brightness 

control to the detent position. 
FIGURE 12. Alternately adjust the RED and BLUE CUT- 
OFF controls until the left three bars display no 
predominant color (no colored tint). 
FIGURE 12. Turn the SUB-BRIGHT control (VR202) 
counterclockwise until the left-most bar is as black as the 
screen border. 

If you cannot turn the SUB-BRIGHT control so that the 
left-most bar is as black as the screen border, stop the 

adjustment procedure and repair the monitor. 

If there is no predominant color in any of the gray bars, 
go to step 13 and set screen luminance. If there is a 
predominant color (colored tint) in the right (brightest) 
three bars, proceed with the next step. 
FIGURE 12. Alternately adjust the two drive controls— 
DRIVE-RED and DRIVE-BLUE—until there is no 
predominant color in the right three bars. 
If there is now a predominant color in the left three bars, 
return to step 2 and repeat the white balance 
adjustments. If there is no predominant color in the 
three left bars, go to the next step. 
Display the all-white screen test pattern. 
Set your light meter (Sekonic Multi-Lumi, model L-248) 
for the 10-to-18 range. 
FIGURE 12. Adjust the SUB-CONTRAST control (VR201) 
until the center of the all-white screen measures at the 
top of the "10" scale on the light meter. 

Macintosh 12-Inch RGB Display 



DRIVE-BLUE 
SUB-CONTRAST GREEN CUT-OFF 

DRIVE-RED 
SUB-BRIGHT RED CUT-OFF 

BLUE CUT-OFF 

Figure 12 Video Adjustment Controls 
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Cables 

Cable, external power, domestic ............ceeeceees 590-0372 
Cable, external power, Europe ...........cccccceeees 590-0422 
Cable: TED) assem ly ages stearic sted cuidate 590-0439 
Cable, video (CPU to monitor) wo... eee 590-4161 

Case parts 

Adjustment panel COVEL.............ccccccseeeeeeeeeeeeeeeenttees 949-0127 
OZ  aoecrstevcat ser anantataatean tania ea eee eee 949-0113 
REAT-CON Ct sissrientesaieiatioiateieoucutesacusigneedenmdnineaeee 949-0114 
SOW OD SEU a iiscsauas aes tis bnisious tate asiontteneacsteat 956-0007 
SLANG SAAC IME NE cect tin tunrecoraninenteernatetadsdmarekah 949-0115 

CRT assemblies 

CRT ‘assembly, TEV. Avviste srcassatecavhsceits eagaatean centers 076-0245 
CRE assembly. 16y~ Biss. carncanincsnacauenis 076-0393 
CRT assembly, rev. B, Australia .........0ccce 076-0407 
CRT assembly, rev. B, Europe, Japan.............006. 076-0409 
CRT assembly, rev. B, Scandinavia «0.0.0... 076-0408 

Fuses 
Fuse, 250 V, 3.15 Amp (F102)..........cccccceeceeeeeseees 740-0108 

Fuse, 250 V, 6.3 Amp (F101)..........ceecceeeteseetseeens 740-0109 
High-voltage capacitor, rev. A ...cccceeccceceeeeceeeeeeeeeeees 910-0058 

Power supply, rev. Bu...cccccccccccccccessseeeeessteseesenteeesens 661-0705 
Printed circuit boards 

Contrast control board "J," rev. Buo...eeeeeeeees 905-0012 

Deflection board "D," rev. A vi eeeccccesesseeeeeeeeeees 661-0399 
Deflection board "D," rev. Bu... 661-0654 
Video Doard- "GCG" TeV. B seseiidavinienaticnus tea, 982-0077 

Video color board assembly "B," rev. B.............6.. 661-0653 
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Troubleshooting 

Symptom/Cure Chart 

Use the following chart as a troubleshooting guide. If the first 
corrective action does not solve the problem, reinstall the 
original module before proceeding to the next step. When 
troubleshooting, remember that environmental distortions are 
common and cannot be corrected by monitor adjustments or 
module replacement. For information on environmental 
distortions, see the General Monitor Information chapter. 

No Raster Solutions 

No raster, LED off 1. Check that the power cord is properly connected. 
2. Check the internal power connectors. 

3. Check fuse; replace if blown. If it blows again, go to next step. 
4. Ifthe deflection board is a rev. A board, replace the high- 

voltage capacitor. 
5. Replace the deflection board "D." 

Replace the power supply. 

No raster, LED on 1. Adjust the contrast and brightness controls. 

2. Verify that all connectors on the power supply and deflection 
board "D" are secure. 

3. Verify that the video card (in the CPU) is working properly. 
4. Replace the video board "C." 
5. Replace the video color board assembly "B." 
6. Replace the CRT. 

Geometric Problems! Solutions 

Raster size small/ 1. Adjust the horizontal or vertical size controls. 
large, shorttall, 2. Replace the deflection board "D." 

narrow/wide2 3. Replace the CRT. 

Raster not 1. Verify that distortion is not due to environmental conditions 

centered (move monitor to a different location). 

2. Adjust the horizontal or vertical shift controls (as appropriate). 

3. Replace the deflection board "D." 

Vertical linearity 1. Adjust V.LIN control. 

bad (screen top 2. Replace the deflection board "D." 

and bottom differ) 

Raster fades in — Replace video board "C." 

and out 

1 Remember, slight geometric distortion problems cannot be solved by replacing modules. 
2 A thin, gray, horizontal line may be visible across the bottom third of a lit screen. This line is 

inherent to the design of the monitor and is not a video, CPU, or video card problem. 
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Abnormal/distorted 

raster: 

e barrel-shaped 

¢ corners not 

square 

e stretched or 

compressed at 

top of display 

e sides not 

perpendicular 

Synchronization 
Problems 

Picture breaks in 

diagonal lines 

Picture rolls 

vertically 

Single vertical 
line appears 

Single horizontal 

line appears? 

Video/Color 

Problems 

Predominant red, 

blue, or green 

color tint 

Picture too dark 

or too bright 

Verify that distortion is not due to environmental conditions 

(move monitor to a different location). 

2. Make sure that all connectors are correctly placed and 

secure. 
3. Perform the appropriate geometric adjustments. 

4. Replace the deflection board "D." 

Solutions 

1. Connect another monitor to the computer and switch power on 

to verify that a video signal is coming from the computer. 

2. Replace the deflection board "D." 

1. Connect another monitor to the computer and switch power on 

to verify that a video signal is coming from the computer. 

2. Verify that the video card (in the CPU) is working properly. 

3. Replace the deflection board "D." 

1. Make sure that the yoke connectors are tight. 
2. Replace the deflection board "D." 
3. Replace the CRT. 

1. Make sure that the yoke connectors are tight. 

2. Replace the deflection board "D." 

3. Replace the CRT. 

Solutions 

1. Verify that the video card (in the CPU) is working properly. 

2. Verify that cable connections are tight between the monitor 

and CPU. 
3. Perform the white balance adjustment procedure. 

4. Replace the video color board assembly "B." 

5. Replace the CRT. 

1. Adjust the brightness and contrast controls. 

2. Verify that the video card (in the CPU) is working properly. 

3. Perform the cutoff adjustment procedure. 

4. Perform the white balance adjustment procedure. 

5. Replace the video color board assembly "B." 

6. Replace the deflection board "D." 

3 When using the Rev. A version of the High-Res RGB Monitor with a Macintosh LC, the width of the 
raster/image area is reduced 3/16 inch from both sides of the screen. Adjust the horizontal size. 
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Brightness cannot 

be adjusted 

Contrast cannot 

be adjusted 

Picture out 

of focus4 

Picture out of 

focus, with 

color-shadowed 

characters4 

Focus cannot be 

adjusted 

Misc. Problems 

Intermittent 

shutdown 

Picture jitters 

or flashes 

Black screen spots 

(burnt phosphor) 

Monitor emits 

high-pitched noise 

Degauss does 
not work (uneven 

patches of color) 

No — 

Pat > 

Replace the video color board assembly "B." 
Replace the contrast control board "J." 

Replace the video color board assembly "B." 

Replace the contrast control board "J." 

Adjust the focus control. 

Replace the deflection board "D." 

Replace the video color board assembly "B." 

Replace the CRT. 

Perform the convergence adjustment procedure, then adjust 

the focus control, if necessary. 
Replace the deflection board "D." 

Replace the CRT. 

Replace the deflection board "D." 

Replace video board "C." 
Replace the video color board assembly "B." 
Replace the CRT. 

Solutions 

1. 

2. 

If the deflection board is a rev. A board, replace the high- 
voltage capacitor. 

Replace the deflection board "D." 

Verify that all ground cables are secure. 

Verify that adjacent computer equipment is properly 

grounded. Move electrical devices away from the monitor.® 

Temporarily shut off all fluorescent lights in the area. 
Replace the deflection board "D." 

Replace the CRT. 

Replace the deflection board "D." 

Replace the power supply. 

4 Colors in the crosshatch pattern indicate a convergence problem. (If you cannot see any colors and 
the display is fuzzy or the characters on the focus pattern are unclear, the problem is focus rather 
than convergence.) 

5 External electrical interference problems cannot be solved by monitor adjustments or replacement of 
modules. 
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Safety Instructions 

A Warning The AppleColor™ High-Res RGB Monitor contains a 
high-vacuum picture tube and operates at very high 
voltages. To prevent serious injury, review the CRT 
safety rules before performing adjustments. 

A Warning 

100 

In addition to following all safety precautions, be sure to: 

Keep one hand behind your back at all times, and grasp 
the handle of the insulated alignment tool with your 

other hand. 
Use a mirror for viewing adjustment results. 
Perform only those adjustments that are absolutely 
necessary. Do not attempt to make any adjustments 
other than the ones explained in this section, and do 
those with extreme caution. 

Serious injury could result if, with the power on, you 
touch any of the high-voltage areas shown in Figure 3. 

A 

Yoke Wires 

Ou. w= 
Anode Wire TS FX Si 

L onnector 

Flyback ) 
Transformer —-= We 

i 

Figure 3 High-Voltage Areas 
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Adjustments 

Geometric Adjustments 

Materials Required 

Plastic adjustment tool or insulated screwdriver 
Flexible metric ruler 

Appropriate diagnostic (See the Monitor Diagnostics table in the General 

Monitor Information chapter.) 

Important Always adjust the horizontal size before you adjust the 
vertical size. The horizontal size adjustment can affect 
the height of the raster. 

Horizontal Size 

1. Using the diagnostic, display the crosshatch II test 
pattern. 

2. FIGURE 4. Turn the H-SIZE control until the raster is 235 
mm wide. 

Vertical Size 

1. Display the crosshatch II test pattern. 
2. FIGURE 4. Turn the V-SIZE control until the raster is 176 

mm high. 

Focus 

1. Display the focus test pattern. 
2. FIGURE 4. Turn the FOCUS (RV701) control for the best 

focus at the center of the screen. 

FOCUS 

H-SIZE 

V-SIZE 

Figure 4 Size and Focus Controls 
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Important 

102 

Brightness 

Contrast 

R. DRIVE 

G. DRIVE 

Video Adjustments 

Materials Required 

Insulated screwdriver 

Voltmeter 

Light meter (Sekonic Multi-Lumi, model L-248) 

Appropriate diagnostic (See the Monitor Diagnostics table in the General 

Monitor Information chapter.) 

Perform the cutoff and white balance adjustments in a 
dimly lit room after the monitor has been on for at least 

10 minutes. 

Cutoff 

1. Switch off the monitor, remove the video cable, and 

switch on the monitor. Let the monitor warm up for 10 
minutes. 

2. FIGURE 5. Turn the brightness control to detent 
(midrange) and turn the contrast control to maximum 
(turn clockwise). 

3. FIGURE 5. Set the eight controls on the video color ("B") 

board to midrange. 
4. Set the voltmeter to measure DC voltage of 140 volts. 

Attach the voltmeter ground lead (black lead) to the 
monitor chassis. 

B. BKG (Rev. A) 
R. BKG (Rev. B) 

G. BKG 

R. BKG (Rev. A) 
B. BKG (Rev. B) 

B. DRIVE 

Figure 5 Brightness, Contrast, and "B" Board Controls 
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5. FIGURE 6. Place the voltmeter red lead at KR on the 
video ('C") board. Gradually turn the R.BKG control 
until the DC voltage at KR measures 140 volts + 2 volts. 

6. FIGURE 6. Place the voltmeter red lead at KG on the "C" 
board. Turn the G.BKG control until the DC voltage at 
KG measures 140 volts + 2 volts. 

7. FIGURE 6. Place the voltmeter red lead at KB on the "C" 
board. Turn the B.BKG control until the DC voltage at 
KB measures 140 volts + 2 volts. 

8. FIGURE 6. Turn the CUTOFF control clockwise until the 
screen raster is just visible. Then turn the CUTOFF 
control counterclockwise until the raster disappears 
completely. If you are unable to complete this step, stop 
the adjustment procedure and repair the monitor. 

A Caution If the cutoff is set too high, the monitor may shut 
down. If this happens, switch off the monitor, turn 
the CUTOFF control all the way down 
(counterclockwise), and wait 30 seconds. Then 

switch on the monitor and continue the adjustment. 

9. Perform the white balance adjustment. 

B. BKG (Rev. A) 
CUTOFF R. BKG (Rev. B) 

or TO 
R. BKG (Rev. A) 
B. BKG (Rev. B) J]G99906 © 

Figure 6 Cutoff, Color Background, and "C" Board Controls 
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A Caution 

White Balance 

Make sure the CUTOFF control is properly set before 
you perform the white balance adjustment. The life of 
the monitor may be severely reduced if the cutoff is not 
set correctly. 

1. 

2: 

3. 

Note 

104 

R. DRIVE 

G. DRIVE 

B. DRIVE 

SUB BRT 

SUB CONT 

Connect the video cable to the monitor and switch on 

the monitor. Let the monitor warm up for 10 minutes. 
Display the gray bars test pattern. 
FIGURE 7. Alternately adjust the B.BKG, G.BKG, and 

R.BKG controls so that: 

Bars 1, 2, and 3 have no predominant color 

Bar 1 is completely black (same as screen border) 
Bar 2 is barely visible 
Bar 3 is dark gray 

FIGURE 7. Adjust the G.DRIVE control until the center of 
bar 8 (the brightest bar) measures at the mid "9" scale of 
the light meter. 
FIGURE 7. Now adjust the R.DRIVE and B.DRIVE 

controls until there is no predominant color in the test 
pattern. Repeat steps 4 and 5 as necessary. 

If there is no predominant color, bar 8 measures at mid 
"O" on the light meter, and bars 1, 2, and 3 are black, 

barely visible, and dark gray, the white balance is 
properly adjusted. If minor adjustments are still required, 
perform steps 6 and 7. 

B. BKG (Rev. A) 
R. BKG (Rev. B) 

G. BKG 

R. BKG (Rev. A) 
B. BKG (Rev. B) 

Figure 7 White Balance Controls 
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6. FIGURE 7. Adjust the SUB CONT control so that the 
brightness at the center of bar 8 measures at mid "9" on 
the light meter. 

7. FIGURE 7. Adjust the SUB BRT control so that bar 1 is 
completely black and bar 2 is barely visible. 

Convergence 

A Caution This adjustment differs from geometric convergence, 
which is a factory adjustment of the magnets on the 
yoke of the CRT. Do not attempt to set convergence by 
tampering with the yoke magnets! 

1. 

Z. 
D: 

Switch on the monitor and let the monitor warm up for 
15 to 20 minutes. 
Display the crosshatch I test pattern. 
Check the crosshatch lines on the test pattern for the 
following conditions: 

e If the lines are pure white, the color convergence 
‘does not need adjusting. 

e If the lines show any colored shadows, go to step 4. 

FIGURE 8. Press the degauss switch and remove the 
service panel cover. 
FIGURE 8. Turn the V-STAT control until the color- 
shadowed horizontal lines blend to solid white lines. 
FIGURE 8. Turn the H-STAT control until the color- 
shadowed vertical lines blend to solid white lines. If you 
are unable to remove the shadowed lines, go to step 7. 

Degauss 
Switch 

Figure 8 Convergence Controls 
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Important Perform the next step only if you cannot adjust the 
horizontal convergence using the H-STAT control. 

7. If the vertical lines still show color shadows, switch off 

the monitor. Remove the monitor cover, the EMI shield, 

and the metal video board shield. 
8. Boot the diagnostic and display crosshatch I test pattern. 
9. FIGURE 9. Locate the other H-STAT control beneath the 

plastic cover on video board "C.". Turn the H-STAT 
control until the color-shadowed vertical lines of the test 
pattern blend to solid white. 

10. If the lines at the top or bottom of the test pattern still 
show color shadows, allow the monitor to warm up for 
15 to 20 minutes, and go to step 11. 

H-STAT 

Le ZL 
coco c= 

Figure 9 H-STAT Control 

A Warning Follow the standard safety precautions and take 
care to avoid high-voltage areas on the solder side 
of the main board. 

11. FIGURE 10. If the horizontal lines at the top of the test 
pattern are out of adjustment, turn the V-TOP (RV518) 
control until the color-shadowed lines blend to solid 

white lines. 

12. FIGURE 10. If the horizontal lines at the bottom of the 

monitor are out of adjustment, turn the V-BOTTOM 
(RV517) control until the color-shadowed lines blend to 

solid white lines. 
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Side View 

Deflection Board 

Figure 10 V-TOP and V-BOTTOM Controls 

Geometric Distortion Adjustment 

Perform the following geometric distortion adjustment only if 
attempts to adjust raster distortions with the external controls 
do not produce the desired results. 

Materials Required 

Eight-inch (or longer) plastic adjustment tool 
Appropriate diagnostic (See the Monitor Diagnostics table in the General 

Monitor Information chapter.) 

A Warning When performing the Geometric Distortion Adjustment, 
avoid the high-voltage areas on the solder side of 
deflection board "D" outlined in FIGURE 10. 

1. Remove the monitor cover and the EMI shield. Connect 
the video cable to the monitor and switch on the 
monitor. 

Display the crosshatch I or II test pattern. 

3. Make sure the boxes on the top and bottom rows are the 
same size. Then, make sure the boxes on the left and 

right sides of the test pattern are the same size. 

~ 
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PIN AMP 
(RV506) 

PIN PHASE 
(RV505) 

V. ANGLE 
(RV516) 

Vv. BOW 
(RV511) 

V. LIN (1) 
(RV509) 

Figure 11 Geometric Distortions 

4. FIGURE 11. If any of the test pattern boxes are not the 
same size, compare the test pattern display with the 
geometric distortions shown in FIGURE 11. 

A Warning There are very high voltages on the entire yoke 
assembly. To prevent electrical shock, avoid 
touching the yoke assembly, the anode wire, or any 
of the yoke wires when performing the geometric 
adjustments. 

5. FIGURE 12. Using the eight-inch plastic adjustment tool, 
carefully reach inside the monitor chassis and adjust the 
appropriate pot on deflection board "D." 
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6. If the display is so distorted that you are unable to tell 
which adjustment to make, perform the adjustments in 
the following sequence: 

PIN AMP 

PIN PHASE 

V. ANGLE 

V. BOW 

Repeat V. ANGLE 

Repeat PIN PHASE 

7. If you are unable to correct the distortion, replace the 
deflection board "D." 

Side View 

V. LIN 

dL PIN AMP 

O 

an 
oe 

V. ANGLE 

Figure 12 Geometric Distortion Adjustments 
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Cables 

Cable, external power, 110 V .......cccceceeeeeeeeeeeeeeees 590-0370 

Cable, external power, 220 V .......ccccecccessseesereteeees 590-0423 

Capie: VIdCOweds erate coralcon aes 922-0035 

Case and stand parts 

Bezel (with contrast/brightness assembly) ........... 922-0033 

CHASSIS: ASSEMBIY: oe.cscsssccasnsiasiacinatdeeausunsiesencnid ania: 922-0032 

ReAat COVEl Mimics eae ee ee 922-0034 

SCHOW /K NOD SEU: heiidetsiseesnadearaioninn sation viedssesswncetenies 076-1020 

Tilt-swivel monitor stand ...........cccccceeeeeeseeeeeeeeeeeeees 922-0037 

CRT assemblies 

CR ASSEN DIY ieisut rast Aeavvonaerioteaesea ris ance aaes 661-1666 

CRT assembly, North AS/AG ....cccccccccceeesseeeeeeeees 661-1668 © 

CRT assembly, reversed polarity ............0.cccceee 661-1667 

Pus, 31a Aca caste saree a ee 740-0806 

IMA ith HO ATG we sidecs chabslitece aviau dotaandautsanaceieinaeuistcatneds 661-1650 

Other assemblies 

Contrast/brightness assembly (includes LED).......922-0036 

On/off switch assembly «0.0.0.0... cccccceccceseseeteeeeeeeeeees 922-0031 
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Troubleshooting 

Symptom/Cure Chart 

Use the following chart as a troubleshooting guide. If the first 
corrective action does not solve the problem, reinstall the 
original module before proceeding to the next step. When 
troubleshooting, remember that environmental distortions are 
common and cannot be corrected by monitor adjustments or 
module replacement. For information on environmental 
distortions, see the General Monitor Information chapter. 

No Raster Solutions 

No raster, LED off Check the power cable and the power switch. 
Verify that all connectors are secure on the main board. 

Check fuse; replace if blown. If it blows again, go to next step. 

Replace the main board. ON 

No raster, LED on, 

CRT filament on 

Adjust the contrast and brightness controls. 
Verify that the video card (in the CPU) is working properly. 
Verify that all connectors are secure on the main board. 

Perform the video adjustments. 
Replace the main board. 

Replace the CRT. ook NS 

Geometric Problems! Solutions 

Raster size 1. Adjust the vertical or horizontal size controls (as appropriate). 

too short/tall, 2. Replace the main board. 
narrow/wide 

Raster not 1. Verify that distortion is not due to environmental conditions 

centered (move monitor to a different location). 

2. Adjust the horizontal or vertical center controls. 

3. Replace the main board. 

Horizontal linearity 

bad (size of text/ 

graphics differs at 

sides of screen) 

Replace the main board. 

Vertical linearity — Replace the main board. 
bad (size of text/ 

graphics differs at 

top/bottom of screen) 

Raster tilt or shift 1. Verify that distortion is not due to environmental conditions 

(move monitor to a different location). 
2. Perform the appropriate geometric adjustments. 

3. If the raster is tilted, perform the yoke adjustments. 

4. Replace the main board. 

1 Remember, slight geometric distortion problems cannot be solved by replacing modules. 
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Abnormal/distorted 

raster: 
¢ barrel-shaped 

¢ corners not 
square 

¢ stretched or 

compressed at 

top of display 
¢ sides not 
perpendicular 

Synchronization 
Problems 

Picture breaks in 

diagonal lines 

Picture rolls 

vertically 

Picture breaks and 
rolls horizontally 

Black raster with 

single vertical or 
horizontal line 

appears 

Video/Color 

Problems 

Predominant color 

tint or color cannot 

be adjusted 

Picture too dark, 

too bright, or 

washed out 

Out of focus 

Out of convergence 
(color bleeding out 
from text or lines) 

Monitors and Mass Storage 
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. Verify that distortion is not due to environmental conditions 
(move monitor to a different location). 

Perform the appropriate geometric adjustments. 

Replace the main board. 
Replace the CRT (only in very rare instances). 

Solutions 

li 

2: 

1 

—_s 

Connect another monitor to the computer and switch power on 

to verify that a video signal is coming from the computer. 
Replace the main board. 

Verify that the video card (in the CPU) is working properly. 

Replace the main board. 

Verify that the video card (in the CPU) is working properly. 

Replace the main board. 

Replace the main board. 
Replace the CRT. 

Solutions 

1. 
2. 

3. 
4 

Le oS 

oN > 

Verify that the video card (in the CPU) is working properly. 

Perform the video adjustments. 

Replace the main board. 

Replace the CRT if the red, green, or blue cannot be turned 

off using the appropriate controls. 

Adjust the contrast and brightness controls. 
Verify that the video card (in the CPU) is working properly. 

Perform the video adjustments. 

Replace the main board. 

Replace the CRT. 

Perform the focus adjustment. 

Replace the main board. 
Replace the CRT only if bad focus remains on one part of the 
display despite adjustment of focus controls to their limits. 

Verify that the video card (in the CPU) is working properly. 

Perform the convergence adjustment. 

Replace the main board. 
Replace the CRT. 
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Misc. Problems 

Intermittent 

shutdown 

Picture jitters 

or flashes 

Flashing or 
wavy screen 

Black screen spots 

(burnt phosphor) 

Monitor emits 

high-pitched noise 

Does not degauss 

Erratic or no 

communication 

with ADB device 

Solutions 

Replace the main board. 

Verify that all ground cables are secure. 
Verify that adjacent computer equipment is properly 

grounded. Move electrical devices away from the monitor. 

Temporarily shut off all fluorescent lights in the area.2 

Replace the main board. 

Replace the main board. 

Replace the CRT. 

Replace the main board. 

Replace the main board. 

Replace the keyboard cable, keyboard, mouse, or other ADB 
device. 

2 External electrical interference problems cannot be solved by monitor adjustments or replacement 
of modules. 
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Safety Instructions 

A Warning The Macintosh Color Display contains a high-vacuum 
picture tube and operates at very high voltages. To 
prevent serious injury, review the CRT Safety rules in 

the General Monitor Information chapter. 

e Keep one hand behind your back at all times, and grasp 
the handle of the insulated alignment tool with your 
other hand. 

e Use a mirror for viewing adjustment results. 
e Perform only those adjustments that are absolutely 

necessary. Do not attempt to make any adjustments 
other than the ones explained in this section, and do 
those with extreme caution. 

A Warning Serious injury could result if, with the power on, you 
touch any of the high-voltage areas shown in Figure 2. 

CRT 
Assembly 

Anode 
Wire 

Heat 
Sink 

Transformer 

Figure 2 High-Voltage Areas 
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Adjustments 

Geometric Adjustments 

Materials Required 

Short hex-head plastic adjustment tool 
Mirror 

Flexible metric ruler 

Appropriate diagnostic (See the Monitor Diagnostics table in the General 

Monitor Information chapter.) 

Horizontal Center 

1. Boot the diagnostic and display the all-white test pattern. 
2. FIGURE 3. Using the hex-head adjustment tool, turn the 

Horizontal Center control until the raster is centered (left 
to right) in the bezel. 

Horizontal Size 

— FIGURE 3. Using the adjustment tool, turn the Horizontal 
Width control until the raster is is 9 1/4 inches G 1/8 

inch) or 235 mm (t 2 mm) wide. 

Vertical Center 

— FIGURE 3. Using the adjustment tool, turn the Vertical 
Center control until the raster is centered (top to bottom) 
in the bezel. 

Vertical Height 0 Q 

Horizontal Width GS 9 0) 
Horizontal Bow —SSroo° \ 

Pin Phase SS 

Horizontal Center Bog 
ee AO) 

Vertical Center 9 

vertel Angle 77S 

Focus 

Figure 3 Geometric Adjustment Controls 
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Vertical Size 

— FIGURE 3. Using the adjustment tool, adjust the Vertical 
Height control until the raster height is 7 inches G@ 1/8 
inch) or 176 mm Ct 2 mm). If the raster is now off-center, 

repeat the vertical center adjustment. 

Focus 

1. Display the focus test pattern. 
2. FIGURE 3. Adjust the Focus control until the focus test 

pattern is as clear as possible. 

Geometric Distortion 

1. Display the crosshatch test pattern. 
2. FIGURE 4. Compare your raster distortion with the 

common raster distortions shown below, then adjust the 
suggested control. 

3. FIGURE 3. If the display is so distorted that you can't tell 
which adjustment to make, adjust the following controls: 

Pin Phase 
Vertical Angle 
Horizontal Bow 
Repeat Vertical Angle 
Repeat Pin Phase onoo8 

Pin Phase or 

Vertical Angle or 

Horizontal Bow or Sup msi 
Figure 4 Geometric Raster Distortion 
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Video Adjustments af 
Perform the cutoff and white balance adjustments’ after the 

monitor has been on for at least 10 minutes. Perform the 
cutoff adjustment prior to adjusting the white balance and 
whenever you replace the CRT assembly or the main board. 

Materials Required 

Short hex-head plastic adjustment tool 

Mirror 

Light meter (Sekonic Multi-Lumi, model L-248) 

Appropriate diagnostic (See the Monitor Diagnostics table in the General 
Monitor Information chapter.) 

Cutoff 

1. Boot the diagnostic and display the gray bars test pattern. 
2. FIGURE 5. Set the contrast control to maximum and the 

brightness control to the center (detent) position. 
3. FIGURE 6. Using the hex-head adjustment tool, adjust the 

Red, Green, and Blue Background controls to the full 
counterclockwise positions. 

4. FIGURE 6. Set the Green Drive and Blue Drive controls 
clockwise to the 3/4 position (turn the controls full 
clockwise, then back 1/4 turn). 

5. FIGURE 6. Set the Sub-Contrast control to the full 
clockwise position. 

6. FIGURE 6. Using the adjustment tool, adjust G2 until the 
first bar is completely black and the second bar is barely 
visible. 

7. FIGURE 5. Set the Sub-Contrast control to center position. 

Contrast 
Control 

Brightness 
Control 

Figure 5 Contrast and Brightness Controls 
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White Balance 

1. 

Ze 

ar 

Sub-Contrast Control 

Green Drive 

Display the gray bars test pattern. 
FIGURE 5. Set the contrast control to maximum and the 
brightness control to the center (detent) position. 
FIGURE 6. Noting the predominant color, use the hex- 
head adjustment tool and alternately adjust the Red, 
Green, and Blue Background controls until there is no 
predominant color in the four darkest bars. The darkest 
bar must be completely black. If necessary, adjust the 
Blue and Green Drive controls until there is no 
predominant color in the four brightest bars. 
FIGURE 6. Check the four darkest bars, and if necessary, 
adjust the Red, Green, and Blue Background controls 
until there is no predominant color. 
Display the all-white test pattern. 7 
FIGURE 6. Using a light meter, adjust the Sub-Contrast 
control until the light meter measures in the middle of 
the 10 scale. 

Blue Drive 

Red Background 

Green Background 

Blue Background 

G2 

Figure 6 Video Adjustment Controls 
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Convergence Adjustments 

1. Boot the diagnostic and display the crosshatch test 

pattern. 
2. FIGURE 7. Using the hex-head adjustment tool, adjust the 

Convergence control on the CRT video board for best 
overall convergence. 

3. FIGURE 7. Using the adjustment tool, adjust the N/S Amp 
control on the CRT video board for best convergence of 
horizontal lines at the top and bottom of the screen. 

4, FIGURE 7. Adjust the Lower Convergence control on the 
CRT video board for best convergence of vertical lines at 
the bottom of the screen. 

5. FIGURE 7. Adjust the Upper Convergence control on the 
CRT video board for best convergence of vertical lines at 
the top of the screen. 

Yoke Collar 

N/S Amp 

Yoke Clamp Screw 

Convergence 

Figure 7 Convergence and Yoke Adjustments 
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Yoke Adjustment 

If you replace the CRT, you will probably need to adjust the 

yoke. 

Materials Required 

Insulated Phillips screwdriver 

Mirror 

1. FIGURE 7. Using the insulated screwdriver, loosen the 
yoke clamp screw with two or three turns. 

2. Switch on the computer. 
3. FIGURE 7. With one hand, grasp the plastic yoke collar, 

and rotate the yoke collar until the top and bottom edges 
of the picture are parallel with the top and bottom of the 

bezel. 
4. Switch off and unplug the computer. 
5. Discharge the CRT. 
6. FIGURE 7. Hold the collar in position and carefully 

tighten the yoke clamp screw so that the collar cannot 
slip. Do not overtighten the screw. 

7. Replace the cover and switch on the computer. Make 
sure the top and bottom edges of the picture are parallel 
with the top and bottom of the bezel. 
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Adjustments 

A Warning 

Ss 

User Adjustments 

FIGURE 2. Always adjust the contrast and brightness controls 
before attempting further adjustments or repair. 

Geometric Adjustments 

Materials Required 

Small flat-blade screwdriver 

Mirror 

Flexible metric ruler 

This monitor contains high voltage and a high-vacuum 
picture tube. To prevent serious personal injury or 

equipment damage, review the CRT safety and discharge 
instructions in the General Monitor Information 
chapter. 

Horizontal Center 

— FIGURE 2. Turn the HORIZONTAL SHIFT control until 
the raster is centered Cleft to right) in the bezel. 

Vertical Center 

— FIGURE 2. Turn the VERTICAL SHIFT control until the 
raster is centered (top to bottom) in the bezel. 

Contrast 

D> 

SI Brightness 

<M De HORIZONTAL 
SHIFT 

VERTICAL 
SHIFT 

Figure 2 Centering Controls 
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Horizontal Size 

— FIGURE 3. Using the screwdriver, turn the H.WIDTH 
control until the raster is 240 mm (+ 2 mm) or 9 1/2 

inches (+ 1/8 inch) wide. 

Vertical Size 

— FIGURE 3. Using the screwdriver, adjust the V.HEIGHT 
control until the raster height is 180 mm (+ 2 mm) or 
71/8 inches (+ 1/8 inch). 

V.HEIGHT 

H.WIDTH 

Figure 3 Size Controls 
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Contrast/ Brightness 

; 

Assembly 

CRT Assembly- 

LED 

Assembly’ 
3 

On/Off Switch 
Assembly 
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, Panel Cover 
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Power 
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Figure 1 Macintosh 1 6-Inch Color Display Exploded View 
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Monitor Stand 

Base PC 
Assembly 

Figure 2 Macintosh 16-Inch Color Display Monitor Stand Exploded View 
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Cables 

Cable accessory kit (not Shown) ......... cece 076-1018 

Cable. ADB CPU 10 Stand) wecccasiadatesanotcn: 590-4501 

Cable; extemal power, TIO V success tuiiitenaidee anni: 590-0373 

Cable, external power, 220 V oo... 590-0423 

Cable, LED Asser i.a\svidensteorneneditareaceoawntanels 982-0125 

CADE SOUS 10 ngscceca. geste ciaraien ache Ia adavtndy as bose: 590-4512 

Cable $SOun OU atc cxstens eiveseigs cca Parada evakeseeee 590-4513 

Cable, video (CPU to monitor) 0.00... eee 590-0734 

Case and stand parts 

Adjustment panel COVE 0.0... ccccccccccccceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeees 949-0385 

Base PC assem! y cscettint coveecesoiecn cacti dasmemeds 981-0029 

Bezel, rev. B (replaces 949-0376) ......ccccccccsssceeeeees 949-0394 

REAL COV CL siruriapeuctust asa biesasstove nad tonaundhatanmadiatnecets 949-0375 

SCIOW/ KOO Setienncianet cueedeiioy naan 076-0565 

Tilt-swivel monitor stand .........ccccceceeeeeeeeeeeeens 949-0374 

CRT assemblies 

CRI ASSeIMO IY innocence alates ae eat 076-0563 
CRT assembly, reversed polarity ............ccccceee 076-0564 

FOCUS: H Sta COMO! sirduiatataistummrnccnsoionsamiad abimene aunicemcne se 982-0139 

FUSE. 250) Wa 5a A cacalalcont cence create. 740-0108 

Other component assemblies 

AG Inlet Assembly vatciscnaaieisneiucarntedeionnee arate 982-0126 

Contrast/brightness assembly ..............cccceeeeeeeeeeeees 982-0127 

On/off switch assembly ...........cc cc cceceeseeeeseeeeeeeeeenees 982-0128 

Printed circuit boards 

GRY VidGO BOAT vacniniedcutiaaverslansaesdutabemaNadaions: 661-1635 

Main board, rev. B (replaces 661-1634)... 661-1671 
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Troubleshooting 

Symptom/Cure Chart 

Use the following chart as a troubleshooting guide. If the first 
corrective action does not solve the problem, reinstall the 
original module before proceeding to the next step. When 
troubleshooting, remember that environmental distortions are 
common and cannot be corrected by monitor adjustments or 
module replacement. For information on environmental 
distortions, see the General Monitor Information chapter. 

Check the power cable and the power switch. 
Verify that all connectors are secure on the main board. 

Check fuse; replace if blown. If it blows again, go to next step. 
Replace the main board. 

Check the connection at D-5 on the main board. 

Check the continuity of the D-5 cable (from "H" pins on CRT 
socket). If bad, replace the CRT video board. 
Replace the main board. 

Adjust the contrast and brightness user controls. 
Verify that the video card (in the CPU) is working properly. 
Ensure that all connectors are secure on the main board and 

the CRT video board. 
Perform the video adjustments. 

Replace the main board. 

Replace the CRT video board. 

No Raster Solutions 

No raster, LED off 1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

No raster, LED on, 1. 

no CRT filament, 2: 

high voltage OK 
3. 

No raster, LED on, 1. 

CRT filament on 2. 

3 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. Replace the CRT. 

Geometry Problems! Solutions 

Raster size 1 

too short/tall, 

narrow/wide 2. 

Raster not 1. 

centered 

2. 

3. 

Horizontal linearity — 
bad (size of text/ 
graphics differs at 
sides of screen) 

Adjust the vertical or horizontal size controls (as appropriate) 

on the main board. 

Replace the main board. 

Verify that distortion is not due to environmental conditions 

(move monitor to a different location). 
Adjust the horizontal shift or vertical center controls on the 

main board. 

Replace the main board. 

Replace the main board. 

1 Remember, slight geometric distortion problems cannot be solved by replacing modules. 
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Vertical linearity 

bad (size of text/ 
graphics differs at 
top/bottom of screen) 

Entire raster 

is tilted 

Abnormail/distorted 

raster: 

¢ barrel-shaped 

¢ corners not 

square 
e stretched or 

compressed at 

top of display 

* sides not 

perpendicular 

Synchronization 
Problems 

Picture breaks in 

diagonal lines 

Picture rolls 

vertically 

Picture breaks and 
rolls horizontally 

Black raster with 

single vertical or 
horizontal line 

appears 

134 

Adjust the vertical linearity control on the main board. 

2. Replace the main board. 

1. Verify that distortion is not due to environmental conditions 

(move monitor to a different location). 

2. Adjust the yoke assembly as follows: 

a. Switch off the monitor power and remove the rear cover. 

b. Loosen the screw closest to the monitor screen on the 
neck of the CRT. 

c. Twist the yoke assembly as appropriate. 

d. Retighten the screw on the CRT neck. (Be careful not to 
overtighten the screw; overtightening could break the 

CRT neck.) 
e. Switch on the monitor and check the display. Repeat 

these steps if necessary. 

3. Replace the main board. 

1. Verify that distortion is not due to environmental conditions 

(move monitor to a different location). 
2. Perform the appropriate geometric adjustments. 

3. Replace the main board. 

4. Replace the CRT. 

Solutions 

1. Connect another monitor to the computer and switch power on 

to verify that a video signal is coming from the computer. 

2. Replace the main board. 

1. Verify that the video card (in the CPU) is working properly. 

2. Replace the main board. 
3. Replace the CRT video board. 

1. Verify that the video card (in the CPU) is working properly. 
2. Replace the main board. 

1. Verify that the CRT video board is tight on the yoke connector. 
2. Replace the main board. 

3. Replace the CRT. 
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Video Problems 

Predominant color 

tint, or color cannot 

be adjusted 

Picture too dark 

or too bright 

Out of focus 

Out of convergence 
(color bleeding out 

from text or lines) 

Misc. Problems 

Intermittent 

shutdown 

Picture jitters 

or flashes 

Flashing or 

wavy screen 

Black screen spots 

(burnt phosphor) 

Monitor emits 

high-pitched noise 

Does not degauss 

Erratic or no 

communication 

with ADB device 

Solution 

1. Verify that the video card (in the CPU) is working properly. 

2. Perform the video adjustments. 

3. Replace the CRT video board. 
4. Replace the CRT if the red, green, or blue cannot be turned 

off using the appropriate controls. 

1. Adjust the brightness and contrast controls. 
2. Verify that the video card (in the CPU) is working properly. 

3. Perform the video adjustments. 

4. Replace the CRT video board. 
5. Replace the main board. 

6. Replace the CRT. 

1. Perform the focus adjustment. 

2. Replace the main board. 

3. Replace the focus control. 
4 Replace the CRT only if bad focus remains on one part of the 

display despite adjustment of focus controls to their limits. 

1. Perform the convergence adjustments. 

2. Replace the CRT. 

Solution 

Replace the main board. 

1. Verify that all ground cables are secure. 

2. Verify that adjacent computer equipment is properly 

grounded. Move electrical devices away from the monitor. 

Temporarily shut off all fluorescent lights in the area.@ 
3. Replace the main board. 

— Replace the main board. 

— Replace the CRT. 

— Replace the main board. 

— Replace the main board. 

1. Replace the keyboard cable, keyboard, mouse, or other ADB 

device. 
2. Replace the ADB cable in the monitor stand. 

2 External electrical interference problems cannot be solved by monitor adjustments or replacement of 
modules. 
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Safety Instructions 

A Warning The Macintosh 16-Inch Color Display contains a high- 

vacuum picture tube and operates at very high voltages. 
To prevent serious injury, review the CRT Safety rules 

in the General Monitor Information chapter. 

e Keep one hand behind your back at all times, and grasp 
the handle of the insulated alignment tool with your 
other hand. 

e Use a mirror for viewing adjustment results. 
e Perform only those adjustments that are absolutely 

necessary. Do not attempt to make any adjustments 
other than the ones explained in this section, and do 
those with extreme caution. 

A Warning Serious injury could result if, with the power on, you 

136 

touch any of the high-voltage areas shown in Figure 3. 

Anode 
Wire 

Anode 
CRT Yoke SA Connector 

On/Off Switch 
Assembly 
(in Bezel) 

Back of CRT 
Assembly 

Bottom of 
Focus Control 

Flyback 
Transformer 

Figure 3 High-Voltage Areas 
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Adjustments 

Geometric Adjustments 

Before adjusting the 16-Inch Color Display, take the 
following precautions: 

e Place the monitor on a level surface and make sure the 
body of the monitor is parallel to the level surface. 
Make sure the monitor faces magnetic east or west. 
Keep the monitor at least three feet from metal objects, 
such as steel filing cabinets. (Aluminum does not affect 
monitor adjustments.) 

Materials Required 

Plastic adjustment tool or insulated screwdriver 

Fine-tipped plastic adjustment tool (P/N 949-0386) 

Flexible metric ruler 

Light meter (Sekonic Multi-Lumi, model L-248) 
Appropriate diagnostic (See the Monitor Diagnostics table in the General 

Monitor Information chapter.) 

Setup Steps 

1. Switch off the monitor and place the monitor on a 
protective workbench pad. 

2. Remove the rear cover. 
3. Switch on the monitor and let it warm up for at least 15 

minutes. 

4. Swivel the monitor so that it faces magnetic east or west. 
5. FIGURE 4. Set the brightness control to detent 

(midrange) and the contrast control to maximum (turn 
clockwise). 

Contrast 
Control 

Brightness 
Control 

Figure 4 Brightness and Contrast Controls 
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Note 

Note 
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Horizontal 

10. 

Display the crosshatch test pattern. 
FIGURE 5. Turn the H.SIZE control until the width of the 

raster is 300 mm C 3 mm) or 11 7/8" G 1/8") wide. 

FIGURE 5. Turn the H.SHIFT control until the raster is 

centered horizontally within the bezel. 

The KEY and KEY BAL controls affect each other. To get 
the left and right sides of the raster parallel, you may 
need to go back and forth between the KEY and KEY 
BAL controls. 

FIGURE 5. Turn the KEY control until the left and right 
sides of the raster are parallel to each other. 
FIGURE 5. Turn the KEY BAL control until the left and 
right sides of the raster are parallel to the bezel. 

The PIN AMP and PIN BAL controls affect each other. 

To get the left and right sides straight, you may need to 

go back and forth between these controls. 

FIGURE 5. Turn the PIN AMP control until the left and 
right sides of the raster are as straight as possible. 
FIGURE 5. Turn the PIN BAL control until the left and 
right sides of the raster as as straight as possible. 

The CORNE CORR and S CORR controls affect each 

other. To get the corners straight, you may need to go 
back and forth between the CORNE CORR and S CORR 

controls. 

FIGURE 5. Turn the CORNE CORR control until the left 

and right sides of the raster are as straight as possible in 
the four corners of the screen. 

FIGURE 5. Turn the S CORR control until the left and 

right sides of the raster are as straight as possible in the 
four corners of the screen. | 

Make sure the raster is still 300 mm (+ 3 mm) or 11 7/8" 

(+ 1/8") wide and that it is centered on the screen. If 

necessary, readjust the H.SIZE and H.SHIFT controls. 
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Vertical 

1. FIGURE 5. Turn the V.SIZE control until the raster is 225 
mm (+ 3 mm) or 8 7/8" (+ 1/8") high. 

2. FIGURE 5. Turn the V.CENT control until the raster is 
centered vertically within the bezel. 

3. FIGURE 5. Turn the V.LIN control until the rectangles at 
the top and bottom of the raster are the same size. 

4. Make sure the raster is still 225 mm or 8 7/8" high and 
that it is centered vertically within the bezel. If 
necessary, readjust the V.SIZE and V.CENT controls. 

(Accessible by 
External Door) 

CORNE CORR 

PIN BAL 

KEY BAL 

Figure 5 Horizontal and Vertical Controls 
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Focus 

1. Display the focus test pattern. 
2. FIGURE 6. Turn the FOCUS control on the H.STAT focus 

control board for best overall focus. 

Convergence 

Use the H.STAT control on the focus control board to make 
all convergence adjustments. Do not touch the yoke 
controls. With large-screen monitors it is not always possible 
to precisely align convergence at every point on the screen. 

Rather, try to attain the best possible overall alignment with 
the H.STAT control. 

1. Display the crosshatch test pattern. 
2. FIGURE 6. Turn the H.STAT control on the H.STAT focus 

control board until the red and blue vertical lines are 
aligned as precisely as possible. 

Video Adjustments 

Always perform the video adjustments when you replace the 
CRT video board, the main board, or the CRT. Make sure 

you have performed necessary geometric adjustments before 
performing the video adjustments. 

Materials Required 

Plastic adjustment tool or insulated screwdriver 

Fine-tipped plastic adjustment tool (P/N 949-0386) 
Flexible metric ruler 

Light meter (Sekonic Multi-Lumi, model L-248) 
Appropriate diagnostic (See the Monitor Diagnostics table in the General 

Monitor Information chapter.) 

Setup Steps 

1. Switch off the monitor and and place the monitor on a 

protective workbench pad. 
Remove the rear cover and the EMI shield. 

3. Switch on the monitor and let it warm up for at least 15 
minutes. 

4. Swivel the monitor so that it faces magnetic east or west. 

5. Set the brightness control to detent (midrange) and the 
contrast control to maximum (turn clockwise). 

i 
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Cutoff 

1. Display the gray bars test pattern. 
2. FIGURE 6. Using the fine-tipped insulated screwdriver, 

set the following controls on the CRT video board to the 
middle of their adjustment range: 

e Sub Bright 
e Sub Contrast 

R, G, and B Drive 

3. FIGURE 6. Using the fine-tipped insulated screwdriver, 
preset the Red and Blue Background controls to 
minimum (turn fully clockwise). 

: 
Q0O0n0000008 

Sa, 
a 

| 5° 506 Background 
G Drive —j—“e 

B Drive ee 

Sub Bright 

Blue 
Background 

Sub Contrast 

Figure 6 Focus, Convergence, and Video Controls 
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FIGURE 6. Adjust the Screen VR (RV508) control on the 
main board until the first (darkest) bar is completely 
black. If the screen does not display a predominant 
green tint, recheck the control settings in steps 2 and 3. 
When the first bar is black and the screen has a green 
tint, proceed to the white balance adjustment. 

White Balance 

Make sure the cutoff control is properly set before you 
perform the white balance adjustment. The life of the 
monitor may be severely reduced if the cutoff is not set 
correctly. 

1. FIGURE 6. Using the fine-tipped insulated screwdriver, 
slowly turn up (counterclockwise) the Blue Background 
control until the darkest six bars display a blue-green tint. 
FIGURE 6. Slowly turn up (counterclockwise) the Red 
Background control until the darkest six bars display 
different shades of gray. No color tint should be visible 
in the gray bars. 

Alternately adjust the Blue and Red Background controls 
until there is no predominant color anywhere in the gray 
bars. 

Display the all-white screen test pattern. 
Set the light meter (Sekonic Multi-Lumi, model L-248) for 
the 2 to 10 range. 
Using the light meter, measure the screen luminance at 
the center of the screen. Check that: 

e The light meter measures in the black band between 
the 9 and 10 scale 

e There is no predominant color in the gray bars 
e The first (darkest) bar is black 

If these conditions are met, the white balance is set and 

you are finished. If the conditions are not met, go to the 
next step. 
Find the conditions in the table below that match the 
customer’s video display and perform the corrective 
steps. 
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Video Adjustment Problems and Corrective Steps 

Display Conditions 

e Display shows no predominant 

color 
Screen luminance is too high 
First bar is not black 

Corrective Steps 

color 
Screen luminance is too high 
First bar is completely black 

Display shows no predominant 

Adjust the Sub Bright control slightly until the first 

bar is completely black. 

. Alternately turn the R, G, and B Drive controls 

counterclockwise to reduce screen luminance, yet 

retain even shades of gray in the six brightest bars. 

. If the six darkest bars now have a color tint, readjust 

the Red and Blue Background controls. 

color 

Screen luminance is too low 

Display shows no predominant . Alternately turn the R, G, and B Drive controls 

clockwise to increase screen luminance, yet 
retain even shades of gray in the six brightest bars. 

. If the six darkest bars now have a color tint, readjust 

the Red and Blue Background controls. 

The six brightest bars have a 
predominant color tint 

Monitors and Mass Storage 

. Alternately adjust the R, G, and B Drive controls 
until there is no predominant color. 

. Select the all-white screen test pattern and recheck 
the screen luminance. If necessary, adjust the Sub 
Bright contro! until the light meter reads in the black 
band between the 9 and 10 scales. 
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Ilustrated Parts List 
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Switch Filter 

Assembly » 
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Cables 
Cable, degauss coil to magnetometer 
GES AUSs: DOAT Cs ndiaatctsinnelecciagh Masse aia ies 590-0466 
Cable, external ADB, CPU to tilt-swivel 

IMOMILOL StAD Aes ce sncensiesalacaantaeeenadseamarteanseeonamiaes 590-4501 

Cable, external power, 110 V, domestic ............... 590-0373 

Cable, external power, 220 V, international ......... 590-0423 

Cable, flat, contrast/brightness assembly to 

VIGO TMS IOAN icles ie icdansbalate Sindvandenierte yoitcnesd 590-0468 
Cable, flat, main board to video assembly............ 590-0470 

Cable, flat, power supply to video filter board 
AG TALE OAD wrtcotsaseccco che uadat tescnmmnetenateoeiacstias 590-0469 
Cable, internal ADB, tilt/swivel monitor stand.....590-0626 
Cable, position sensor to magnetometer 

GES AUSS DOA Aienturcicetiranaeeeomascmeneaieeton! 590-0467 
Cable, video, DA-15 to DB-25 (CPU to monitor) .590-0615 

Case and stand parts 
DROZ C lis Saas oy oacarataseadenacunnancon nme anauassaesaesecenetess 949-0330 
REATHCOV EL teasing ated econ tel nuaemamauiae 949-0331 
Screw kMob Setj.cc alee teenies: 956-0028 
Tilt-swivel monitor stand ........eeeeeeeeeteeeeeeeees 949-0329 

Coils 
Degauss coils, upper/IOWET .....0.cccceeseeteeeteeeees 076-0405 
Magnetometer coils, front/rear (w/bridge) ........... 076-0403 

CRT assemblies 
GR -ASSCIAD IY secesag artes idencantcenntuncosaseneaunanetatataoneds 076-0394 
CRT assembly, reversed polarity ........0.ccceee 076-0402 

Other component assemblies 
Contrast/brightness assembly Gincludes LED)....... 905-0011 
Flyback transformer assembly ............0ccceeeeeeeeeeeeees 076-0399 
On/off switch filter assembly............cccccceeeeeeen 076-0398 
Video/color assembly .x2.5.cusisdonersaseeceedeidaiecah uk 661-0655 

Printed circuit boards 

Magnetometer degauss board... eee: 661-0657 
Mair bOatd aSSeimbly whee movant eee 661-0656 
Position Sensor DOard wivedisexiwaerccaseaieryedeasyae 982-0096 
POWER SUP Ply DOATAiossdsiasercistaduteadiieadetelannweits 661-0658 
Video filter boards, left/right .........0.ccccceeeeeerees 076-0404 
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Troubleshooting 

Symptom/Cure Chart 

Use the following chart as a troubleshooting guide. If the first 
corrective action does not solve the problem, reinstall the 
original module before proceeding to the next step. When 
troubleshooting, remember that environmental distortions are 
common and cannot be corrected by monitor adjustments or 
module replacement. For information on environmental 
distortions, see the General Monitor Information chapter. 

No Raster 

No raster, LED off 

No raster, LED on 

Geometric Problems! 

Raster size 

too short/tall, 

narrow/wide 

Raster not 

centered 

Horizontal linearity 

bad (size of text/ 
graphics differs 
at sides of screen) 

Vertical linearity 

bad (size of text/ 
graphics differs at 
top/bottom of screen) 

Raster tilted 

Solutions 

Check that the power cord is properly connected. 

2. Check the internal power connectors. 

3. Refer to Using Troubleshooting LEDs later in this chapter. 

1. Adjust the contrast and brightness controls. 
2. Verify that the video card (in the CPU) is working properly. 

3. Verify that all connectors are secure on the main board and 

the power supply board. 

4. Refer to Using Troubleshooting LEDs later in this chapter. 

Solutions 

1. Adjust the vertical or horizontal size controls (as appropriate) 
on the main board assembly. 

2. Replace the main board assembly. 

1. Verify that distortion is not due to environmental conditions 

(move monitor to a different location). 
2. Adjust the horizontal shift or vertical shift controls. 

3. Replace the main board assembly. 
4. Replace the magnetometer degauss board. 

1. Adjust the horizontal linearity control on the main board 
assembly. 

2. Replace the main board assembly. 

1. Adjust vertical linearity control on main board assembly. 
2. Replace the main board assembly. 

1. Verify that distortion is not due to environmental conditions 
(move monitor to a different location). 

2. Perform the horizontal shift or vertical shift adjustments. 

3. Replace the magnetometer degauss board. 
4. Replace the position sensor board. 

1 Remember, slight geometric distortion problems cannot be solved by replacing modules. 
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Abnormal/distorted 

raster: 

¢ barrel-shaped 

* corners not 

square 

e stretched or 

compressed at 

top of display 

e sides not 

perpendicular 

Synchronization 
Problems 

Picture breaks in 

diagonal lines 

Picture rolls 

vertically 

Picture breaks and 
rolls horizontally 

Single vertical 
or horizontal 

line appears 

Video/Color 

Problems 

Predominant red, 

blue, or green tint 

Picture too dark 

or too bright 

Out of focus 

150 

—s 

On Pp wh 

Verify that distortion is not due to environmental conditions 

(move monitor to a different location). 

Verify that all connectors are correctly placed and secure. 

Refer to Using Troubleshooting LEDs later in this chapter. 

Perform the appropriate geometric adjustments. 

Replace the main board assembly. 
Replace the magnetometer degauss board. 

Solutions 

Sain ea 

No — 

Connect another monitor to the computer and switch power on 

to verify that a video signal is coming from the computer. 

Replace the main board assembly. 

Verify that the video card (in the CPU) is working properly. 

Replace the main board assembly. 

Replace the video/color assembly. 

Verify that the video card (in the CPU) is working properly. 
Perform the horizontal hold adjustment. 

Replace the main board assembly. 

Replace the video/color assembly. 

Verify that the CRT video board is tight on yoke connector. 
Replace the main board assembly. 

Solutions 

SOLS SN: Sra NS 

OS 

Verify that the video card (in the CPU) is working properly. 

Perform the video adjustments. 

Replace the video/color assembly. 
Replace the video filter boards. 
CRT may be defective. 

Adjust the brightness and contrast controls. 

Verify that the video card (in the CPU) is working properly. 
Perform the video adjustments. 

Replace the power supply board. 

Replace the video/color assembly. 

Replace the video filter boards. 
CRT may be defective. 

Perform the focus adjustments. 

Replace the flyback transformer assembly. 

Replace the main board assembly. 

CRT may be defective. 
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Out of convergence 
(color bleeding out 
from text or lines) 

Misc. Problems 

intermittent 

shutdown 

Picture jitters 

or flashes 

Black screen spots 

(burnt phosphor) 

Monitor emits 

high-pitched noise 

Does not degauss 

Erratic or no 

communication 

with ADB device 

1. Verify that the video card (in the CPU) is working properly. 

2. Perform the convergence adjustments. 
3. CRT may be defective. 

Solutions 

1. Replace the flyback transformer assembly. 

2. Replace the main board assembly. 

1. Verify that all grounding cables are secure. 

2. Confirm that adjacent computer equipment is properly 

grounded. Move electrical devices away from the monitor. 

Temporarily shut off all fluorescent lights in the area.2 
3. Replace the main board assembly. 

— CRT may be defective. 

— Replace the flyback transformer assembly. 

1. Replace the magnetometer degauss board. 

2. Replace the position sensor board. 

1. Replace the keyboard cable, keyboard, mouse, or other ADB 
device. : 

2. Replace the ADB cable in monitor stand. 

2 External electrical interference problems cannot be solved by monitor adjustments or replacement of 
modules. 
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Using Troubleshooting LEDs 

You can obtain additional troubleshooting information 
through a series of LEDs located on the main board and the 
power supply board. Use Figures 3-6 to interpret the 
information given by the LEDs. 

Main Board LEDs 

The main board has two troubleshooting LEDs (see Figure 3). 
The LEDs monitor different functions: 

e LED 125 monitors the presence of horizontal and vertical 
sweeps. Its normal state is on. 

e LED 810 monitors the presence of high-voltage. Its 
normal state is on. 

Side View 

® 
© oO oa) | O} 

f =| 2) iB pA re LED V125 
il i e , 
1! i" | O] 

iz ; 
Al ro} | Connector X105 

LO] 

| Fa 

Se OOO 4 
® = vie Connector X303 

J 

LED V810 

Figure 3 Troubleshooting LEDs on the Main Board 

Power Supply Board LEDs 

The power supply board has four troubleshooting LEDs (see 
Figure 4). The LEDs monitor a variety of functions: 

e LED 683 monitors the power supply board. Its normal 
state is On. 

e LED 699 monitors the voltage level. Its normal state is on. 
e LEDs 684 and 685 monitor a number of conditions (see 

Figure 6). Their normal state is on (static, not flashing). 
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Side View 

LED V683 

LED V699 

{ 

Figure 4 Troubleshooting LEDs on the Power Supply Board 

No Raster 

Turn power on. 

All 
LEDs on power See flowchart(s) 
supply board for individual LEDs. 

on? 

Replace 
main board. 

2h 
Yes 

Is No 
LED V810 

on? 

Yes 

Replace video/ 

color assembly. 

Figure 5 General Troubleshooting LEDs Flowchart 

Replace flyback 
transformer assembly. 
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All Power Supply LEDs off LED V684 and /or V685 Flashing 

Disconnect connector 

X105 on main board. 

Turn power on. 

Turn power off. 

Check external 
power cord. 

Replace power 
supply board. 

Yes 

Turn power off. Reconnect 
connector X105. 

Disconnect connector X303 

on video/color assembly. 

Turn power on. 

Leave monitor 

on for 2 hours. 

Yes 

Replace power 
supply board. 

LED V699 is off as Replace video/ 
color assembly. 

Yes Replace power 

supply board. Turn power off. Remove 
magnetometer degauss board. 

No 
Replace magneto- 
meter degauss board. 

LED V683 is off 
Yes 

Replace power Replace flyback trans- 
supply board. former assembly. 

Figure 6 Power Supply Board Troubleshooting LEDs Flowchart 
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Safety Instructions 

A Warning The Macintosh 21-Inch Color Display contains a high- 

A Warning 

Anode 
Wire 

vacuum picture tube and operates at very high voltages. 
To prevent serious injury, review the CRT safety rules 
before performing adjustments. 

In addition to following all safety precautions, be sure to: 

e Never use a grounding wriststrap or work on a 
grounded workpad when adjusting an operating monitor. 

e Keep one hand behind your back at all times, and grasp 
the handle of the insulated alignment tool with your 
other hand. 

e Use a mirror for viewing adjustment results. 
e Perform only those adjustments that are absolutely 

necessary. Do not attempt to make any adjustments 
other than the ones explained in this section, and do 
those with extreme caution. 

Serious injury could result if, with the power on, you 
touch any of the high-voltage areas shown in Figure 7. 

Anode 
Connector 

CRT Yoke Assembly 
and Yoke Wires 

High Voltage 
Block 

ED CU aS 

mre 

BYC RS “A >) \)\ Ors ) = a S 

, x 

| 

Q b | 

: ho 
g SF 

(i (IK 

WP b | 
| i iW Lad 

SS : SS 

ss 

Flyback 
Transformer 

Figure 7 High-Voltage Areas 
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Adjustments 

Geometric Alignment and Convergence Charts 

Use Figure 8 and Figure 9 as quick reference guides for 
geometric alignment and convergence adjustments. 

Raster too wide or too narrow Raster too tall or too short Raster shifted left or right 

Adjust H-SIZE (R93) to Adjust V-SIZE (R52) to Adjust H-PHASE (R262) 
371mm +t3mm 280 mm + 3mm and H-DC SHIFT (R116) 

Rectangles of different size Rectangles of different size Raster shifted up or down 
at left and right sides at top and bottom 

Adjust H-LIN (R101) Adjust V-LIN (R26) Adjust V-SHIFT (R75) 

Raster not straight at top Raster not straight at bottom Centerline not horizontal 

Adjust N/S PHASE (R262) and Adjust N/S (R34) and Adjust N/S TILT (R74) 
N/S TRAP (R69) N/S BAL (R28) 

Raster not straight at left or Raster not vertical at left or Centerline not straight 
right right 

Figure 8 Geometric Alignment Chart 
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Perform the adjustment that corrects your specific 
convergence problem. If you are unable to fix the problem, 
perform the adjustments in the order presented in Figure 9. 

Step 1: H-STATIC (Controls all vertical lines; not shown) 

Step 2: V-STATIC (Controls all horizontal lines; not shown) 

Step 5: Adjust VR5 

Step 6: Adjust AMP-T Step 7: Adjust TILT-T Step 8: Adjust VR4 

Step 9: Adjust VR6 

Step 12: Adjust H-RIGHT Step 13: Adjust H-LEFT1 Step 14: Adjust H-LEFT2 

Step 15: Adjust 1/2W Step 16: Adjust V-NS Step 17: Adjust V-N 

Step 18: Adjust V-EW Step 19: Adjust V-W 

Figure 9 Convergence Chart 
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Geometric Adjustments 

Geometric adjustments include horizontal, vertical, 

convergence, and focus adjustments. To correct geometric 
adjustment problems, refer to the Geometric Alignment Chart 
in this section and perform the adjustment that corrects your 
specific geometric adjustment problem. If you are unable to 
fix the problem, perform the geometric adjustments in the 
order presented. 

Materials Required 

Compass 
Plastic adjustment tool or insulated screwdriver 

Hex-head, plastic adjustment tool 
Linearity adjustment tool 

Flexible metric ruler 

Light meter (Sekonic Multi-Lumi, model L-248) 
Voltmeter 

Small insulated flat-blade screwdriver, no longer than three inches 
21-Inch Color Display diagnostic overlay (076-0444) 
Masking tape 
Appropriate diagnostic (See the Monitor Diagnostics table in the General 

Monitor Information chapter.) 

Setup 

1. Switch off the monitor and place the monitor on a 
protective workbench pad. 
Remove the rear cover and the main board access panel. 

3. Align the monitor to magnetic north or south. 
a 

e Using a compass, locate magnetic north or south on 
the workbench pad. 

e Place the monitor on the pad with the front bezel 
and the front of the monitor stand facing magnetic 
north or south. 

e Place the compass squarely on the front bezel. 
Swivel the bezel left or right until the compass reads 
magnetic north or south. 

4. Switch on the monitor and let it warm up for at least 15 
minutes. 

Macintosh 21-Inch Color Display 



5. FIGURE 10. Tilt the monitor up approximately 5 degrees 
and install the diagnostic overlay on the bezel, as 

follows: 

e Slide the overlay down until it is flush with the 
bottom edge of the bezel, and then slide the overlay 
left until it is flush with the left edge of the bezel. 

e Use masking tape to tape the overlay to the bezel. 

6. FIGURE 10. Set the brightness control to detent 
(midrange) and the contrast control to maximum (turn 

clockwise). 

Diagnostic | | 
Overlay sell | 

CG 

Brightness 
4 Control 

ee Contrast 

North or South Control 

Figure 10 Setting the Contrast and Brightness Controls 
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Horizontal and Vertical Adjustments 

Horizontal Size 

1. Display geometry adjustment pattern 5, East/West bars. 
2. FIGURE 11. Adjust the H-SIZE control until the raster is 

371 mm (+ 3 mm) or 14 11/16" G 1/8") wide. 

Note Horizontal size and vertical size must be within 3 mm (or 

1/8") of the recommended measurements. 

Vertical Size 

1. Display geometry adjustment pattern 3, North/South bars. 
2. FIGURE 11. Adjust the V-SIZE control until the raster is 

280 mm (+ 3 mm) or 11" 41/8") high. 

Horizontal Phase 

1. Display geometry adjustment pattern 5, East/West bars. 
2. FIGURE 11. Turn the H-PHASE control counterclockwise 

until the left edge of the left bar begins to wrap at the 
left edge of the screen. Then turn the H-PHASE control 

N/S TILT 

N/S TRAP 

N/S 

- N/S BAL 

Figure 11 Vertical and Horizontal Adjustment Controls 

‘ 
AN 
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Note 

clockwise until the right bar stops at the right edge of the 
screen. Then center the H-PHASE control at midrange 
between these two points. 

Horizontal Shift 

— FIGURE 11. Adjust the H-DC SHIFT control until the left 
and right bars are in the center of the screen. 

Horizontal Linearity 

1. Display geometry adjustment pattern 1, crosshatch. 
2. FIGURE 11. Using the linearity adjustment tool and 

flexible ruler, adjust the H-LIN control until the rectangles 
on the left and right side of the raster are the same size. 
If necessary, readjust the H-DC SHIFT control. 

North/South Phase 

1. Display geometry adjustment pattern 3, North/South bars. 
2. FIGURE 11. Adjust the N/S PHASE control until the top 

and bottom horizontal lines are as straight as possible. 

North/South Trapezoid 

— FIGURE 11. Adjust the N/S TRAP control until the 
topmost and bottommost lines are parallel. This 
adjustment fine-tunes N/S PHASE. 

North/South Tilt 

1. Display geometry adjustment pattern 4, centerline. 
2. FIGURE 11. Adjust the N/S TILT control until the 

centerline is horizontal. 

North/South Amplitude 

1. Display geometry adjustment pattern 3, North/South bars. 
2. FIGURE 11. Adjust the N/S control until the top and 

bottom horizontal lines are as straight as possible. 

When adjusting the N/S and N/S BAL controls, make the 
top and bottom horizontal lines as straight as possible. 

North/South Balance 

— FIGURE 11. Adjust the N/S BAL control until the top and 
bottom horizontal lines are as straight as possible. 
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Vertical Linearity 

1. Display geometry adjustment pattern 1, crosshatch. 
2. FIGURE 12. Adjust the V-LIN control until the height of 

the squares at the top and bottom of the crosshatch 
pattern are the same. 

Vertical Shift 

1. Display geometry adjustment pattern 3, North/South bars. 
2. FIGURE 12. Adjust the V-SHIFT control until the top and 

bottom bars are positioned in the vertical center of the 
screen. 

Vertical Size 

— FIGURE 12. Adjust the V-SIZE control until the raster is 
280 mm (+ 3 mm) or 11" (+ 1/8") high. 

V-SHIFT 

V-SIZE 

V-LIN 

Figure 12 Geometric Adjustment Controls 
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East/West Amplitude 

1. Display geometry adjustment pattern 5, East/West bars. 
2. FIGURE 12. Adjust the E/W AMP control until the left and 

right vertical lines are straight. 

East/West Trapezoid 

— FIGURE 12. Adjust the E/W TRAP control until the left 
and right vertical lines are parallel. 

Horizontal Size 

— FIGURE 12. Adjust the H-SIZE control until the raster is 
371 mm CG 3 mm) or 14 11/16" (41/8") wide. 

Horizontal Hold 

1. Display geometry adjustment pattern 2, all-white screen. 
2. FIGURE 13. Using the short (three-inch) insulated 

screwdriver and voltmeter, adjust the H-HOLD control 
until the voltmeter reads 4.1 volts (+ 0.2 V) at TP254. 

Signals Board 

Figure 13 Horizontal Hold Adjustment Control and Test Point 
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Important 

164 

Convergence 

Convergence is properly adjusted when the red and blue 
lines of the crosshatch pattern are precisely aligned to the 
green line. When the red, blue, and green lines are precisely 
aligned, you will see only a thin white line. 

To correct convergence adjustment problems, refer to the 
Convergence Chart in this section and perform the 
adjustment that corrects your specific convergence problem. 
If you are unable to fix the problem, perform the 
convergence adjustments in the order presented. 

It is not always possible to precisely align convergence at 
every point on the screen. Rather, try to attain the best 
overall alignment with each convergence control. 

H-Static 

1. Display convergence adjustment pattern 1, crosshair 
lines. 

2. FIGURE 14. Adjust the H-STATIC control on the 
magnetometer degauss board until the red and blue 
vertical lines in the center of the crosshair pattern are 
aligned as precisely as possible. 

% mai 
| S| 
io iE 

n A 
1A H-STATIC 

V-STATIC 

Figure 14 H-STATIC and V-STATIC Controls 
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A Warning 

Note 

V-Static 

1. FIGURE 14. Adjust the V-STATIC control on the 
magnetometer degauss board until the red and blue 
horizontal lines in the center of the crosshair pattern are 
aligned as precisely as possible. 

2. Display convergence adjustment pattern 2, crosshatch 
and recheck the screen for convergence problems. If 
screen convergence is now OK, stop here. 

VR3 

1. Remove the CRT access cover and display the 
convergence adjustment pattern 3, vertical lines at top. 

When removing the access panels with power on, 
keep in mind that serious injury could result if you 
touch any of the high-voltage components. 

2. FIGURE 15. Adjust the VR3 control until the red and blue 
vertical lines are not visible in the top 2 inches (50 mm). 

VR2 

— FIGURE 15. Adjust the VR2 control until the red and blue 
vertical lines are not visible in the top 1/4 inch (5 mm). 

VR5 
— FIGURE 15. Adjust the VR5 control until the red and blue 

vertical lines are not visible in the upper four inches 
(100 mm). 

AMP-T 

Use the AMP-T and TILT-T controls interactively to 
correct problems with the tops of the vertical lines at the 
left and right sides of the vertical-lines-at-top pattern. If 
the AMP-T control does not correct the problem, use the 
TILT-T control to correct the problem, or use TILT-T to 
misalign both sides equally and then return to the AMP-T 
control to correct the problem. 

— FIGURE 15. Use the AMP-T control to adjust the top two 
inches (50 mm) of the leftmost and rightmost red and 
blue vertical lines. 
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H-LEFT2 

H-RIGHT 

Figure 15 Convergence Adjustment Controls 

TILT-T 
FIGURE 15. Use the TILT-T control to adjust the red and 
blue vertical lines at the top-left and top-right sides of the 
screen. The TILT-T control affects lines at the top-left 
side of the screen more than it affects lines at the top- 
right. You may need to return to the AMP-T control to 
complete this adjustment. 

VR4 

Display convergence adjustment pattern 4, vertical lines 

at bottom. 
2. FIGURE 15. Adjust the VR4 control until red and blue 

vertical lines are not visible in the bottom two inches 

(50 mm). 

VR6 

FIGURE 15. Adjust the VR6 control until red and blue 
vertical lines are not visible in the bottom four inches 

(100 mm). 
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Note 

Note 

AMP-B 

FIGURE 15. Use the AMP-B control to adjust the bottom 
two inches (50 mm) of the leftmost and rightmost red 

and blue vertical lines. 

Use the AMP-B and TILT-B controls interactively to 
correct problems with the bottoms of the vertical lines at 
the left and right sides of the crosshatch pattern. 

TILT-B 

FIGURE 15. Use the TILT-B control to adjust the red and 
blue vertical lines at the bottom-left and bottom-right 
sides of the screen. The TILT-B control affects lines at 
the bottom-left side of the screen more than it affects 
lines at the bottom-right. You may need to return to the 
AMP-B control to complete this adjustment. 

H-RIGHT 

1. Display convergence adjustment pattern 5, vertical lines 
at sides. 

H-RIGHT, H-LEFT1, and H-LEFT2 move the vertical lines 

left or right. H-RIGHT and H-LEFT1 work together to 
align the red and blue vertical lines to the white/green 
lines at the left and right edges of the vertical-lines-at- 
sides test pattern. If H-RIGHT precisely aligns the 
leftmost and rightmost vertical lines, skip the H-LEFT1 
adjustment; if H-RIGHT does not precisely align the left 
and right vertical lines, perform the H-LEFT1 adjustment 
and then repeat the H-RIGHT adjustment. 

FIGURE 15. Using the hex-head adjustment tool, adjust 
the H-RIGHT control until the red and blue vertical lines 
at the left and right edges are not visible. If the blue and 
red vertical lines at either side remain visible, perform the 
H-LEFT1 adjustment. 
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Note 

Note 
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H-LEFT1 

FIGURE 15. Adjust the H-LEFT1 control until the blue 
vertical lines at the left and right edges are equally 
distance from the green/white lines. Now repeat the H- 
RIGHT adjustment. 

H-LEFT1 controls the blue gun only and adjusts the blue 
lines on the left side of the screen further than the blue 
lines on the right. The objective is to use the H-LEFT1 
control to misalign equally the blue lines at the left and 
right edges of the screen. With the left and right blue 
lines at equal distances from the left and right white 
lines, you can then use the H-RIGHT control to bring 
both blue lines into adjustment. 

H-LEFT2 

FIGURE 15. Using the hex-head adjustment tool, adjust 
the H-LEFT2 control until the red and blue vertical lines 
are not visible in an area approximately 3—5 inches 
(75-125 mm) from the left and right edges of the screen. 
This adjustment finetunes the H-RIGHT and H-LEFT1 
adjustments. 

1/2W 

FIGURE 15. Adjust the 1/2W control until the red and 
blue vertical lines on the left third of the pattern are not 
visible. 

V-NS 

1. Display convergence adjustment pattern 6, horizontal 
lines at top and bottom. 

V-NS and V-N move the horizontal lines up or down. 
These controls work together to align the red and blue 
horizontal lines to the white/green lines at the top and 
bottom edges of the pattern. If V-NS precisely aligns the 
top and bottom horizontal lines, skip the V-N adjustment. 
If V-NS does not precisely align the top and bottom 
horizontal lines, perform the V-N adjustment and then 
repeat the V-NS adjustment. 
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Note 

FIGURE 16. Adjust the V-NS control until red and blue 
horizontal lines at the top and bottom edges are not 
visible. If the blue and red horizontal lines at the top or 
bottom of the screen remain visible, perform the V-N 
adjustment. 

FIGURE 16. Using the hex-head adjustment tool, adjust 
the V-N control until the blue horizontal lines at the top 
and bottom edges of the crosshatch pattern are equally 
distant from the green/white lines. Now repeat the V-NS 
adjustment. 

The V-N adjustment controls the blue gun only and 
adjusts the blue lines on the top of the screen further 
than the blue lines on the bottom. The objective is to 
use the V-N control to misalign equally the blue 
lines at the top and bottom edges of the screen. 
With the top and bottom blue lines at equal distances 
from the top and bottom white lines, you can then use 
the V-NS control to bring both blue lines into adjustment. 

Top View 

Figure 16 Convergence Adjustment Controls 
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V-EW 

1. Display convergence adjustment pattern 1, crosshair 
lines. 

The V-EW control rotates the red and blue guns around 
an imaginary axis in the center of the screen. Use this 
control to align the centermost horizontal lines at the left 
and right edges of the screen. 

FIGURE 16. Using the hex-head adjustment tool, adjust 
the V-EW control until the centermost red and blue 
horizontal lines are not visible at the left and right edges 
of the crosshair pattern. 

V-W 

Display convergence adjustment pattern 7, horizontal 
lines at left. 
FIGURE 16. Adjust the V-W control until the red and blue 
horizontal lines are not visible at the left end of the 
center horizontal line. This is a very fine adjustment. 

Focus 

Make focus adjustments on the main board assembly and the 
high-voltage block of the flyback transformer assembly. 

1. Remove the CRT access cover and display focus 
adjustment pattern 1, crosshatch. 

When removing the access panels with power on, 
keep in mind that serious injury could result if you 
touch any of the high-voltage components. 

FIGURE 17. Turn the V-DYNAMIC FOCUS (R155) control 
on the main board clockwise to its limit. 
FIGURE 17. Adjust the FOCUS2 control on the high- 
voltage block until the center vertical line is as small as 
possible. 
FIGURE 17. Adjust the FOCUS1 control on the high- 
voltage block until the center horizontal line is as small 
as possible. 
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FIGURE 17. Check the horizontal lines at the top and 
bottom of the screen for precise focus. If the horizontal 
lines are not precisely focused, back off (turn 
counterclockwise) the V-DYNAMIC FOCUS (R155) 
control on the main board until the horizontal lines are 

as small as possible. 
Display focus adjustment pattern 2, percent signs. 
FIGURE 17. Check the corners of the percent signs 
pattern for precise focus. If parts of the screen are not 
precisely focused, adjust the FOCUS1 control for the best 
overall focus. 

FOCUS 2 

FOCUS 1 

V-DYNAMIC 
FOCUS 

Figure 17 Focus Adjustment Controls 
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Video Adjustments 

Make sure you have performed any necessary geometric 
adjustments before performing the video adjustments. 
Perform the video adjustments only if the color quality is 

unacceptable. 

Checking Display Video 

1. 

Ze 

3. 

Display video pattern 1, gray bars. 
Set the brightness control to detent (midrange) and the 
contrast control to maximum (turn clockwise). 
Check that the following conditions are true: 

e There is no predominant color in the gray bars. 
e The leftmost (brightest) bar measures at the middle 

of the "9" scale on the light meter. 
e The rightmost (darkest) three bars are, respectively, 

black (furthest-right bar), barely visible, and dark 

gray. 

If these conditions are not met, perform the video 
adjustment procedure that follows. 

Video Adjustment Procedure 

a a 

When removing the access panels with power on, 
keep in mind that serious injury could result if you 

touch any of the high-voltage components. 

Switch off monitor power, place the monitor on a 
protective workbench pad, and remove the rear cover, 
the CRT access panel, and the CRT/video board access 

cover. 
Switch on the monitor and let the monitor warm up for 

at least 15 minutes. 
Align the monitor to magnetic north or south. 
Display video adjustment pattern 2, all-black screen. 
Set the brightness control to maximum brightness (full 

clockwise) and set the contrast control to minimum 
contrast (full counterclockwise). 
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B GAIN 

G GAIN 

R GAIN 

BRIGHT PRESET 
C-LIM 

B LEVEL 

G LEVEL 

R LEVEL 

Figure 18 Video Adjustment Controls 

6. FIGURE 18. Preset the following adjustment controls to 
minimum (full counterclockwise). 

SCREEN 

C-LIM 

BRIGHT PRESET 

R,G, and B GAIN 

R,G, and B LEVEL 

7. FIGURE 18. Using the voltmeter and the insulated 
screwdriver, adjust the BRIGHT PRESET control to 
increase the G1 voltage by 4 volts G 0.2 V). 

Note Voltage at G1 is negative. Thus, for example, if the initial 
voltmeter reading is -61 volts, adjust BRIGHT PRESET 
until the reading is -57 volts to increase voltage by 4 
volts. 
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15. 
16. 

Ly 

18. 

19. 

20. 

FIGURE 18. Adjust the SCREEN control until the raster 
just appears. (The entire screen should be obviously 
tinted, but very dark.) 
Set the brightness control to detent (midrange) and the 
contrast control to maximum (full clockwise). 
FIGURE 18. Adjust the red, green, and blue GAIN 

controls to midrange. 
FIGURE 18. Adjust the BRIGHT PRESET control to 
minimum (full counterclockwise). 
Display video adjustment pattern 3, all-white screen. 
Set the light meter so that the lower scale reads 2 

through 10. 
FIGURE 18. Adjust the C-LIM control until the center of 
the all-white screen measures in the middle of the "9" 
scale on the light meter. 

If you cannot attain a "9" reading on the light meter using 
the C-LIM control, turn up (clockwise) the three GAIN 
controls by 1/4 turn and repeat step 14. 

Display video adjustment pattern 1, gray bars. 
FIGURE 18. Alternately increase the red and blue LEVEL 
controls until there is no predominant color (no colored 
tint) in the right (darkest) five bars. Use the green LEVEL 
control only if you cannot obtain a proper adjustment 
using the red and blue LEVEL controls. 
FIGURE 18. Alternately adjust the three gain controls—R 
GAIN, G GAIN, and B GAIN—until there is no 

predominant color (no colored tint) in the left (brightest) 
five bars. 
Recheck the right (darkest) five bars for a predominant 
color. If necessary, repeat steps 16 and 17 until there is 
no predominant color anywhere on the screen. 
FIGURE 18. Adjust the SCREEN control until the 
rightmost bar is black Cit should mach the screen border), 
and the second bar from the right is barely visible. 

If the SCREEN control cannot be set properly in the 
preceding step, stop the adjustment procedure and refer 
to Troubleshooting in this section. 

If the screen again has a predominant color, repeat steps 
16 to 19. 
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21. Display video adjustment pattern 3, all-white screen. 
22. Recheck screen luminance with the light meter. If the 

light meter does not read in the middle of the "9" scale, 
adjust the C-LIM control until the center of the all-white 
screen measures in the middle of the "9" scale on the 
light meter. 

Note If you cannot attain a "9" reading on the light meter using 
the C-LIM control, turn up (clockwise) the three GAIN 
controls 1/4 turn and repeat step 22. 

23. If the screen again has a predominant color, repeat steps 
15 to 22. 

Note The white balance is properly adjusted if: 

e There is no predominant color in the gray bars. 
e The center of the all-white screen measures at the 

middle of the "9" scale on the light meter. 
e The rightmost three bars are, respectively, black 

(furthest-right bar), barely visible, and dark gray. 

24. Switch the monitor power off, and replace the rear cover, 
the CRT access cover, and the CRT/video board access 

cover. 
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Macintosh Il Video Card (Figure 1A) 

Macintosh II Video Card, 4-bit ........ceees 661-0376 
Video: RAM IG) 150: Sissi acacncstshgasontientaa eoernekers: 334-0024 

Macintosh II Two-Page Monochrome Video Card 

(Figure 1B) | 

Macintosh II Two-Page Monochrome Video Card ......661-0456 
Video RAM 1G 150 11S sccsessiotivicactd saunter eiotenieemeer 334-0024 

Macintosh II Portrait Video Card (Figure 1C) 

Macintosh II Portrait Display Video Card, DA-15........ 661-0586 
Macintosh II Portrait Display Video Card (DA-15), and 
DA-15 to DB-25 cable (replaces 661-0604, DB-25).....661-0587 
Video: RAM 1G, 150 0S vachiodiana Games 334-0024 

Macintosh II Monochrome Video Card, 1-Bit (Figure 1D) 

Macintosh Il Monochrome Video Card, 1-bit .............. 661-0518 

Macintosh II High-Resolution Display Video Card 
(Figure 1E) 

- Macintosh II High-Resolution Display Video Card, 

SS 0 (ne ee ee Rr eRe a Cem on rere ee er eM ne rer 661-0493 
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Card Compatibility and Video Output Table 

Use the following table to determine which cards are compatible with which monitors and CPUs, and to determine the output that you can 
obtain with each configuration. 

Built-In and NuBus Video Compatibility and Output 

High-Res 12" AppleColor Macintosh Apple Macintosh | Macintosh | Apple 2-Page 

Monochrome | Monochrome | Macintosh 12" | High-Res RGB | Color Display | Performa Macintosh 16" | Portrait 21" Color | Monochrome 

CPU with On-Board Video Monitor (12") | Display RGB Display | Monitor (13") (13") Display/Plus Color Display | Display Display Monitor (21") 

Macintosh LC, LCll, Performa 400 

On-board video only 16 grays 16 grays 256 colors 16 colors 16 colors 16 colors N/A N/A N/A N/A 

With 512 VRAM SIMM 256 grays 256 grays 32,768 colors 256 colors 256 colors 256 colors N/A N/A N/A N/A a 
Macintosh Ilsi 

On-board video only 256 grays 256 grays 256 colors 256 colors 256 colors N/A N/A 16 grays N/A N/A 

Macintosh Ilvi, Ilvx, and Performa 600 

On-board video only (2-256K SIMMs) 256 grays 

With Mac VRAM Exp. Kit (2-512K SIMMs) | 256 grays a 256 grays 32,768 colors 256 colors 256 colors 256 colors N/A N/A N/A N/A 

256 grays 32,768 colors 32,768 colors Z 32,768 colors 32,768 colors N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Sa 

Macintosh llci 

On-board video only 256 grays 256 grays 256 colors 256 colors 256 colors N/A N/A 16 grays N/A N/A 

Macintosh Quadra 700 

On-board video only 256 grays 256 grays 256 colors 256 colors 256 colors 256 colors 16 grays 16 colors 16 grays 

With Mac VRAM Exp. Kit (2-256K SIMMs) | 256 grays 256 grays 16.7 mill. colors | 256 colors 256 colors 256 colors 256 grays 256 colors | 256 grays 

With Mac VRAM Exp. Kit (6-256K SIMMs) | 256 grays 256 grays 16.7 mill. colors | 16.7 mill. colors | 16.7 mill. colors | N/A 16.7 mill. colors | 256 grays 256 colors | 256 grays 

Macintosh Quadra 900 and 950 

On-board video only 

With Mac VRAM Exp. Kit (4-256K SIMM) 

16.7 mill. colors 

16.7 mill. colors 

256 colors 256 colors 256 colors 256 grays 256 colors | 256 grays 

16.7 mill. colors | 16.7 mill. colors | N/A 16.7 mill. colors | 256 grays 256 colors | 256 grays 

256 grays 

256 grays 

256 grays 

256 grays 

Macintosh PowerBook 160, 180, 

and Duo 210 and 230 MiniDock 

On-board video only 256 grays 256 grays 256 colors 256 colors 256 colors 256 colors 16 grays N/A N/A 

Mac PowerBook 210, 230 Duo Dock 

On-board video only 256 grays 256 grays 256 colors 256 colors 256 colors 256 colors 16 grays N/A N/A 

With 512 VRAM SIMM 256 grays 256 grays 32,768 colors 32,768 colors 32,768 colors 256 colors 256 grays | N/A N/A 

CPUs with Video Cards 

With Macintosh II Video Card 16 grays 16 grays N/A 16 colors 16 colors 16 colors N/A N/A N/A N/A 

With Macintosh II 2-Page Mono Card N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 4 grays 
With Macintosh I! Portrait Video Card N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 4 grays N/A N/A 

With Macintosh II Mono Video Card 2 grays 2 grays N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

With Macintosh II High-Res Card 16 grays 16 grays N/A 16 colors 16 colors 16 colors N/A N/A N/A N/A 

With Macintosh II Ext High-Res Card 256 grays 256 grays N/A 256 colors 256 colors 256 colors N/A N/A N/A N/A 

With Macintosh Display Card 4°8 256 grays 256 grays 256 colors 256 colors 256 colors 256 colors 256 colors* 16 grays 16 colors 16 grays 

With Macintosh Display Card 8°24 256 grays 256 grays 16.7 mill. colors | 16.7 mill. colors | 16.7 mill. colors | 16.7 mill. colors | 256 colors” 256 grays 256 colors | 256 grays 

With Macintosh Display Card 8°24GC 256 grays 256 grays 16.7 mill. colors | 16.7 mill. colors | 16.7 mill. colors | 16.7 mill. colors | 32, 768 colors** | 256 grays | 256 colors | 256 grays 

* 
Available with rev. B ROM. 

** Available with rev. B card. 
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Macintosh II Extended High-Resolution Display Video 

Card (Figure 2A) 

Macintosh II Extended High-Resolution Display 

Video Card, 8-bit (replaces 661-0492)... eee 661-0533 

Macintosh Display Card 4/8 (Figure 2B) 

Macintosh II Display Card 4/8, rev. B 
(HEPlaGES GO1-0G 0 /uasinceraitesnaakea dhcascuaesbtoundeeradeaoonns 661-0677 
VRAM SIMM, 256K, 100 ns (Macintosh Display 
CALC A/G) assed tian tenes Sha eactaceenneaad Goren eon eesti nome 661-0609 

Display card ROM upgrade wo... eceecteeeeeeneeenee 076-0548 

Macintosh Display Card 8/24 (Figure 2C) 

Macintosh II Display Card 8/24, rev. B 
(replaces 661-0608) ncsontchcsandneddaihitartonunenm andar 661-0678 
Display card ROM upgrade ......eceeeeceeeseeeteeententee 076-0548 

Macintosh Display Card 8/24-GC (Figure 2D) 

Macintosh II Display Card 8/24¢GC, rev. B 
(FEPlACESGGO12 0606) sci ceiics dctiasheast wasn cpeeseaaeeigtaaeeaaaealis 661-1642 
DRAM SIMNI- TMB. TOO 18 :sc45. satcatee tei win en aerieverinse 661-0610 

Display card ROM upgrade uu... ceceeeeeseestterentertee 076-1019 
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Macintosh Il Extended High-Resolution Display Video 
Card (Figure 2A) 

Macintosh II Extended High-Resolution Display 

Video Card, 8-bit (replaces 661-0492) ......ccceccceeees 661-0533 

Macintosh Display Card 4/8 (Figure 2B) 

Macintosh I Display Card 4/8, rev. B 
(replaces 661-0607) .......cccccseessessrscvstsesstsessssceeseeeseaes 661-0677 
VRAM SIMM, 256K, 100 ns (Macintosh Display 
ONC 6 14 c)) Renee PPT ETE A Se ee RE eee OnE ome See a MER 661-0609 
Display card ROM upgrade .......cccecccscceesseeeesteeeeesteeees 076-0548 

Macintosh Display Card 8/24 (Figure 2C) 

Macintosh II Display Card 8/24, rev. B 
(replaces 66120608) x:6is ciccccusuhansnnivaaureariysuriennvendieven 661-0678 
Display card ROM upgrade ......cccceccccssceesseeetseenteeens 076-0548 

Macintosh Display Card 8/24-GC (Figure 2D) 

Macintosh II Display Card 8/24¢GC, rev. B 
(re DlaCES- 061-0006) sense ctewiecet sce pldeathaciesaeek 661-1642 
DRAM SIMM 1 MB, 100 ns 2.0... cece eeeeeeeneeeeeeeees 661-0610 

Display card ROM upgrade ..........ccccccceccseesteeestteeeeees 076-1019 
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yle with which monitors and CPUs, and to determine the output that you can 

o Compatibility and Output 

ao 

lor Macintosh Apple Macintosh | Macintosh | Apple 2-Page 

s RGB | Color Display | Performa Macintosh 16” | Portrait 21" Color | Monochrome 

(13") (13") Display/Plus Color Display | Display Display Monitor (21") 

| 
3 16 colors 16 colors N/A N/A N/A N/A 

rs 256 colors 256 colors N/A N/A N/A N/A 
i — eae {| __ 

rs 256 colors N/A N/A 16 grays N/A N/A 

| __ i‘ — 

rs 256 colors 256 colors N/A N/A N/A N/A 

colors 32,768 colors 32,768 colors N/A N/A N/A N/A 
+ | 

ws 256 colors N/A N/A 16 grays N/A N/A 
| dL p= 

“| a i” 
rs 256 colors 256 colors 16 grays 16 colors 16 grays 

rs 256 colors 256 colors 256 grays 256 colors | 256 grays 

colors | 16.7 mill. colors | N/A 16.7 mill. colors | 256 grays 256 colors | 256 grays 

rs 256 colors 256 colors 256 grays 256 colors | 256 grays 

.colors | 16.7 mill. colors | N/A 16.7 mill. colors | 256 grays bas colors (ae grays 
[oe = 

rs 256 colors N/A 256 colors zi 16 grays N/A N/A 

rs 256 colors 256 colors 16 grays N/A N/A 

olors 32,768 colors N/A 256 colors 256 grays N/A N/A 

ip | | | 
3 16 colors 16 colors N/A N/A N/A N/A 

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 4 grays 

N/A N/A N/A 4 grays N/A N/A 

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

3 16 colors 16 colors N/A N/A N/A N/A 

rs 256 colors 256 colors N/A N/A N/A N/A 

rs 256 colors 256 colors 256 colors* 16 grays 16 colors 16 grays 

-colors | 16.7 mill. colors | 16.7 mill. colors | 256 colors” 256 grays 256 colors | 256 grays 

-colors | 16.7 mill. colors | 16.7 mill. colors | 32, 768 colors™” | 256 grays 256 colors | 256 grays | 

| uel! 
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Troubleshooting 

Important 

If a video card is not functioning correctly, a number of video 
symptoms may occur, such as a totally dark screen or a 
bright screen with no recognizable video display. Use the 
following checklist as a general troubleshooting guide. 

— Reseat the card; it may be inserted incorrectly. 

— Check the video cable connections. 

— Reseat the video or dynamic RAM on the video card. 

— Run MacTest Pro. 

— Replace the video card. 

When you run MacTest Pro, make certain that you are 
using the Monitors test module AND either the Video 
Cards test module or the CPU test module. 
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Video Upgrades 
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Figure 3 Macintosh Il Video Card Upgrades 
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Use the Video Card Upgrade Information table to determine 
the current and upgraded capabilities of the video card. Then 
follow the procedure to upgrade the video card. 

Video Card Upgrades 

Video Card Fig. Ref. | Upgrade From: | Upgrade To: | 

Mac II Video Card 3A 4 bits per pixel 8 bits per pixel 

16 colors/grays | 256 colors/grays 

- i 2 bits per pixel 4 bits per pixel 

4 grays 16 grays 

2 bits per pixel 4 bits per pixel 

4 grays 16 grays 

4 bits per pixel 8 bits per pixel 

16 colors/grays | 256 colors/grays 

Mac Display Card 4/8 

Mac Display Card 8/24*GC 

Materials Required 

Grounded workbench and wriststrap 
MacTest Pro (Monitor Test Patterns module and either the Video Cards test 

module or the appropriate CPU test module) 

Video card expansion kit 
Appropriate video card 

8 bits per pixel 24 bits per pixel 

256 colors/grays | 16.7 million colors 

256 grays 

No DRAM 2 MB DRAM 

1. FIGURE 3. Install the video RAM chips/SIMMs in the 
designated location. 

2. Reinstall the video card, and connect the monitor. 

3. Start the MacTest Pro diagnostic. 
4. Open the Control Panel and click on the monitor icon. 

Set the monitor to Grays and 16. 
5. If there are no problems with the video RAM upgrade, 

the diagnostic will indicate that all tests have passed. 
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Illustrated Parts List 

Zp, 
<a> 

System 
Cable 

Peripheral 
Interface 

Internal SCSI Cable 
Terminator Terminator 

ae LE (black or 
platinum) 

Mac IIfx IT 
Internal ing 

SCSI 
Filter 

Extender 

Cable 

Mac llfx Internal 

Terminator 

HDI-30 
Adapter 
Cable 

Figure 1 SCSI Cabling, Terminators, and Filter 
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Cables 

EXtCnde? Cable siti aa untae tind eae: 658-8033 
HDI-30 adapter ‘Cable suscissitads esteloes sete. 590-0718 
HDI-30 system: Cable sss s.i.siestciciietestocsdercannnnion 590-0717 
Peripheral interface cable.........ccccceseeeeeee 658-8034 
Sy Ste iC Ald Sgt ns ioned satsaenaceaecaiedcameandlaenabeteonean: 658-8031 

External Terminators 
SCSI cable terminator, platinum................cce 658-8032 
SCSI cable terminator II, black, Mac IIfx............ 590-0705 

Filter 
Mac IIfx internal SCSI filter... cccceceeeenteees 590-4516 

Internal Terminators 

Cable, SCSI with terminator, Mac Quadra 900/950 
(OU SNO Wil) sactavecctiarsctoiaeioatnatranene moasiemas 590-0528 

Internal terminator, Classic series, LC series, II, IIx, 

IIsi, IIvi, IIlvx, Performa series, Quadra 700........ 630-0408 
Internal terminator, Mac I]fK wo... cece eeeeeee es 590-4515 
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SCSI Requirements 

190 

A Brief Overview of SCSI 

Small Computer Systems Interface, SCSI, is a specification of 
mechanical, electrical, and functional standards for 

connecting small computers to intelligent peripherals such as 
hard disks, printers, scanners, and CD-ROM devices. SCSI 

cabling systems, or chains, are intended for use with 
individual workstations. To function properly, SCSI chains 
require (at minimum) a unique SCSI ID for each device, 
termination power, and proper termination. 

The SCSI chain must have a designated beginning and end. 
Because the SCSI cabling system recognizes SCSI terminators 
as the ends of the chain, it is very important to use 
terminators at both ends of the SCSI chain and nowhere 
else. There are three types of SCSI terminators: 

1. Termination resistors or a jumper, connected to the 

device controller board 
2. Internal terminators, connected to the logic board SCSI 

connector inside of computers that are sold without hard 
drives 

3. External terminators, connected between the external 

SCSI connector of the SCSI device and the external SCSI 
cable (connecting to the next SCSI device on the chain) 

Termination power directs when and how information will 

be transferred and keeps the SCSI signals clean. For the 
chain to function, one device on the SCSI chain must 

supply termination power. 

The SCSI identification number, or SCSI ID, represents the 

priority of each device on the the SCSI chain. Each device 
MUST have a unique ID. Access time is so rapid that the 
priority assigned a device is not usually important—as long 
as the priority is unique. Apple's ID numbers range between 

0 (factory assigned to the computer's internal drive) and 7 
(factory assigned to the CPU); this leaves 1 through 6 for you 
to assign to the other devices on the SCSI chain. To set the 
SCSI ID, use the SCSI select switch on external drives and the 

Macintosh Quadra™ 900/950, or jumper the proper SCSI 
select pins on internal drives (see the Hard Drives chapter). 
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A Caution 

Quick Reference Information 

Use the following information to set up and troubleshoot 
SCSI cabling systems. 

Internal Termination Configuration of Apple Products 

Apple computers are terminated by an internal hard 
drive, an internal terminator, or the logic board. 
Apple external hard drives are not terminated. 
Apple external SCSI devices are not terminated. 
All Apple replacement drives have termination resistors 
/jumper in place. Remove these resistors before installing 
them in the Quadra 900/950 or any external hard drive. 

Terminators and Filters 

External Termination 
— Mac Ilfx: SCSI cable terminator II, black (590-0705) 
— All other Macintosh computers and SCSI devices: 

SCSI cable terminator, platinum (590-0705) 

Never connect more than one SCSI cable terminator 
II on a SCSI chain. Connecting more than one 
terminator II can damage the Macintosh IIfx. 

Internal Termination 

— You must remove all internal terminator blocks 

when you install a terminated hard drive in a 
computer. 

— Mac Classic series, LC series, II, ILx, IIsi, IIvi, IIvx, 

Performa™ series, Quadra 700: 

Plug-in terminator block (630-0408) 
— Macintosh IIfx: Internal terminator block (590-4515) 

Internal SCSI filter (590-4516) 
Termination characteristics of the Mac IIfx are 

unique. The Macintosh IIfx internal SCSI filter should 
remain in the computer regardless of the presence of 
a hard drive. The filter should be located in the 

Macintosh IIfx as follows: 

Hard Drive Installed? Location of Mac Ilfx Internal SCSI Filter 

No Between the logic board SCSI connector and 
the Internal terminator block 

Yes Between the hard drive 50-pin SCSI 
connector and the internal SCSI cable. 
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Termination Power Supplied In Apple Products 

Macintosh 128, 512, Plus, Portable, and PowerBook™ 

computers do not supply termination power. 
All other Macintosh computers provide termination 
power. 
To assure correct termination power when using a 400 

MB drive (661-1636) in the Mac Quadra 700, 900, and 

950, use jumpers on pins 5, 7, and 8 of the J6 connector. 
Apple external SCSI devices provide termination power. 

SCSI ID Assignments 

Each SCSI device MUST have a unique number. 
Macintosh computer: 7 (factory set). Only one Macintosh 
computer can be connected to the SCSI chain. 
Apple hard drives inside of the computer: 0 (factory set). 
Macintosh IIvi, Ilvx, Performa 600, and Quadra 900/950 

internal devices: 0-6. In these systems, all internal and 
external devices must have unique numbers. Internal and 
external devices form one SCSI chain. 
Addressing sequence: 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0. 

Maximum Recommended Number of SCSI Devices 

Macintosh Portable, PowerBooks: 3—5 Gincluding CPU) 
All other Macintosh computers: 7 (including CPU) 

Powering On the SCSI Chain 

Power on external SCSI devices before the computer. 
Power on the device that supplies termination power to 
the SCSI chain even if you aren't using the device. 
If a SCSI device does not supply termination power and 

you are not using it, leave the device turned off. 

When troubleshooting, power off the entire SCSI chain 
before connecting or disconnecting cables and devices. 
If left on while you are reconfiguring the chain, the 
electrical current can damage the equipment. 

Length of the SCSI Chain 

Maximum length of chain: 20 ft. (15 ft. recommended) 
Maximum length between SCSI devices: 6 ft. 

General SCSI Information 



Terminating the SCSI Chain 

Some Macintosh computers are not internally terminated. 
Terminate the SCSI chain according to Figure 2. HDA stands 
for hard drive assembly. 

Mac, Mac Plus, Mac Portable, Mac SE, SE/30, Mac Il, IIx, Ilex, Ilci 

T T T 

\.._—a | be | ee) 
with or without HDA, 1 external device with or without HDA, more than 1 external device 

Mac Classic, Classic Il, LC, LC Il, Performa PowerBook 100, 140, 145, 160, 

200, 400, 600, Ilvi, lIvx, Ilsi, Ilfx, Quadra 700, 170, 180, and Duo 210, 230 

Duo Dock 

Performa 600, 

T Mac lIlvi, Ilvx only: 
ee Oe Top View 

with or without HDA, 
1 external device 

T 

HDA requires 
with or without HDA, more Termination termination 

than 1 external device built into with or without HDA, more than 
ule eae 1 external device 

Macintosh Quadra 900/950 

Side View 

: Termination 
T built into cable 

us = cz] 

Internal termination is built-in; 

with 1 external device Termination built 
into logic board 

with 1-4 internal 
T devices 

Je lle Le | Caution: Do NOT terminate any internal 
Internal termination is built-in; devices in the Macintosh 
with more than 1 external device Quadra 900/950 

When located in a computer, the T indicates the device is terminated. When located above 
an external device, the T indicates external terminator locations. 

Figure 2 Terminating the SCSI Chain 
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Troubleshooting 

A Caution 

194 

Troubleshooting Checklist 

Use the information in this checklist to help you troubleshoot 
a SCSI chain. 

Power off the entire SCSI chain before connecting or 
disconnecting cables and devices. If left on while you 
are reconfiguring the chain, the electrical current can 
damage the equipment. 

Verify that all external SCSI cable connections are secure (connecting 

screws and clamps are fastened tightly). 

Verify that the distance between each SCSI device does not exceed 6 

feet and that the entire SCSI chain length does not exceed 15 feet. If the 

chain consists of a computer and only one device, the distance between 

the two SCSI devices can be 15 feet. (However, Apple does not 

recommend using long cables with the Macintosh Plus, Portable, or 

PowerBook computers.) 

Check that all devices on the SCSI chain are powered on. 

Check vendor literature to verify cable impedance match among all of 

the cables in the SCSI chain. The impedance of the cables in the chain 

should be the same to assure a properly functioning bus. 

Check that all devices on the SCSI chain have the correct software for 

the Macintosh environment and for the individual device. 

Check that each device on the SCSI chain has a unique SCSI ID. If a 

device is not recognized on the SCSI chain, changing the device's 

priority (by changing the SCSI ID) can help the chain to find the device. If 

the device is assigned a high priority (6 or 5) and the device is slow to 

start, the chain may be looking for the device before the device can 

respond. Setting the device's SCSI ID to a lower priority (1 or 2) will give 

the device more time to ready itself for reply. 

Check that the SCSI chain is properly terminated. This is especially 

important if third-party devices are attached to the chain. When checking 

third-party devices, look for the existence and type of internal termination 

resistors/jumpers. Any device that is terminated has to be at the end of 

the SCSI chain and the type of terminator must be compatible with the 

rest of the chain. 

Check the owner's manuals to verify that the devices on the SCSI chain 

are compatible. 

General SCSI Information 



— Check vendor literature to verify that a device on the SCSI chain 

supplies termination power. 

— Using Apple TechStep™ , check that the termination power is steady. 

— Remove all extension cabling from the SCSI chain before you start 

testing the chain. 

— Test all SCSI cables and terminators by connecting them to a known- 

good SCSI chain (a computer and one SCSI device). 

— Check the owner's manuals (and test) to verify that the order in which 

the devices are arranged on the SCSI chain is suitable for all devices. 

— lf one device is problematic, remove that device from the SCSI chain 

first. Test the device with a known-good computer, then test the chain 

without the device connected. If both the device and the SCSI chain test 

well separately, there is probably a compatibility problem. 

— Remove one device at a time from the SCSI chain and see if the chain's 

performance changes. 

— As you remove devices from the chain, remember to remove the device 

on the end of the SCSI chain last. If you remove the end device before 
other devices are removed, the chain will not be terminated and it will be 

impossible for you to isolate the problem. 

Most Common SCSI Chain Problems 

Problems with SCSI cabling systems can arise from a number 
of causes. The following causes are the most common: 

No device on the SCSI chain supplies termination power 
Improper termination 

Distance between each SCSI device is too great or the 
entire SCSI chain is too long 
Improper software or software incompatibility 
Two or more devices with the same SCSI ID 
Cable impedance doesn't match 
Device-to-chain compatibility problems 
Nonfunctional cable or terminator 
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ESD Prevention 

A Warning 

196 

Electrostatic discharge (ESD) can irreparably damage the 
sensitive chips and printed circuitry of electronic 
components. Plastic utensils, foam cups, polyester clothing, 
and even the ungrounded touch of your hand carry sufficient 
electrostatic charges to damage electronic components. 
Follow the ESD prevention rules and procedure below to 
prevent ESD damage. 

ESD Prevention Rules 

1. Before working on a device containing a printed circuit, 

ground yourself and your equipment. Use a grounded 
conductive workbench mat and a grounding wriststrap, 
and ground your equipment to the mat. 

Make certain that you are NOT grounded when: 

¢ You work on plugged-in equipment 
e You discharge a cathode-ray tube (CRT) 
¢ You work on an unplugged CRT that has not 

been discharged 

Do not touch anyone who is working on integrated 
circuits. You could "zap" the equipment through the 
technician—even though the technician is grounded. 
Use static-shielding bags for boards and chips during 
storage, transportation, and handling. Leave all Apple 
service components in the ESD-safe packaging until you 
need them. 
Handle all ICs by the body, not the leads. Also, do not 
touch the edge connectors or exposed circuitry on 
boards or cards. 
Do not wear polyester clothing or bring plastic, vinyl, or 
Styrofoam® into the work environment. The electrostatic 
field around these nonconductors cannot be removed. 
Never place components on any metal surface. Use 
antistatic, conductive, or special foam rubber mats. 

If possible, keep the humidity in the service area 
between 70% and 90%, and use an ion generator. Charge 
levels are reduced (but not eliminated) in high-humidity 
environments and in areas with ion generators. 

If an ESD pad/workstation is not available, touch the 
bare metal on the power supply to discharge electrostatic 
charges. 

General SCSI Information 
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External Hard Drive Parts 

Brackets 
Assembled end bracket with LED cable, 160SC 
(replaces 590-4038) .......cccccccssssseesssssscssestseeseseneeseees 076-0380 
Screw Mae 5 Os cel ete iced eas 462-3100 

SCSI device fan bracket... ++++:805-0375 
Cables 

1G 2) ® Seno) neeneer eer e Erneta MTree Me feces rere renee tee 590-0237 
LED cable (used with drive 661-0584) ............06. 590-0527 
Power cable, external, beige ...........c:cccceeeseeeees- 590-0260 
Power cable, external, smoke...............cccccccecee eens 590-0380 

Security D-ring, DeiQe.......... cc ccccccccceccceeeeeeeeeeees 815-0975 
Security D-ring, platinum ............c cee eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeees 815-0985 
SCSI device-to-case Cable........cccccccccccccceceeeeeeeeeeeees 590-0235 
SCSI device-to-case cable, 160SC .........e 590-4037 
SESE SeleCCA DIS wa winking Aiea eanoonne 590-0238 

SCSI select switch assembly..........:::cccccceesssteeeeeee 705-0045 
Case parts 

Case bottom assembly 20SC, beige ..............:00e 630-5257 
Case bottom assembly 20SC, platinum ................. 630-5287 
Case bottom assembly 40SC ..........cccccccesseeeesteeeeens 630-5335 
Case bottom assembly 80SC ..........:cccccecesseeeeeeeeeees 630-5337 
Case bottom assembly 160SC ..........ccccccteeeseees 630-5647 
Case top assembly, beige............cccccceeeeeeeeeeeees 630-5258 
Case top assembly, platinum ............cccccceeeees 630-5288 
Case top assembly, 160SC, platinum.................... 630-5802 
FOOt, PlAtiAUM castes ete ine teaiiaataumeci tel. 865-0024 
PCOS sancictcss aula natives wane wena ca snare na soe aeateo ites 815-0974 

External hard drive carriers 
Carrier, external, 359/92 sais wiaisateuntnck eciecedsugnouns 805-0376 
Carrier, external, 5.25, 160SC........ccccccceeeeeeeeeeeeeees 805-5081 
SCEW 0-92 X 3/16 ea tncactusdncnacveuinancenteaee 408-1603 

Te AA tnt Sat laa atalaci eh reste tad caceasce adden acai 699-0469 
PAM OOS cep dnsine tenn etomtanaytsenoernnerate acta eet eei Oe 699-5017 
POW SE SU PII Y so sits dairies seitrcdadd tuted shales yaa oda dean Sa eabdactind 661-0343 
PROM TA.2 01 (for HD 40/80SC upgrade only).......... 341-0768 
SEPVICS PAC SA IO oe ssts cere ctneeatantarn a ter neataraaus asewoutlas 602-0148 
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Common Parts for Hard Drive Products 

20 MB hard drive mechanisms 

20 MB hard drive 3.5" ooo ccccecceccsccssescencescaseees 661-0302 

20 MB hard drive 3.5" woo... cccsssssseceeessssssssseseeeees 661-0342 
20 MB harddrive 35" ak titer ee tndiemioiss ae eeiees 661-0373 
20 MB hard drive 3.5" (replaced by 661-1629).....661-0612 
20 MB hard drive 2.5", 17 Mmm........ cece cceecneee ees 661-1622 

40 MB hard drive mechanisms 
40°-MB: Hard drive 5.25" scsi teen cuitiie Hae ee 661-0391 

40 MB hard drive 3.5" (replaced by 661-1629).....661-0464 
40 MB hard drive 3.5", 1" ....ccccccscscccscccccceesseeeeeasenes 661-0540 
40 MB hard drive 3.5") 1" occcccceccccessseseeeeeceeeeseeeees 661-0614 
40 MB hard drive 3.5") 1" icecccccccccccccceeeseeeeeeeaaees 661-0771 
40 MB hard drive 3.5", (stand. and 1")... 661-1629 
40 MB hard drive 2.5", 19 mm. 661-1630 
40 MB hard drive 2.5", 16 mm... 661-1632 

40 MB hard drive 2.5", 13 MM... eee eeeeeeeeeees 661-1633 
40 MB hard drive 2.5", 19 mm... 661-1644 

80 MB hard drive mechanisms 
80: MB Nard dtive 5.25" sicivaieistadsscdsnsereaaroinwentaees 661-0411 

80 MB hard drive 5.25" (A/UX) ........cccccceeeeeeeeeeeeees 661-0457 
80 MB hard drive 3.5" (A/UX) 

(replaced by 661-0613) .........ccesceeccssesessseecsseeoenees 661-0561 
80 MB hard drive 3.5" .oocccccecssccccccceenssseeeeeeseeeees 661-0600 
80 MB hard drive 3.5" (A/UX) ...ec ccc ccecc seen eeees 661-0613 

80 MB hard drive 3.5") 1" ooo ccccsssssssssesseeeeeens 661-0624 
80 MB hard drive 2.5", 17 mamoee....ccecececeeee eens 661-1643 

160 MB and greater hard drive mechanisms 
160: MB Dat drive 5.25) cehitedrdadaudieweveesiove 661-0584 
160: MB hard drive 5:25" cise sccis dein ctidecngeains 661-0601 
160 MB hard drive 3.5" (replaced by 661-1641) ...661-0625 
160 MB hard drive 5.25" (A/UX) .....ccccceeccceeeeeeeeees 661-1638 

160 MB hard drive 3.5" (A/UX) .... cc eeeeeeeteeees 661-1639 
160 MB hard rive 5.25" ccc ccccccceccceeseeseeseeees 661-1640 
160 MB hard drive 3.5" wo ccccccssssssseeesesseees 661-1641 

160; MB. harddrive. 3.5" 1" vivesiiseacecieasinatianssacvebanes 661-1647 
250 MB Hara Crive 325) sgsces intusovntotastediaiaanaaueae 661-1637 

400 MB hard drive 3.5" oo..cccccecesesssessseeseseeenens 661-1636 
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Carrier Compatibility Tables 

202 

Use the carrier compatibility tables to determine compatibility among CPUs, hard drives, and hard drive carriers. 

Characteristics 

Hard 

Drive 

P/N 

661-0302 

661-0342 

661-0373 

661-0614 

replaces 

0771 

661-1629 

replaces 

0612 and 

0464 

661-0411 

661-0457 
(A/UX) 

661-0600 

661-0613 

(A/UX) 

replaces 

0561 

661-0624 |; 80 

Height 

External 

HD 

standard 

standard 

1 

standard 

No Carrier 

805-0376 

805-0376 

805-5081 

805-0376 

805-0376 

805-5081 

standard 805-5081 

3.5" 

standard 805-0376 

805-0376 

standard 805-0376 

805-0376 

20-80 MB Carrier Compatibility with Drive and CPU 

& SE/30 | Perfm. 200 

805-5066 

(SE only) 

805-5066 

805-0952 

805-5066 

805-0952 

Classic, 

Classic Il, 

805-0950 

Carriers for CPUs and External Drives 

Mac LC, 

LC lil, 

Perfm. 400 

805-0980 

Mac Il, 

Ix, llfx 

805-5066 

(Il only) 

| 805-5051 

805-5066 

805-0952 

805-5051 

805-5051 

Mac Ilsi 

805-0980 

805-0980 

Mac llvi, 

Ilvx, 

Perfm. 600 

922-0066 

(IIvi, llvx 

only) 

Mac licx, | Quadra 

805-5078 

805-5078 

805-5078 

805-5078 

805-5078 

805-5078 

(IIci only) 

805-5078 

805-5078 

805-5078 

Mac 

Quadra 

900/950 
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Internal hard drive carriers and related parts* 

CaAlniel, Dial aaahilhiteretteaneraieatand sant duie arte Neh iaatas 805-5051 

CAtleh 5) 5+Or 5.2): exbnautulncs eases ouaaieeas canes, 805-5106 
Carrier, 3.5" Chigh side-mounting holes)............... 805-5066 
Carrier, 3.5" dow side-mounting holes) ................ 805-0952 
COPeE. 0.) tAinaaecnedecdadoasctmtowiouaatiad eataennaaaaine 805-0950 

Catch .O.)” gacwivertanSieitiecelen dala auasetaaetnaaieis 805-0980 

CAmiCr: 4.5 1: 2:siersdeeieseenGdd ins aera munesa 805-5078 

Atel 525) xd bccininaan teks arises dca tpnusteddateouionauee: 922-0066 
Stand-offs, replacement (for drive 661-1637)........ 860-0037 
Washers, replacement (for drive 661-1637) .......... 860-0079 

Internal power cables 
Power cable, Mac Classic series, Performa 200 ....590-0521 

Power cable, Mac LC series, Performa 400........... 590-0303 

Power Cable, Mac USi..ii.ccccccccssssscscsssecssnveeccaucdacces 591-0027 

Power cable, Mac IlIvi, IIvx, Performa 600............ 922-0051 
Power cable, Mac II, Tix, TICK w......ccccecccscesscesesesveees 590-0505 

Power cable, Mac IIfx, IIcx, Ici, Quad 700.......... 590-0512 

Power cable, Mac Quad 900/950... 590-0517 
Internal SCSI cables 

SCSI cable, Mac SE, SE/30, Classic series, 

PerOrind: 200; acncoteaiine aieodiinicsateiianidenaiicabneneadants 590-0211 

SCSI cable, Mac LC series, Performa 400 .............. 590-0228 

SCSI Cable, Mac TISt ...cccccsvossssesedereswssvvacedsessmsinnerenes 591-0026 
SCSI cable, Mac IIvi, IIvx, Performa 600............... 922-0053 

SCSI cable, Mac II, ILx, Ilfk vo. eee eeseeees 590-0566 
SCSI cable, Mac IIcx, IIci, Quad 700 uu... 590-0609 
SCSI cable, Mac Quad 900/950.........cccccsssseeeeeeeees 590-0528 
SCSI cable, PowerBook Series ..............ccccceeeeeeeeeees 630-0534 

LEDs for hard drives in CPUs 

LED amber, MaG Tex NM CliiceG utter ietetteloetes 590-0506 
LED, red) Mac SE, SE/ 30a vissisoceiat iinet 590-0237 

SCSI select cables Gnternal) 

SCSI select cable (for drive 661-1636).......ccceeeee 590-0790 
SCSI select cable (accommodates half-size SCSI 

select pins, for drive 661-1637).......:ccccccessseeetees 590-0794 
SCSI select switch, internal, Mac Quadra 900/950....... 705-0045 

Service Packaging 
For packaging compatibility, see the Service Programs 

information on Service Source. 

* For carrier compatibility information, see the Carrier Compatibility tables later in this chapter. 
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Width 

661-05841 | 160 | 5.25" 

661-0601! | 160 | 5.25" 

661-1638 | 160 | 5.25" 
(A/UX) 

661-1640! | 160 | 5.25" 

661-1639 

(A/UX) 

661-1641 

replaces 

0625 

661-1647 

661-1649 | 160 | 3.5" 

661-16372 | 230 | 3.5" 

Characteristics Carriers for CPUs and External Drives 

661-16363 | 400 | 3.5" 

160-400 MB Carrier Compatibility with Drive and CPU 

Classic, Mac livi, Mac Mac 

External | Mac SE | Classic ll, Mac Il, llvx, Mac llcx, | Quadra | Quadra 

Height | HD & SE/30 | Perfm. 200 | Perfm. 400 | IIx, Ilfx Mac Iisi | Perfm. 600 | Iici 700 900/950 

standard | 805-5081 

805-5051 

(Il, IIx only) 

standard 

805-5051 

(Il, Ix only) 

standard 

standard | 805-0376 805-5051 

(IIfx only) 

805-5066 
(Ilfx only) 

805-5078 

(Ilci only) 
standard 

922-0066 

(P 600 only) 

805-5078 

(Ici only) 

805-5066 

(IIfx only) 

standard 805-5078 | 805-5106 

805-0950 

(Cl Il and 

P 200 only) 

805-0980 

(LC Il and 

P 400 only) 

805-0980 

805-0980 

(LC Il and 

P 400 only) 

805-0980 805-5078 

(Ici only) 

1" 805-0376 | 805-0952 | 805-0950 
(Cl Il and 
P 200 only) 

805-0952 

922-0066 

(Ilvx only) 

805-5078 

(Ilci only) 

standard 805-5078 | 805-5106 

922-0066 

(Ilvx only) 

standard 805-5078 | 805-5106 

1 Drives 661-0584, 661-0601, and 661-1640 are identical in appearance. Identify these drives by the vendor's part numbers (777-48226, 777-48206, 777-48240 respectively). 
2 Drive 661-1637 requires four standoffs and washers to correctly attach to the carrier. Use only the SCSI select cable with part number 590-0794 for this drive. The SCSI select pins are half the size of 

standard SCSI select pins. 
3 Drive 661-1636 arrives with a spacer that should remain on the drive. The spacer is not an orderable part. 
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Carrier Compatibility with Drive and Portable CPU 

Characteristics 

Hard 

Drive 

P/N 

661-1622 

661-0540 

661-1630 

661-1632 

661-1643 

661-0796 

661-0772 | 120 

204 

Carriers for CPUs 

Power- 

Book 160, 

180, Duo 

210, 230 

Power- 

Book 140, 

Width | Height | Portable | Book 100 | 145, 170 

No Carrier No Carrier 

(140, 170 

only) 

No Carrier No Carrier 

No Carrier 

No Carrier 

948-0002 

No Carrier 

No Carrier 

No Carrier 

(180, Duo 

only) 

2.5" 
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Return Configuration Tables 

The following tables show which cables and carriers you 
must return with various defective hard drives. Return the 
specified cables and, depending on the CPU or external 
drive, return the defective drive in the original CPU carrier, 

the replacement carrier, or no carrier at all. 

Portable Hard Drive Return Configuration Table 

Characteristics | Return Carrier | 
Hard 

Drive CPU 

P/N MB | Width| Height | Carrier No Carrier 

PrBk 100 

PrBk 100 

PrBk 140, 145, 

170 

PrBk 160, 180, 

Duo 210, 230 

PrBk 180, Duo 

210, 230 
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Hard Drive Return Configuration Table 

Characteristics | Return Cble Return Carrier 

Hard Repimnt 

Drive Module CPU 

P/N MB | Width; Height | Powr| LED | Carrier | Carrier No Carrier 

661-0613 3.5" standard Ilex, Ilci, | Il, IIx, Ifx 

(A/UX) external 

1 " 661-0624 3.5" Cl, CI Il, Ici 

P200, LC, 

LC Il, P400, 

IIsi, IIvi, Ilvx, 

Q700, extrnl 

661-0774 3.5" 1" 

661-0584 — Oo oO external 

I, Wx 

_ 

661-1638 160 standard 

(A/UX) 

661-1640 160 | 5 

= 

661-0601 160 ab i 
Oo i) O 

) vO} 

661-0625 160 | 3.5" standard 

repl. by 1641 

661-1639 160 | 3.5" standard lici, IIfx 

(A/UX) 

661-1641 5" standard P600, Ilci, IIfx, 

Q700, Q900 

5 la" Cl, Cll, Isi, 
P200, LC, 
LC Il, P400 

661-1649 160 | 3.5" 1" SE, SE/30, Cl, 

Cl ll, LC, LC Il, 

P200, P400, 

lisi, Il, IIx, IIfx, 

licx, Ilci, extrnl 

661-1637 230 | 3.5" standard lIci, Ilvx, Q700, 

Q900 

661-1636 400 standard Ilvx, Q700, 

Q900 

Ici, IIfx 

—h ro) ro) - 

661-1647 1 

Hui 
= 

2 oO 
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Return Configuration Tables 

The following tables show which cables and carriers you 
must return with various defective hard drives. Return the 
specified cables and, depending on the CPU or external 
drive, return the defective drive in the original CPU carrier, 

the replacement carrier, or no carrier at all. 

Portable Hard Drive Return Configuration Table 

Characteristics | Return Carrier | 
Hard 

Drive CPU 

P/N MB | Width| Height Carrier No Carrier 

661-1622 PrBk 100, 140, 

170 

661-0540 

661-1630 PrBk 140, 145, 

160, 170, 180, 

Duo 210, 230 

661-1644 PrBk 100 

PrBk 100 

661-1643 PrBk 140, 145, 

170 

661-0796 PrBk 160, 180, 

Duo 210, 230 

661-1632 : PrBk 100 

| 

661-0772 | 120 PrBk 180, Duo 

210, 230 
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Hard Drive Return Configuration Table 

Characteristics | Return Cables | Return Carrier | 

Hard Repimnt 

Drive Module CPU No 

P/N MB | Width | Height Carrier | Carrier Carrier 

standard external 

3.5" standard / / Ilex, Ilci, | SE, 

external | SE/30, 

I, IIx 

standard J J Ilcx, llci, 

external nae ll, 

IIx 

aa 

& 1 tl] 

: ai iy 

a ‘ oe 

5.25" | standard Bae I, IIx, IIx 

3.5" Hex, Ici | HH, Ix, Ilfx 

661-0600 | 80 : standard lilcx, lici, 

& 1" Q700, ae ll, 

external | IIx, Ilfx 

661-0302 | 20 

661-0342 | 20 

661-0373 | 20 

661-0612 | 20. 

repl. by 

1629 

661-0391 | 40 

661-0464 

repl. by 

1629 

661-0614 

661-1629 | 40 

3.5" 

P400, llsi 

Ilex, Ilci, | SE, 

external | SE/30, Hl, 

IIx, Ilfx 

661-0771 | 40 

repl. by 

0614 

P400, Ilsi 

661-0411 

661-0457 
(A/UX) 

661-0561 

(A/UX) 

repl. by 

0613 

external | Il, Ilx, Ilfx 
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Hard Drive Return Configuration Table 

Characteristics | Return Cble Return Carrier 

Hard Repimnt 

Drive Module CPU 

P/N Height | Powr; LED Carrier | Carrier No Carrier 

661-0613 standard 

(A/UX) 

Ilex, Ilci, | Il, IIx, Ifx 

external 

661-0624 1" Cl, Cl Il, Ici 

P200, LC, 

LC Il, P400, 

IIsi, IIvi, Ilvx, 

Q700, extrnl 

661-0774 ls 

661-0584 standard external 

661-0601 standard CEE 
661-1638 standard 

(A/UX) 

661-1640 standard 

661-0625 standard 

repl. by 1641 

Ici, IIfx 

661-1639 standard 

(A/UX) 

lIci, Ilfx 

Susans Neil il 

locas ase 

a oe 

661-1641 standard P600, Ilci, IIfx, 

Q700, Q900 

661-1647 1" Cl, Cl ll, Ilsi, 

P200, LC, 

LC Il, P400 

661-1649 SE, SE/30, Cl, 

Cl ll, LC, LC Hl, 

P200, P400, 

lIsi, Il, IIx, IIfx, 

licx, IIci, extrnl 

661-1637 Ici, Ilvx, Q700, 

Q900 

standard 

661-1636 standard llvx, Q700, 

Q900 

EEE 
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Troubleshooting 

A Caution 

208 

To efficiently troubleshoot hard drive problems, first perform 
the steps in the troubleshooting checklist, then use the 
flowchart in Figure 2 as a general troubleshooting guide. 
Instructions for using MacTest Pro follow the troubleshooting 
checklist. 

Troubleshooting Checklist 

Most hard drive problems can be found by performing the 
steps in this checklist. 

— Use a known-good system and software. 

— Back up the suspect drive's data as soon as possible. 

— Check that every SCSI device on the SCSI chain has a unique SCSI ID. 

— Verify that the SCSI chain is properly terminated. 

— Check that you are using Apple SCSI cables. 

— Verify that the termination resistors are removed on external hard drives. 

— Use Disk First Aid™ . 

— lf the wrong icon is present or a file doesn't appear, rebuild the desktop. 

— Reinstall drive software. Use HD SC Setup and update the driver. 

— Check the system folder for problem INITs. 

~— Check the drive for multiple system files. 

— Check the termination power with the diagnostic. 

MacTest Pro 

When using MacTest Pro, always run the Bad Block Scan 
Test. For more thorough testing, also run the Random Seek 
Test. 

Running Write Test can destroy data. Run Write Test 
only if you suspect that the write mechanism is bad and 
only if the data is backed up. 

Perform steps 1 and 2 if you are testing an external drive. If 
you are testing an internal drive, start with step 3. 

1. Connect the troubled external SCSI drive to the SCSI port 
on the rear of a known-good Macintosh. (Do not install a 
SCSI loopback card. This card inhibits the operation of 
the SCSI bus.) 
Switch on the external SCSI drive. 
Boot the diagnostic disk. 
Select the drive test(s) that you want to run. 
Click OK and then Test. Via SS 

Hard Drives 



START 

Start up hard drive. 

1. Check all cable connec- 
tions (internal, external, 
and power). 

2. Replace power supply. 
3. Replace fan. 

Drive 
and fan 
running? 

1. Replace LED assembly. 
2. \f external, verify no resistor 

packs / jumper present. 
3. Replace HDA-to-case cable. 
4. Replace HDA. 

LED 
constantly on 
or blinking 

MacTest: Run SCS/ 
port loopback test 
(Mac Plus only) or | 
run logic board test . 
TechStep: Use SCS/ 
HD Tests. 

External only: 
1. Verify no resistor packs/ 

jumper present. 

2. Check all cable connections 
(internal, external, and power). 

3. Replace SCSI select cable. 

Yes Internal only: 
Run known-good 1. al bi packs / jumper 

Mactest Pro disk.| +. 
& | 2. Check all cable connections 
LL. ‘ 

(internal, external, and power). 

i aea ees ncaa Yes No All HDs: 
ee Passed? 1. Replace internal SCSI cable. 

2. Replace HDA. 5 2. Replace power cable (if present). 

3. Replace Macin- & 
tosh logic board. 

Run Disk First Aid 

Run Disk First Aid. : Yes Use installer to Passed? 
reinitialize HDA. 

Use installer to No 

reinitialize HDA. Replace customer's Replace HDA. 

data files. 

Replace customer's Use installer to 
data files. reinitialize HDA. 

Replace customer's 
data files. 

Figure 2 Troubleshooting Flowchart 

* The diagnostic does not find bad SCSI connectors on the Macintosh logic board. To rule out this 

possibility, perform a visual inspection of the pins and solder joints on the SCSI connectors. 
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Additional Procedures 

SCSI Select Jumper Configurations 

Each SCSI device requires a unique identity. How jumpers 
are configured on SCSI select pins defines the SCSI identity of 
the hard drive. Identify these pins using the following 
guidelines. Some manufacturers do not use these standards. 

1. SCSI select pins are a group of at least six pins that are 
often located near the 50-pin SCSI connector. 

2. FIGURE 3. SCSI select pins are usually located: 1) on top 
of the controller board, sticking up (Figure 3A), or 2) on 
the back of the drive, just beside the 50-pin SCSI 

50-Pin SCSI wa 
Connector 

inati 
SCSI 

SCSI Termination 

Resistors 
Select Pins 

B 

SCSI Termination 

Resistors 

50-Pin SCSI 
Connector 

SCSI 
Select Pins 

C 

50-Pin SCSI 
Connector 

SCSI 
Termination 

SCSI 
Jumper 

Select Pins 

Figure 3 Common SCSI Select Pin and Terminator Resistor Locations 
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A Caution 

connector (Figure 3B), or 3) on the front of the drive 
opposite the 50-pin SCSI connector (Figure 3C). 
FIGURE 4. When on the PCB, SCSI select pins are often 
labeled either AO, Al, and A2 or E1, E2, and E3. 

If the pins are not labeled, use the three pairs of pins 
closest to the 50-pin SCSI connector. Pin pair numbers 
are often assigned using two standards: 1) when the pins 
are on top of the PCB, count toward the 50-pin 
connector (e.g., 1, 2, 3, 50-pin connector), 2) when the 

pins are on the side, count away from the 50-pin 
connector (50-pin connector, 3, 2, 1—see Figure 3B). 

To set the SCSI ID, use jumpers on the pins as shown below. 

SCSI Select Jumper Configurations 

SCSIID AO/E1 A1/E2 A2/E3 

0 = — ss 

1 Jump - _ 

2 - Jump _ 

3 Jump Jump ~ 

4 _ - Jump 

5 Jump - Jump 

6 - Jump Jump 

7 Jump Jump Jump 

Figure 4 SCSI Select Pin Labeling and Jumper Configurations 

Termination Resistors and Jumpers 

Termination resistors identify the internal hard drive as the 
beginning of the SCSI chain (for additional information, 
the General SCSI Information chapter). 

See 

Remove the termination resistors from hard drives used 

inside of the Quadra 900/950 and external hard drives. 

FIGURE 3A and B. Termination resistors are usually three 
identical resistors located near the 50-pin SCSI connector. 

FIGURE 3C. On some drives a jumper on pin 6 has replaced 
the termination resistors. When the jumper is present, the 
drive is terminated. 

To assure correct termination power when using a 400 MB 

drive (661-1636) in the Macintosh Quadra 700, 900, and 950, 
use jumpers on pins 5, 7, and 8 of the J6 connector. 
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Macintosh Hard Disk 40SC/80SC Upgrade 

Some Quantum 40 and 80 MB, 3.5-inch hard drives may 
experience intermittent startup problems. When the problem 
occurs, you will see a Macintosh disk icon with a flashing 
question mark or a dialogue box that says "Cannot Load 
Finder." 

Only 40 and 80 MB drives with variation code numbers 0032, 

0034, and 0058 are affected by this problem. (The variation 
code number is on the small bar code label in the upper-right 
corner of the end where the 50-pin SCSI connector is 
located.) This problem can be eliminated by replacing the 
ROM chip version 7.9 01 with the newer PROM version TA.2 
O1 or later. 

Materials Required 

ROM removal tool (orange stick) 

PROM 

Upgrade Procedure 

1. Remove the hard drive assembly. 

The hard drive controller board contains electronic 
circuits and components that are sensitive to 
electrostatic discharge (ESD) damage. 

2. FIGURE 5. Compare your drive controller board to the 
board layout shown in the figure, and locate the 28-pin 
ROM chip at U201. 

3. Using the ROM removal tool, gently pry the ROM from 
the controller board. Some ROMs have a small plastic 
sheet under them. Be careful not to tear this sheet when 
you are prying up the ROM. Return this ROM to Apple. 

4, FIGURE 5. Position the new PROM over the socket so 
that the notch on the PROM faces the 50-pin SCSI 
connector. 

5. Gently angle in the row of PROM pins on one side, then 
the other side. Push down to make sure the PROM is 
securely seated. 

6. Install the hard drive assembly. 

Hard Drives 



7. Using MacTest Pro, run the the Random Seek Test two to 
three times. This action lubricates the drive. 

If the drive does not start or does not successfully complete 
the hard disk test, turn the system off for approximately 30 
seconds. Turn the power on and try again. If the drive does 
not respond after three on-and-off power cycles, the drive 
has failed for reasons other than those covered here. 

Figure 5 PROM Chip Location 
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Hard Drive Startup Problem 

Some hard drives exhibit startup problems after a period of 
use. The hard drive must be replaced if you do not hear 
the drive working during the booting sequence and the CPU 
does not recognize the drive. You can retrieve data off of the 
drive by using the following procedure. 

Materials Required 

Macintosh computer 
External drive case, or sufficient blank floppy disks to copy the data from 

the faulty drive 

Data Recovery Procedure 

1. Remove the faulty hard drive. 
2. FIGURE 6. Hold the hard drive tightly with the circuit 

board facing down (to avoid ESD damage, don't touch 
the circuit board). With one quick, sharp motion, rotate 
the drive counterclockwise. This action should allow the 
hard drive to start up. 

3. Install the faulty drive in an extra external drive case (or 
back in the customer's CPU if you don't have an extra 

external drive case). 
4. Check that the system recognizes the drive; if it does, 

copy the data onto another hard drive or floppy disks. 

Figure 6 Rotating a Faulty Hard Drive 
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Illustrated Parts List 

LED 

Cable 

Eject 
Switch 

Cable 

Eject 
Switch 
Bracket Os 

420-1011 et 

Daisy Chain ——————+ 
Interface Board 

Internal 
Metal a, 
Shield 

1.4 MB 
Mechanism 

© — 

ee 

416-1304 Cable 

De Shield 

| | Dp 

| Cable g 
~ Clamp 

Pe os, 
416-1304 

External 

Cable 

Metal 

Shield 

416-1304 

Case 
Bottom 

& 

2 SN 416-1305 

Shield ~ 

we 
| 

Foot C2 

Figure 1 External Floppy Drive Exploded View 
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Apple 3.5 External Floppy Drive and Apple SuperDrive 

OF119) (ogre) chia) OST OE em Ree Cerner norm cee 805-0378 
CADIS SCI a scactvetctahin iets a alata uaa Cen nephacttatoennNia, 805-0807 
Case bottom, platinum, 3.5 Drive ...........cceceeeees 815-0956 
Case bottom, SuperDIive ..........ccccccccceesteeceeenteeeeee 603-5117 
(CASE TOO laine meule ian ten oreine eniee  ealone 865-0045 
Case SCLEW: LOTR sitesi teicsaRiiscecteitedasassargumtaween 416-1305 
Case top; Platinum 2c.cutticrwnwtinisaeainnawions 815-0955 
DaiSy-Chain COVES ssi. yennever nave sidevrsidisaes Heseteleeouontes 815-0969 
Daisy-chain interface board.........cccccceeceeeteeeeeeeees 076-0234 
BjeCl SWitCh: DIACK Cl casi sniivesinienitatar anatase 805-0811 
Eject switch bracket SCreW..........ccccccceeeeeeetnteeeeeeeeenens 420-1011 
Eje@Ct-S Witch 7a Ol rcs caanscniyntaunacapatereesta sacs iteurentowne. wens 603-5110 
ExGeRa Ca 1G acho vazscmtecaratectaisearaese nannies 590-4360 
Inner metal shield ..............ccccsccccsesscceesseseessteeeesenees 805-0156 
LED Cables 3 5 IDNVe wsiscscesteeteivewt asi eeeta eines 603-5109 

LED Cable. Super Dive isaxisicAntaveoinwiieuaes 603-5118 
Metal shield SCrEW........:..:cccsssscccccssesntecsssesttecessseneees 416-1304 
Outer metal shield................cccceescccccucseecccccavecececesevees 603-5106 

Macintosh 400K External Floppy Drive (not shown) 

BS Ze Pix rete cas bccn pub nc ine hadataes ten aacaiaw ae aan eee: 815-0798 

CAS DOUG asc Ai atcirecntudedhtwiatm ates 815-0795 

CASE 10 pines iersahal auasansedanilechagnentetaatie nc mmiaaeies 815-0796 
|b ¢ oi 2¥2 1 OF | 8 | ote te nn en On Ee nT 590-0183 

FON seciescitse aadhecectes aise a eaten he eat tenes cae senate 865-0051 
SCPEW MG 52 10 as aiscteiecbndascinutebel icguoiereumnw teased: 467-3000 
Screw, Tap M2.9 x 1.06 x 13 (fOOt) ..... eee eeeees 424-1001 

Macintosh 800K External Floppy Drive (not shown) 

CASE DOMOMI 2 iaceatiancinntiacdictnnicies cocontn Mee arancoomeee oleae 630-5181 

CASE SCIEW) [OL a ccna ta sioees asain, 416-1305 
CASC 10D Gfaaiiiia tee Aa eels 630-5180 
Exetiial Cap lence ce ae nt eecaeaantiteee: 590-0255 

DE CAD ieesaaeeal ielate Soecidla donates teed Gn chan anche 603-5109 
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Flex 
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Mechanism 

Drive-to- 
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Case 
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i SD) Pin 

Door 

Door 

Retainer S 
Pin 

Figure 2  HDI-20 External Floppy Drive Exploded View 
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HDI-20 External Floppy Drive 

Cable-intertace: boat psirnaticcetniimtinnumin wine 699-0479 
CASe; DOUO Me ihantendnrieeceeacewter aoe aaa: 603-5121 
CASENOD Ucetcaiints ini ea een iaieintees 603-5120 
DGGE wisiccaenrassel tain o ae eauees acolyte 603-5010 
DOGr Tenet PINS asdeiaiicinieaaeaeenees 603-5011 
Drive-to-CPU cable, HDI-20 .........cccceccccesececeeeeeeeenees 590-0719 

| i (a>. <4, 07 © (cae ean EO Eo eee eee rere re 821-0655 

Common Parts for Floppy Drive Products 

Floppy drive mechanisms 
AOQOK MeECHANISIN 3 cnisiavhicssiidsneaeoavarin aeceeees 661-76156 
BOOK MECHANISM ici yctcmodeliod an omwenneie 661-0345 
1.4 MB floppy drive mechanism, 19 mm 
(PEPIACESO6 1-162 5) asia ciatinnet ler ashlutrestnutas eas toabees: 661-1651 
1.4 MB mechanism, Apple SuperDrive ................. 661-0474 

Internal cables 
(G2) 6) (amenee eee eee CR we err On err crr cl tose icn terre ry tr 590-0437 
CS rerest ocares ines ed aha ace eon tech oieaier: 590-0188 
Oe] 6) (gerne mentee arte ans ae tne nee nen er eer ern 590-0617 
GAGs erohcuisatiacanesarensiacguss a ote ateueen enh eeieeeecied, 590-0524 
Cable” tcccsvacariene ideo i tass usenet oe eta 590-0961 
CATS ys nreacuinstasr debate esate hotles in eaten Coenen aacrnaet 590-0025 
CAD Cy crsincistafane rendement ee 922-0054 
Ald Satay con asatuataxecauetenosts mana oad oneentiaect rea 590-0607 
CAS sso starriieeurelasanlsiein cg aamcumuan a uadisoepe dames ae 590-0515 
CAS alae’ cates nenseiiotie dats igineanieestenen as caeeteeeuneneale 590-0501 

CAS asi aciieet easiest uaiveatd acl neste Roca ea acaneeiesiaie 821-0655 

Maintenance and packaging 
Camere win caste ereca niece oan ee andes ea eee 805-0217 
GY ag ong eee en eee rene mena ny ret een Tene er ner ait tri ae 948-0022 
CARVED citaatenunivaneitideleunhoasatets susan eomumernrntennten 805-5050 
CATIICE  sencsasssaanes Sancahane aca nctant unerinceonniar tena ssatiae 805-5111 
CA TIOT setesasre steed tne Aas Mencia akeatoay Gaeta 805-0961 
Dust shield, SuperDrive (package of 5)...........06. 076-0439 
Packing disk (for 800K mechanisms only)............ 003-0003 
Screw, M3 x 6 (with two washers)...........cc0e 462-3401 
Service packaging, 800K/SuperDrive 0.0.0.0... 602-0210 

Service packaging, 1.4 MB floppy drive, 
TOF Nise atite th Seat axcvosteed ance’ acrsccean dake. tetostaedvolles cian peelut: 602-0308 

* For information on cable, carrier, and product compatibility, see the Internal Cable and Carrier 

Compatibility table later in this chapter. 
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Identification 

220 

The Apple SuperDrive™ is a 1.4 MB high-density 3.5-inch 
drive. The SuperDrive is compatible with Apple's 400K and 
800K data formats and provides data exchangeability 
pew cen Apple systems (GCR data format) and MS- DOS® or 
0s/2® systems (MFM data formats). 

FIGURE 3. To identify an unlabeled floppy drive, remove the 
cover of the computer or external drive and count the 
number of microswitches on the drive mechanism. 
SuperDrives have three microswitches, 800K drives have two, 
and 400K drives have one. 

ea 

a 

Microswitch Ww = LI 

rail 
cat 

400K 

VS 800K 

U < 
SS 4 

1.4 MB 

Microswitches & 

Figure 3 Identifying Floppy Drives 
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Media and Drive Compatibility 

To take full advantage of the increased storage capacity of 
the SuperDrive, you must use high-density (HD) 3.5-inch 
disks. You can identify these disks by the HD next to the 
shutter and by the additional read/write window (Figure 4). 
Because high-density disks are structurally different from 
other media, media/drive compatibility problems can occur. 
To avoid such problems, refer to the table below. 

A Caution Apple does not recommend using high-density disks in 
400K or 800K floppy drives. Data saved to high-density 
disks using these drives is unreliable and could be lost. 

Media and Drive Compatibility 

Double-Sided Disks | High-Density Disks | 

400K 800K 720K 1.4 MB 800K 720K 1.4MB 

Format Format Format Format | Format | Format Format 

Compatible 

Compatible | Compatible 

1.4 MB | Compatible | Compatible | Compatible Compatible 

Drive 

High-density media requires the following software 
e System 6.0 or later (6.0.8 or later recommended) 
¢ Apple File Exchange Utility version 1.1 or greater (MS/DOS) 

=f Additional Read/Write Window 

800K Floppy Disk 1.4 MB Floppy Disk 

Figure 4 Identifying High-Density Disks 
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Troubleshooting 

Troubleshooting Checklist 

The following checklist is a general troubleshooting guide. 
For specific problems, use the Symptom/Cure Chart. When 
troubleshooting floppy drives, use known-good system 
software. 

A Caution When replacing the top covers on Macintosh II, IIx, or 
llfx computers, align the top cover front latches 
carefully. If you hook the latch into or under the floppy 
drive, you can crack the floppy drive controller board. 

Verify that the test disk you are using is good and that it is formatted 

correctly for the floppy drive that you are testing (i.e., 800K or 1.4 MB). 

Check all internal floppy drive cable connections. 

If the floppy drive is an external drive, check all external cable 

connections. 

Clean the floppy drive. If the drive is a SuperDrive, install a dust shield 

on the clean drive before reinstalling it. The dust shield will not fit into the 

Macintosh Plus, LC, LC Il, Performa 400, or Portable. 

If the problem is intermittent, carefully inspect and test the internal floppy 

drive cable. 

If the drive shows no response to any input, replace the drive. 

Symptom/Cure Chart 

Problems 

Drive will not 

eject disk 

The disk ejects 

while booting; 

display shows Mac 
icon with blinking "X" 3. 

Solutions 

1. Shut down the computer, press and hold the trackball or 

mouse button, and switch on the computer. 

2. Eject the disk manually by pushing an opened paper clip into 

the hole under the drive slot. 

3. Replace the drive mechanism. 

1. Try a known-good system disk. 

2. If the computer is a Macintosh Quadra 900/950, verify that 
the keyswitch is in the "on" position. 

Verify that the trackball or mouse button is not stuck. 
4. Check the internal floppy drive cable connections. If they are 

secure, replace the internal floppy drive cable. 

5. Replace the drive mechanism. 

The disk continuously 

ejects in a Mac Plus 

Audio and video 

present, but internal 

drive does not 

operate 

Monitors and Mass Storage 

Verify the internal cable is correct (590-0437, yellow stripe). 

2. Replace the drive mechanism. 

1. Try a known-good disk. 

2. Clean the drive. If the drive is a SuperDrive, install a dust 
shield on the clean drive before reinstalling it. 

3. Check the internal floppy drive cable connections. If they 
are secure, replace the internal floppy drive cable. 

4. Replace the drive mechanism. 
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Drive will read 

but not write 

Drive is unable 

to read; many 

file transfer 

errors occur 

Disk initialization 

fails 

Drive will 

read/write to 

800K disks 

but not to HD 

disks 

MS-DOS drive 

does not 

recognize a 
disk formatted 

ona 1.4 MB 

floppy drive 

External Floppy 

Drive Problems’ 

Drive functions 

but LED does 

not light 

Drive will not 

read but LED 

comes on 

Drive will not 

come on; LED 

flashes once or 

does not light 

Clean the drive. If the drive is a SuperDrive, install a dust 
shield on the clean drive before reinstalling it. 

2. Check the internal floppy drive cable connections. If they 

are secure, replace the internal floppy drive cable. 

3. Replace the drive mechanism. 

1. Try a known-good disk. 
2. Clean the drive. If the drive is a SuperDrive, install a dust 

shield on the clean drive before reinstalling it. 

3. Replace the drive mechanism. 

1. Verify that you are using the proper type of media. 

2. Try a known-good disk. 

3. If the disk is 800K, upgrade any system software versions 

earlier than 6.0.5. The 800K INIT is not in earlier software. 
4. Clean the drive. If the drive is a SuperDrive, install a dust 

shield on the clean drive before reinstalling it. 
5. Check the internal floppy drive cable connections. If they 

are secure, replace the internal floppy drive cable. 

6. Replace the drive mechanism. 

1. Verify that you are using high-density media. 

2. Check that the drive is a high-density drive. 
3. Ifthe CPU is a Mac SE or Mac Il, verify that you have the 

proper ROMs and SWIM chip installed (see Macintosh SE/II 
SuperDrive upgrade procedures later in this chapter). 

4. Replace the drive mechanism. 

1. Verify that you are using the proper type of media. 

2. Try formatting the disk on the MS-DOS computer. 

3. Reference the Apple File Exchange User's Guide. 

4. Reference the MS-DOS user's guide. 

Solutions 

1. Replace LED assembly. 
2. Replace drive mechanism. 

1. Check software on a known-good system. 

2. Replace drive mechanism. 

1. Check external drive cable connections. If they are secure, 
replace external drive cable. 

2. Replace LED assembly. 

3. Replace drive mechanism. 

* The HDI-20 external floppy drive does not have an LED. 
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Additional Procedures 

Note 

A Caution 

Cleaning Floppy Drives 

To clean a floppy drive, use the 3M 3.5-Inch Head Cleaning 
Diskette Kit (model 40263) and follow the directions 
enclosed in the kit. Do not attempt to clean the floppy drive 
in any other manner. You could damage the drive. 

When cleaning products other than the 400K drive found in 
the 128K and 512K Macintosh, it is important to remove and 
discard the plastic film tab from the head access slot of the 
cleaning disk. 

FIGURE 5. If the floppy drive is a SuperDrive with 
considerable dust build-up, remove the drive mechanism 
from the carrier and use a moisture-free "canned air" product 
to blow the dust out of the drive mechanism as shown in the 
figure below. Be sure to clear the track-zero sensor when 
spraying. This sensor must be kept clear of dust for the drive 
to function properly. 

Never point the spray directly at the drive head. 
Spraying the head could damage the head gimble. 

Track-Zero 
Sensor 

Avoid 
Drive Head! 

Figure 5 Airflow for Cleaning the 1.4 MB Floppy Drive 
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A Caution 
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Avoiding Disk Ejection Problems 

To avoid disk ejection problems: 

Avoid placing more than two labels on a disk. 
Make sure another disk is not already in the drive. 
Press disks gently into the drive. 
Inspect the internal mounting bracket before installation. 
A warped or bent mounting bracket will not align with 
the bezel and can cause disk ejection problems. 
During installation, make sure the disk opening of the 
drive mechanism is centered in the bezel. If the disk 
opening is not centered, binding or friction may cause 
disk ejection problems. 

Removing Disks That Will Not Eject 

ie Push the disk back in and try to eject it electronically: 

a. Hold down the <shift> and <command> keys and 
press 1 (for internal drives) or 2 (for external drives). 

b. Pull down the File menu and select Eject. (Repeat 
several times.) 

If the procedures in step 1 do not work, insert a 
straightened paper clip into the hole located beside the 
disk insertion slot. Allow the drive to push the disk out. 

Do NOT try to pull the disk out. 

Pulling a disk forcefully from a drive may damage 
the drive mechanism. 

If the procedure in step 2 does not work, remove the 
floppy drive and place the drive and carrier assembly 
upside down. 
Remove the four screws that hold the drive to the carrier, 

and remove the drive. 

FIGURE 6A. Place the drive with the controller board 
face down and the disk opening facing you. Press the 
eject lever. 
FIGURE 6B. If the procedure in step 5 does not work, 
hold the drive as shown in the figure. Gently pull up on 
the top of the drive mechanism to free the disk from any 
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points that might catch on the bottom of the drive 
assembly. Check the three most likely catch points 
(shown in the graphic). Carefully free the disk from the 
catch point (head, lever, etc.) and eject the disk with the 

eject lever. 

077 
Lm eg — s§-§§§ _ /).__ H 

CH 

Eject 
Lever 

Catch Points 

IK 
Figure 6 Removing Disks That Will Not Eject 
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Macintosh SE SuperDrive Upgrade 

Use system software version 6.0.8 or higher with the 1.4 MB 
SuperDrive. Some earlier software will recognize the drive 
only as an 800K mechanism. 

Upgrade Procedure 

ds 

Zz 

HI ROM (342-0701) 

LO ROM (342-0702) 

SWIM (344-0062) 

Remove the cover and discharge the CRT. 
Using a grounded workstation, remove the video board, 
SCSI hard drive or upper floppy drive, the main logic 
board, and the lower floppy drive. 
FIGURE 7. Using the IC extractor, remove the IWM chip 
and the two ROM chips from the logic board. 
FIGURE 7. Install the SWIM chip and the two new ROMs 
as indicated in the figure. The notch at the end of each 
SWIM chip and ROM should face the front of the logic 
board. 
Install the SuperDrive in the lower internal drive slot. 
Replace the main logic board; the SCSI hard drive, upper 
800K drive, or second SuperDrive; the video board; and 

the cover. 

piste oer 
UUUUUOUE | | QUO 

Figure 7 Upgrading the Macintosh SE Logic Board 
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Macintosh II SuperDrive Upgrade 

Use system software version 6.0.8 or higher with the 1.4 MB 
SuperDrive. Some earlier software will recognize the drive 
only as an 800K mechanism. 

Upgrade Procedure 

1. 

Zz 

HI ROM (661-0639) 

MED HI ROM (661-0640) 

LO ROM (661-0642) 

MED LO ROM (661-0641) 

= oO = (LO) Fp 20 
= = [ = 

SWIM (344-0062) 

Using a grounded workstation, remove the top cover, 
video card (and other installed cards), and drive mount. 

FIGURE 8. Using an IC extractor, remove the four ROMs 
at the logic board locations shown in the figure. 
FIGURE 8. Install the four 512K ROMs as shown in the 
figure. The notch at the end of each ROM should face 
the front of the logic board. 
FIGURE 8. Using the IWM/SWIM extractor (076-0341), 
remove the IWM chip from the logic board. 
Position the SWIM chip on the logic board socket so that 
the beveled edge of the chip is facing the white dot on 
the logic board. 
Install the SuperDrive on the the drive mount in drive 
slot 1 or 2. 
Replace the drive mount, video card (and any other cards 
that you removed), and the top cover. 

GAGE: -* 

Udo, = vl a OO) 

oO O 

Figure 8 Upgrading the Macintosh Il Logic Board 
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Illustrated Parts List 

A 

Rear Audio 

Board 

SCSI Select 
Switch 

Assembly 

Connector 

Mounting 

_ Plate sci Device- 
to-Case Cable 

G&G ae Drive 
Nz Mechanism 
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Case 
Bottom 

B 

Figure 1 Apple CD-ROM Drives 
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AppleCD SC (Figure 1A) 

Cables 
Power Cable, SMOKE .......c cc ceccccsecccceeceeaeeeeaees 590-0380 

SCSI device-to-case Cable ........cc ccc ceecceeeeeeeeeenes 590-0235 

Case parts 

Cis DOOM S ceccaranunesieeenaweraarees 630-5377 
CASE COP decrainoviniak ees asta 630-5376 
Connector mounting plate .......... ee eeeeeeeee eens 805-0382 

DPV EMSC AM ISIN de pores ora id acarwa debsas eae 661-0110 
POWED SUDDIY aoisatanacoui oes 661-0343 
Printed circuit boards 

Headphone board.an nung eee 982-0020 
EE) OAL cs sia Assn aodesictia aa ulead deseo 630-4173 
Rear audio Doar oo... cccccccccccceceeeeeeeeeeeeeseeeeenees 630-4166 

Switches and buttons | 
15) (sate O10 (9 500 een te ener een ey ner er enerne reer err 956-0021 
SCSI select switch assembly ..........ccccccccceceeeeeeeee 705-0045 

AppleCD SC Plus (Figure 1A) 

Cables 
Power Cable, SMOKE ............cccccsesssccnessscceanssecnanss 590-0380 

SCSI device-to-case Cable i... cece eeeeeetteeeetees 590-0264 
Case parts 

Case DOUOMicaGiwiioceninch autodata 630-5377 
ASCO iain sees eed arene ee cea airs ones 630-5376 
Connector mounting plate ......... eee eeeeeeees 805-0382 

DIVE MECN AMIS ON sera aetned oe ritestaecdeton eect een 661-0671 
POWER SUD DIY sinccrntacthenibaen etacetuaaternesee ees 661-0343 
Printed circuit boards 

Head pnOne DOA jinmirercanetnsinantneasieentates 982-0107 
EDD DOAE bertacaeisasansnseucttxte toni iien Ge chndeueteeadedt 630-4173 
Rear AUGIO DOAlG iii incase ck cnceseriesnamettnintixnadaeen 630-4166 

SCSI select switch assembly ............cccccccceeeeeeeeeeeees 705-0045 

AppleCD 150 Drive and AppleCD 300 Drive (Figure 1B) 

AppleCD 150 (whole-unit-exchange module)......... 661-1645 
AppleCD 300 mechanism ............:.ccccccsssceessteeeeeeenes 661-1646 
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Troubleshooting 

Problems 

Green power 
light is not on 

Computer can 

not see the 

CD-ROM drive 

CD-ROM drive 

will not accept 

a compact disc 

234 

Troubleshooting Checklist 

The following checklist is a general troubleshooting guide. 
For specific problems, use the Symptom/Cure Chart. When 
troubleshooting CD-ROM drives, use known-good system 
software. 

— Verify that all external cable connections are secure. 

— Check that every device on the SCSI chain has a unique SCSI ID. 

— Verify that the SCSI chain is properly terminated. 

— Check that you are using Apple SCSI cables. 

— Check all CD-ROM internal cable connections. 

— Verify that the power supply is good. 

— If the CD-ROM drive is not the only device on the SCSI chain, test the 

CD-ROM individually with a known-good computer. 

— Using the diagnostic or TechStep, verify that the drive mechanism is 

good. 

— If the CD-ROM drive is the AppleCD™ SC, disconnect the fan (see 

Disconnecting the AppleCD SC® Fan later in this chapter). 

Symptom/Cure Chart 

Solutions 

Check that the power cable connections are tight. 
2. Replace the power cable. 
3. Replace the LED board. 

4. Replace the power supply. 

5. Replace the drive mechanism. 

1. Verify that the CD-ROM was powered on before the computer. 

2. Check the SCSI cable connections. 
3. Check that the CD-ROM has a unique SCSI ID. 
4. Verify that the software for both the computer and the CD- 

ROM was installed correctly (e.g., the system software and 
the CD-ROM driver). 

5. Test the CD-ROM with a known-good computer. If the CD- 
ROM works, the problem could be the computer (bad SCSI 
port, etc.) or the SCSI chain (see the SCSI General 
Information chapter). 

6. Replace the SCSI device-to-case cable. 
7. Replace the drive mechanism. 

Try a known-good disc. 
Try a known-good CD caddy. 

Clean the drive mechanism. 

Replace the drive mechanism. net oe hla 
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CD-ROM drive 
has intermittent 

read/play 
problems 

Red LED does 

not light when 
the caddy is 
inserted 

Headphone 
jack does not 

operate correctly 

Volume control 

does not operate 

correctly 

Speaker jacks 
do not operate 

1. Verify that the disc is good. 
2. Clean the drive mechanism. 
3. If the unit is an AppleCD SC, disconnect the fan (See 

Disconnecting the AppleCD SC Fan later in this chapter.) 
4. Replace the drive mechanism. 

1. Check that the LED board connection is tight. 
2. Replace the LED board. 
3. Replace the drive mechanism. 

Check that the headphone board connection is tight. 
Test the headphones with another system. 

Replace the headphone board. 
Replace the drive mechanism. ONS 

Check that the headphone board connection is tight. 
Replace the headphone board. 

Replace the drive mechanism. ON > 

1. Check that the rear audio board connection is tight. 
2. Replace the rear audio board. 

3. Replace the drive mechanism. 

MacTest Pro 

Use the following procedure to run MacTest Pro. 

1. 

2: 

5: 

4, 

Note 

5. 

Important 

Connect the CD-ROM drive to the SCSI port on the rear 
of a known-good Macintosh computer. 
Switch on the external CD-ROM drive. 
Boot the MacTest Pro diagnostic disk on the computer 
and insert the Sony CD-ROM Test Disc type 2.0* into the 
CD-ROM drive. 
Select the test(s) that you want to run. 

If you select the audio test, you must listen through 
headphones to determine if music is playing through the 
headphone jack and that the volume control is working. 

Click OK and then Test. 

Do not eject the test disc while MacTest Pro is running. If you 
eject the test disc, MacTest Pro will give you a "test failed" 
result regardless of the true status of the CD-ROM drive. 

* To function properly, MacTest Pro requires the Sony CD-ROM Test Disc type 2.0. 
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Disconnecting the AppleCD SC Fan 

AppleCD SC drives are susceptible to optical lens assembly 
contamination because dust and other airborne particles are 
drawn into the unit by the fan. Disconnecting or removing 
the fan helps prevent optical lens assembly contamination. 
This procedure is recommended for all AppleCD SC units. 

A Caution Once you have disconnected the fan, do not put 
anything on top of the CD-ROM drive. The CD-ROM has 
cooling vents in the top of the unit that must be kept 
clear to prevent the unit from overheating. 

Materials Required 

Smaill flat-blade screwdriver 
Small Phillips screwdriver 
Tape 

Follow the steps below to disconnect the AppleCD SC fan. 

1. Working on a grounded workstation, remove the case 
top. 

2. Disconnect the fan cable. 
3. FIGURE 2. Tape the power-supply end of the fan cable 

to the top of the power supply. 
4. FIGURE 2. Tuck the fan-end of the fan cable into the 

space in front of the fan. 

—— 
Supply End 

S 

Figure 2 Disconnecting the AppleCD SC Fan 
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We welcome your comments on the Monitors and Mass 
Storage Apple Service Guide. Please use the AppleLink® 
address below to send us your comments and suggestions: 

AppleLink: ASG 

The Monitors and Mass Storage Apple Service Guide is a 
product of the Apple Service Technical Publications Group. 

Lead Writer: Katherine Yagel 
Writer: Kathy Smith 
Graphic Artist: Irene Welch 
Editor: Kay Tierney 
Production: Ruthanne Baker-Mander 

This Apple manual was composed on a desktop publishing 
system using Apple Macintosh computers. The application 
software was Adobe Illustrator®, Aldus® FreeHand 
QuarkxPress®, Tycho Table Maker ", Adobe PhotoShop’ 
and Microsoft® Word. Apple LaserWriter® II printers 
produced proof pages. 
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